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Earlier this year New Dawn celebrated 15 years of continuous publication. 
What started as a very humble “home-made” newsletter gradually grew 
and developed into a bi-monthly magazine distributed throughout  
Australia and New Zealand, with an expanding international readership. 
 A few of our subscribers have watched the growth and improvement 
of New Dawn from its beginning in 1991 as a small photocopied “zine,” 
to its present status as an international magazine of alternative news 
and information. For the first five years of New Dawn’s existence it was 
largely available only by subscription. Privately printed, with just a handful 
of newsagent and bookstore outlets, readers began to realise they were 
obtaining important information – hard to get news and views – not  
accessible in any “mainstream” publication. New Dawn awakened people 
to perspectives not otherwise available and gave its small family of read-
ers, even in those days, the real meaning behind world events. From the 
start, one of the goals of New Dawn was to present challenging articles 
that gave readers the power to think for themselves instead of being told 
what to think by the powers that be. Fifteen years of dedication, struggle 
and perseverance finally resulted in the magazine you see today.
 Early editions of New Dawn covered the background to the first Gulf 
War and the Anglo-American campaign to demonise and destroy Iraq as 
part of the push for a so-called “New World Order.” 
 Prior to the US-led attack on Iraq in early 1991, then US Secretary of 
State James Baker III, a longtime Bush family friend, warned Tariq Aziz, 
the Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister, that Iraq would be bombed back into 
the “Stone Age.” True to his word, over 100,000 Iraqis – mostly civilians 
– were killed in the air war that according to a United Nation’s report 
reduced Iraq to “Stone Age” conditions. In the build up to war, US Presi-
dent George Bush Snr announced his vision of a “New World Order” 
which would secure the US’s position as the world’s sole super power and 
global policeman. Iraq was an example of what awaited any nation which 
refused to go along with the “New World Order.”  
 A decade after the first issue of New Dawn appeared, this most  
unusual magazine had acquired a wide and enthusiastic readership. 
 Early in 2002 a story in the World Watch section “Anglo-Americans 
Set For War on Iraq” predicted “the United States and Britain are  
setting the stage for a new round of overt and covert intervention against 
Iraq. Their aim is to replace the independent Iraqi government with one 
serving Western corporate and strategic interests.” The new President 
George W. Bush saw Iraq as part of the unfinished agenda of the US.
 Following the 2003 Anglo-American invasion of Iraq, President Bush 
speaking in front of a banner which read “Mission Accomplished,”  
announced that Iraq had finally been “liberated.” New Dawn, unlike the 
Establishment media which dutifully towed the White House line, in its 
May-June issue stated, “The real war for the liberation of Iraq appears 
to be just beginning.” We quoted a senior Iraqi official who said, “They 
[the invaders] thought it was going to be a picnic,” adding “every Iraqi will 
fight, everyone.” 
 As we warned in the cover story “From Iraq to Apocalypse” in that 
same issue, the United States, together with its British and Australian  
allies, by invading Iraq succeeded in turning that ancient land into a  
veritable hell on earth. The war in Iraq is more than three years old and 
there is no end in sight. With Iraq in ruins, plundered and in chaos, the 
controlled media has been forced to acknowledge the situation is spiraling 
out of control.
 Now with Israel’s attack on Lebanon world attention is again focused 
on war in the Middle East. 
 There has never been a greater need for an independent, non- 
conformist publication questioning consensus reality and presenting news 
and views ignored by the corporate-controlled mainstream press.
 Thank you for your support.

– New Dawn Magazine
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Bilderberg Group 
Meets in Canada
Four days after arriving quietly at an 
Ontario hotel in Canada, the world’s 
rich and powerful left just as mysteri-
ously, in limos and SUVs with blacked-
out windows. 
 The Bilderberg group, described by 
Canada’s CTV as “one of the world’s 
most powerful and secret societies,” 
held its 2006 meeting at the Brook 
Street Resort. As is customary the 
secretive organisation of politicians and 
business leaders from around the world 
gave no public statements. 
 With private security guards and 
metal barriers keeping outsiders well 
away, the Bilderbergers met in private 
and were then whisked away in ones 
and twos, mostly to the airport. 
 They emerged singly from their 
hotel – Bilderberg president Etienne 
Davignon of Belgium, American David 
Rockefeller, Italian economist Mario 
Monti, European competition commis-
sioner Neelie Kroes from the Neth-
erlands, and Iraqi politician Ahmed 
Chalabi. 
 The Bilderberg meeting hosted 
130 world leaders, heads of powerful 
corporations, and media representa-
tives to discuss topics like free trade 
agreements, increases in fuel prices, 
and foreign policy issues such as the US 
invasion of Iraq. 
 Despite the presence of leading 
media representatives and the discus-
sion of issues of global importance, the 
meeting went unreported in any media 
outside of the local region. 
 Others attending this year’s 
Bilderberg get-together included former 
US defense policy advisor and Iraq War 
architect Richard Perle, former US Sec-
retary of State Henry Kissinger, New 
York governor and possible presidential 
hopeful George Pataki, Royal Dutch 
Shell chair Jorma Ollila, former World 
Bank president James Wolfenson, Paul 
Gigot of The Wall Street Journal, and the 
corporate heads of Coca-Cola. 
 Protesters outside the meeting sug-
gested this year’s agenda included faster 

integration of Canada with the United 
States and Mexico and the potential for 
an invasion of Iran. 
 They carried signs protesting the 
“NWO” (New World Order) and 
denouncing the September 11, 2001, 
terror attacks as “an inside job.” 
 “When you’ve got this many high 
rollers in one place, then there’s a 
story,” said Geoff Matthews, editor and 
publisher of a small newspaper called 
the Kingston Eye Opener. “In my opinion, 
what they started to plan about 10 
years ago is the unification of North 
America without the consent of the 
people. It’s now in fast-forward.” 

 

The Bilderberg group – named after 
the Dutch hotel where they first met in 
1954 – has as its stated goal to in-
crease ties between Europe and North 
America. Bilderbergers meet behind 
closed doors every year, they say, so 
the politicians, tycoons and royalty can 
speak frankly. 
 “It’s officially described as a private 
gathering,” noted a BBC report in 
2003, “but with a guest list including 
the heads of European and American 
corporations, political leaders and a 
few intellectuals, it’s one of the most 
influential organisations on the planet.”
 Is there any evidence Bilderbergers 
shape world trends? 
 During last year’s conference in 
Rottach-Egern, Germany, Bilderberg 
luminaries ‘forecasted’ the dramatic 
rise in oil prices. A year ago oil stood at 
$40 a barrel – now it’s $75.
 The BBC also uncovered Bilderberg 
documents dating back to the 1950’s 

showing that the subsequent EU com-
mon market and the Euro was originally 
the brainchild of Bilderberg.
 American Free Press journalist James 
P. Tucker Jr. is a 71-year-old writer who 
has covered every Bilderberg confer-
ence for the last 30 years.
 “For years they denied their very 
existence,” said Mr. Tucker. “Well, they 
certainly influence the world.”
 Writing in his column for American 
Free Press, Tucker said Venezuela’s Hugo 
Chavez is hindering Bilderberg plans to 
expand NAFTA throughout the West-
ern Hemisphere and have it evolve into 
an “American Union” patterned after 
the European Union. 
 “Hugo Chavez… is trying to estab-
lish a trade coalition with neighbouring 
nations that would block the expansion 
of NAFTA by creating the Free Trade 
Area of the Americas,” writes Tucker.
 The Green Party of the United 
States issued a press release stating 
that “Bilderberg conferences stand for 
everything the Green Party opposes 
– concentration of the world’s wealth 
and power among a small group of elite 
corporate and governmental leaders, 
whose agenda has become largely real-
ised.” 
 The Greens noted that one of this 
year’s attendees, Ahmed Chalabi, who 
is wanted in Jordan for bank fraud, 
helped provide false intelligence about 
the presence of WMDs in Iraq. 
 “Any meeting in which US govern-
ment leaders are gathering with other 
nation’s leaders, corporate honchos, 
political thinkers, and other powerful 
world leaders needs to be reported 
in the media,” said Bob Levis, a Green 
candidate for US Congress. 
 “If the major media refuse to report 
on Bilderberg because they’re part of 
the same cabal, then something truly 
ominous is taking place. This isn’t con-
spiracy theory. It’s conspiracy.”

(Sources: “Bilderbergers slink out of Ot-
tawa”, by Tom Spears, Ottawa Citizen, 14 
June; “Big Surprises at Bilderberg” by James 
P. Tucker, American Free Press, 26 June; 
www.gp.org/press/pr_2006_06_14.shtml)

Journalist Earl Mcrae of the local Ottawa 
Sun attempted to gate crash the Bilderberg 

meeting. Above is his report of 9 June.
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Resurrecting 
Genghis Khan
His name may be synonymous with bar-
barism, but in today’s Mongolia Genghis 
Khan is being resurrected from the 
rubble of time to take his place among 
the giants of men.
 A statue of the once feared Mon-
golian leader has been erected in the 
nation’s capital Ulan Bator as part of 
festivities celebrating the 800th anni-
versary of the nation’s unification. 
 “May the spirit of the great Genghis 
Khan inspire the future of the Mongo-
lian people and lead it once again to 
prosperity,” Mongolian President Nam-
baryn Enkhbayar said at the ceremony. 
 The anniversary marks Genghis 
Khan’s unification of fractious Mongol 
tribes in 1206 – an event that gave 
Mongolians a nascent national identity 
and set them on course to forge a mas-
sive empire. 
 At the height of the Mongol Em-
pire in the 12th and 13th centuries, its 
territory covered more than 35 million 
square kilometres, stretching from 
Southeast Asia through Central Asia 
and into Eastern Europe. 
 Genghis fathered many children 
and one of his grandsons, Kublai, later 
became the first emperor of the Yuan 
Dynasty (1271-1368). 
 Images of Genghis Khan, often as 
a wizened elder, have been placed on 
billboards, etched in white stones on 
a mountainside and used to promote 
tourism. A rock opera of the conquer-
or’s life – modeled on “Jesus Christ Su-
perstar” – is being staged by a popular 
band.
 “Genghis Khan is a living, legendary 
hero for Mongolians,” said the presi-
dent of Chinggis Khaan University, Kh 
Lkhagvasuren. “For Mongolians, he’s 
almost like Jesus Christ. They feel very 
close to him. They feel attached to 
him.” 
 The high stature of Genghis Khan in 
Mongolia is in contrast to the reputa-
tion of him in the Western and Muslim 
worlds as a savage barbarian.
 Genghis Khan conquered more land 
than any other man in history and set 
the stage for his descendants to lead 
campaigns of previously unimaginable 
success. 

 To take just one example, the Mon-
gol warriors took control of Baghdad, 
the heart of the Arab world, in 1258, 
achieving in just two years what the 
European Crusaders could never do. All 
this, according to the popular theory in 
the Western and Muslim worlds, was 
due to unparalleled savagery by the 
Mongolian hordes, leading to the deaths 
of millions of people and the destruc-
tion of cities and civilisations.
 However, a much more objective 
view is emerging in the West through 
scholars such as American anthropolo-
gist Jack Weatherford, who wrote the 
2004 New York Times best seller Genghis 
Khan and the Making of the Modern 
World. 
 Much of Weatherford’s work 
focused on the positive legacy of 
Genghis Khan and the Mongol Empire, 
achievements he believes have been 
overlooked over the past 800 years of 
demonisation.
 Genghis Khan abolished torture and 
his military conquests brought an un-
precedented rise in culture, trade, and 
a flowering of civilisation. One of his 
greatest legacies was his commitment 
to religious freedom. Genghis Khan’s 
establishment of trade routes between 
Asia and Europe should also be taken 
into account when assessing his life, ac-
cording to Weatherford. 
 “So far as we know when Genghis 
Khan was born no-one had ever heard 
of Europe or ever been there and as 
far as we know no-one from Europe 
had ever been to China,” Weatherford 
said. “And yet by the time he died the 
far east and China and the far west of 
Europe had been united in a way that 

has not been broken until this day.”
 Weatherford attributed Genghis 
Khan’s dark reputation in the West to 
a lack of understanding, from 800 years 
ago to today, about Asian cultures and 
thought. 
 “A large part of it is ignorance of 
the East rather than prejudice although 
prejudice is a factor,” Weatherford said. 
“It’s hard to believe that a man (from 
Asia) could be so thoughtful and could 
have created so much… it’s more out 
of ignorance than anything else.”
 In Mongolia, Genghis Khan’s legacy 
is assessed firstly by the fact he sub-
dued and brought the constantly war-
ring nomadic tribes of central Asia into 
the Mongol Empire. 
 “For Mongolians, his great achieve-
ment was he united all the separate 
tribes on the steppe under one nation,” 
Lkhagvasuren noted. 
 “On the world stage, his greatest 
achievement was he connected the 
east and the west, Asia and Europe, by 
founding the Silk Road,” Lkhagvasuren 
said. “And it wasn’t just goods that 
crossed the world. It was an exchange 
of everything, ideas and skills.”
 “Genghis Khan introduced paper-
making and printing technologies to Eu-
rope and pioneered cultural exchanges 
between Asia and Europe,” said Prof. 
Zhu Yaoting, a specialist on Mongolian 
history at Beijing Union University. 
 “He brought cultural progress that 
helped liberate the Europeans from the 
bondage of theology – in this sense, 
his expeditions served as catalyst for 
the Renaissance,” Prof. Zhu explained 
at a seminar on Genghis Khan studies 
held in north China’s Inner Mongolia 
Autonomous Region. 
 It was also along Genghis Khan’s 
path that Marco Polo came to China 
and presented the oriental world to the 
Europeans, he added. 
 Western history has not been kind 
to Genghis Khan. It rarely showed the 
spiritual or moral aspects of his warrior 
ways. A man who was a hero in his 
time, but written into history by his 
enemies as a madman and barbarian, is 
again being given his fair due.

(Sources: “Genghis Khan helped promote 
European cultural progress”, Xinhua, 20 
July; AFP, 12 July)
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Elite Power Brokers 
Meet at Bohemian 
Grove
Hundreds of protesters gathered out-
side an exclusive California retreat for 
government and business leaders on 22 
July to challenge the right of the ruling 
elite to make policy decisions without 
public scrutiny.
 The Bohemian Grove summer gath-
ering brings together hundreds of men 
from leadership positions in govern-
ment, education, business, military, and 
the arts from throughout the United 
States and the world. 
 Foremost among attendees are 
former Republican presidents, numer-
ous current and past US cabinet mem-
bers, military generals, famous actors, 
members of national policy councils, 
and CEOs and directors of hundreds of 
the largest corporations in the world. 
 In the past the annual Bohemian 
Grove retreat has attracted powerful 
men such as Ronald Reagan, George 
H.W. Bush, Donald Rumsfeld, Henry 
Kissinger, David Rockefeller, Helmut 
Schmidt and Newt Gingrich.
 “I want to take a stand against war 
and many of the people gathering here 
are the people pulling the strings,” ex-
claimed protester Maria Potter. “I don’t 
feel it’s fair for them to take refuge 
when others can’t.”
 Mary Moore, a 71-year-old retired 
business owner, has dedicated the past 
25 years to the Bohemian Grove Ac-
tion Network. Moore says protesters 
have come out in greater numbers in 
the years since George W. Bush took 
office.
 “This is a network of the really elite 
banking, financial and governmental 
leaders, and they’re listening to these 
talks on these subjects without any 
public scrutiny,” Moore says. “This is 
not the way we learned politics should 
be in civics course.”
 Bohemian Grove members and 
guests from around the world come 
together every year for two weeks 
of bizarre entertainment and private 
discussions at their secluded 2,700 acre 
redwood retreat on the Russian River 
in Sonoma County, California. 
 Described as the “Greatest Men’s 

Party on Earth,” the members and their 
friends, some of the West’s most pow-
erful leaders among them, have been 
gathering at the retreat for over 100 
years.
 Private men’s clubs in the US were 
modeled after British gentlemen’s clubs, 
which date back 400 years. 
 “Gentlemen’s clubs followed the 
English around the world and were 
a sanctum of racial, sexual and class 
homogeneity for English aristocrats 
throughout the British Empire,” writes 
Peter Phillips, a Professor of Sociology 
and Department Chair at Sonoma State 
University, California.
 “American men’s clubs have served 
a similar function as did their British 
models,” he adds. 
 Bohemian Grove is one of the few 
locations in the world where such a 
large high level gathering occurs with-
out press coverage or public scrutiny. It 
is on a par with the annual meeting of 
the highly secretive Bilderberg group. 
 According to Prof. Peter Phillips, 
a presentation at the Grove in 1994 
from a University of California Berke-
ley professor “stressed that elites are 
important and must set the values for 
society that are translated into ‘stand-
ards of authority,’ and that elites cannot 
allow the ‘unqualified masses’ to carry 
out policy. The speech was given an 
enthusiastic standing ovation by the 
over 1,000 men present and seemed 
to represent the feelings of many club 
members.”
 “It’s a very convivial atmosphere 
for fellowship,” said one member who 
spoke to Javier C. Hernandez of the 

San Jose Mercury News. He asked not 
to be identified because Bohemians are 
‘discouraged’ from speaking with the 
news media. “It’s a place where you 
drop your title and talk to people in a 
different way.”
 “But even as the world around 
them changes,” writes Hernandez, 
“Bohemians this year enjoy much the 
same camp that their grandfathers 
did, complete with amateur plays and 
arcane Druidic rites like the ‘Cremation 
of Care’.” 
 In this particular bizarre ritual, 
members wearing red-hooded robes 
cremate a coffin effigy of “Dull Care” 
at the base of a 40-foot-tall stone owl. 
The coffin symbolises the burdens and 
responsibilities the Bohemians now 
wish to shed temporarily.
 It is believed UK Prime Minister 
Tony Blair attended this year’s Grove 
gathering as he just happened to be 
visiting San Francisco on the same 
weekend. 
 Blair started his five-day West 
Coast tour with a glitzy cocktail party 
attended by America’s richest men. The 
soiree was arranged by society host-
ess Charlotte Schultz, whose husband 
George has advised the last three US 
Presidents. 
 A long time member of Bohemian 
Grove and former Secretary of State, 
George Schultz was a leading advocate 
of “pre-emptive” action against Iraq and 
now recommends an equally hardline 
stance against Iran. 
 Schultz, 85, is reputed to be Califor-
nia’s best-connected man with business 
ties to the banking giant JP Morgan, 
international stockbrokers Charles 
Schwab and management consultants 
Accenture. 
 Most controversially, he is the 
former president and director of 
Bechtel, the construction conglomerate 
which has been accused of having undue 
influence in Downing Street. 

(Sources: “Country’s power brokers ‘camp’ 
despite protests”, by Javier C. Hernandez, 
29 July, www.mercurynews.com/mld/
mercurynews/15152298.htm; “Inside 
Bohemian Grove: US Elites Celebrate 
Patriarchy, Racism and Class Privilege”, by 
Peter Phillips, www.counterpunch.org/
phillips08142003.html)

Bizarre male-bonding ritual at  
Bohemian Grove
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Warhawks Will Be 
Called to Account  
Speaking at the recent Perdana Glo-
bal Peace Forum held in June, former 
Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir 
Mohamad pointed out that today na-
tions are still looking for “new ways 
of killing,” demonstrating that “we are 
as brutal as ever. We have not really 
become civilised.”
 The end of the Cold War and mutu-
ally assured nuclear destruction didn’t 
bring the era of peace that seemed 
just around the corner. The chance to 
implement legal structures that would 
have limited or even banned war was 
missed at this opportune historical mo-
ment. 
 Instead, the big Western powers 
decided that war was going to stay, 
and they were going to cash in on it. 
Through arms sales and invasions, war 
in the 21st century is still a very profit-
able business.
 One of the few modern visionaries 
working to ban war is Dr. Mahathir Mo-
hamad, Prime Minister of Malaysia from 
1981 to 2003. He is an international 
icon in the Islamic world, respected as 
a great Muslim leader who turned Ma-
laysia from a former colonial 
backwater into a modern 
industrial country.
 Under the chairmanship 
of Dr. Mahathir Mohamad, 
the Perdana Global Peace 
Organisation (PGPO) was 
formed. It has since held a 
number of forums devoted 
to the cause of peace in the 
world. 
 The most recent meet-
ing from 20-22 June brought 
together a core group of internationally 
renowned activists including Denis Hal-
liday, Hans-Christof Von Sponeck, Dr. 
Helen Caldicott, Professor Francis A 
Boyle, and Professor Dr. Michel Chos-
sudovsky. 
 Dr. Mahathir gave the keynote 
address of the meeting, devoting his 
speech to the concept of war and its 
application in today’s world.
 He said, “War is not a solution 
to any conflict between nations. War 
is a crime. We need to work in the 
long-term for war to be seen as a 

crime. People who wage war should be 
treated as criminals.”
 In light of the US claim that it is 
engaged in an ongoing war in Iraq to 
bring democracy to that country, Dr. 
Mahathir asked, “What is this ‘democ-
racy’ that the neo-conservatives are 
promoting?” pointing out that even 
the new leaders of Iraq are unable to 
venture out of their protected zones. 
 “Are the people of Iraq free today?” 
he asked. “It is undemocratic to kill 

people to make them accept 
democracy,” he said. And 
now the United States is 
considering going to war 
against Iran, a nation with 
a democratically elected 
president.
 Dr. Mahathir asserted 
it is time that voters in all 
countries insist candidates 
for high office give a pledge 
they are against war.
 World War IV is al-

ready here, said Dr. Mahathir, point-
ing out that it was not he who coined 
the term. Instead, it was such leading 
neo-conservative voices as Norman 
Podhoretz, the longtime editor of the 
American Jewish Committee’s Commen-
tary magazine and Dr. Earl Filford of the 
Foundation for the Defense of Democ-
racies, who declared that World War 
IV is upon us, echoed by Efraim Halevy, 
the former chief of Israel’s Mossad, and 
others.
 US Defense Secretary Donald 
Rumsfeld issued a Quadrennial Defense 

Review Report, dated 6 March 2006, 
saying that the war will be a “long war” 
that will last for “years to come.” 
 The origins of this war, Dr. Mahathir 
observed, can be found in a policy pa-
per drafted by neo-conservative strate-
gist Paul Wolfowitz who, in 1992, called 
for the projection of US military power 
with Islam as its target. And now Iran is 
the latest target. 
 Dr. Mahathir said frankly: “The 
war criminal Bush has declared that all 
options are on the table,” including nu-
clear weapons. And yet, “Iran’s efforts 
count for nothing,” including the fact 
that Iran is a signatory to the Nuclear 
Non Proliferation Treaty.
 The warlike rhetoric and threats 
coming from President Bush, said the 
former Malaysian Prime Minister, “are 
strong words from the president of the 
most powerful nation in the world. He 
has already shown us what he is capable 
of in the war against Iraq. We must put 
a stop to his plans and stop the kill-
ings.”
 Dr. Mahathir directly confronted 
Bush and Blair. “They should not be 
addressed by any honorific, they should 
not be called President Bush and Prime 
Minister Blair. Instead, we should refer 
to them as ‘War Criminal Bush’ and 
‘War Criminal Blair.’ These are the war 
criminals. Have a good look at them.” 
 Of Bush, Dr. Mahathir noted: “This 
is a man who told lies. The whole 
nation knows he told lies.” And today 
the United States is surviving on a war 
economy. It is a bankrupt country and 
its currency has no backing. But billions 
of dollars are being spent on weapons 
for wars that need not be fought.
 Ultimately, Dr. Mahathir asked: 
“Will Bush, Cheney, Rumsfeld and the 
other war criminals be taken before 
an international tribunal” to be held 
responsible for the war crimes that are 
even now being committed in Iraq?
 In the end, Dr. Mahathir urged all 
good people who oppose war and 
imperialism to come together and, he 
said, “God willing – peace will prevail.”

(Sources: “Warhawks Will Be Called to Ac-
count”, by Michael Collins Piper, American 
Free Press, 31 July, www.americanfreep-
ress.net; http://perdana4peace.org/index.
html)

Dr. Mahathir Mohamad
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Your Child's Life  
on a Database
Plans to register and monitor the 
lives of children in Britain and Europe 
are being drawn up by British and EU 
authorities.
 Children, possibly as young as six, 
will be subjected to compulsory finger-
printing under planned European Union 
rules. The prints will be stored on a 
database which could be shared with 
countries around the world.
 Also in the pipeline is a “children’s 
index” which will amass detailed behav-
ioural information on every child in the 
UK.
 Under laws now being prepared 
behind closed doors by the European 
Commission’s ‘Article Six’ committee, 
which is composed of representatives 
of the European Union’s 25 member 
states, all children will have to attend 
a fingerprinting centre to obtain an EU 
passport by June 2009 at the latest.
 The use of fingerprints and other 
biometric data is designed to prevent 
passport fraud and allow European 
member states to meet US entry visa 
requirements, but the decision to fin-
gerprint children has disturbed human 
rights groups.
 The civil liberties group Statewatch 
accused EU governments of taking 
decisions in which “people and parlia-
ments have no say.” It said the commit-
tee’s decisions were simply based on 
“technological possibilities – not on the 
moral and political questions of wheth-
er it is right or desirable.”
 “This is a sea change,” said Ben 
Hayes, spokesman for Statewatch. “We 
are going from fingerprinting criminals 
to universal fingerprinting without any 
real debate. In the long term everyone’s 
fingerprints will be stored on a central 
database. You have to ask what will be 
the costs to a person’s privacy.”
 According to secret documents 
obtained by Statewatch, the committee 
will make it compulsory for all children 
from the age of 12 to be fingerprinted. 
However, several of the committee’s 
member states are lobbying to bring 
the compulsory age limit down. Sweden 
tells the committee it “could agree with 
a minimum age of six years for pass-
ports.”

 Already the UK government is 
planning the introduction of a universal 
ID card. If the plan proceeds, all British 
citizens will carry ID cards that include 
biometric information, such as finger-
prints and iris scans which could be 
checked against an enormous database. 
The cards are slated to be introduced 
voluntarily from 2008.
 Another UK scheme to track every 
child in the country is the ultimate 
intrusion of the nanny state.
 The “children’s index,” estimated 
to cost the taxpayer £224 million, will 
hold computer records on 12 million 
British children including individual 
school performance, diet and even 
whether their parents provide a “posi-
tive role model.”
 The index will monitor whether 
youngsters are eating five portions of 
fruit and vegetables a day, whether they 
go to church or are struggling to get 
good marks at school. 
 Police, social workers, teachers and 
doctors will have access to the data-
base and have powers to flag up ‘con-
cerns’ where children are not meeting 
criteria laid down by the state. 
 One assessment records whether 
a pre-school child is in day care – sug-
gesting that those who are looked 
after by their mothers at home are not 
conforming to the state ideal. 
 Critics said the plan would sideline 
on an unprecedented scale the rights 
of parents to bring up their children in 
the way they see fit and amount to a 
‘bar-coding’ of youngsters. It could take 
just two warning flags on a child’s file to 
trigger an investigation. 
 Shami Chakrabarti, director of 
Liberty, said: 
 “We are heading towards a situ-
ation in which an entire generation 
of kids won’t know what privacy is, 
as though we are preparing them for 
prison rather than life in a free society. 
It is time to ask ourselves why we sac-
rifice the privacy of our children first.”

(Sources: “Millions of children to be finger-
printed”, by Jamie Doward, The Observer, 
30 July; “Big Brother database to record 
the lives of all children”, by Jane Merrick, 
Daily Mail, 27 June)
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Animals and the 
Astral Plane
When the tsunami struck Southeast 
Asia the last week of December 2004, 
animals in Thailand, Sri Lanka and else-
where mysteriously saved themselves. 
 While people frolicking on the 
seashores remained blissfully unaware 
of the impending disaster, the animals 
got wind of it well in advance. Elephants 
and leopards were seen running away 
and bats and birds frantically flew in-
land, before the tsunami struck. 
 “The strange thing is we haven’t 
recorded any dead animals,” H.D. Rat-
nayake, deputy director of Sri Lanka’s 
national Wildlife Department, told 
Reuters. “No elephants are dead, not 
even a dead hare or rabbit.”
 Stories later emerged from Sri 
Lanka and Thailand of elephants run-
ning for the hills up to an hour before 
the tsunami bore down on the coastal 
lands, wiping out entire villages and kill-
ing over 200,000 people.
 There were other reports that el-
ephants in Thailand carried tourists on 
their backs to safety before the coastal 
areas were inundated.
 Over the years there have been 
many eyewitness accounts of birds and 
animals migrating prior to earthquakes 
and volcanic eruptions. 
 It is believed that more than 100 
kinds of animals can “predict” earth-
quakes, including horses, donkeys, 
pigs, cattle, dogs, cats, chickens, ducks, 
geese, rats, snakes, and fish. Some are 
restless, some are dazed and some 
change their habits.
 In China on 4 February 1975, the 
people of Haicheng were successfully 
evacuated right before a 7.3 magnitude 
earthquake hit. The decision to evacu-
ate the city was taken primarily because 
of the strange behaviour of animals. 
Most of the city was destroyed but all 
of the people in the city were evacu-
ated before the earthquake. Almost 
90,000 lives were saved.
 Animals in China’s Anshan Zoo are 
now being used to monitor possible 
earthquakes.
 “About one week before an earth-
quake happens, animals’ behaviours 
would become obviously abnormal,” 
Xu Jing, deputy chief engineer of the 

city’s seismological bureau, told China’s 
Xinhua in 2004. The more abnormal 
the animals act, the stronger the earth-
quake would probably be, he added.
 James Berkland, a retired US geolo-
gist, claims to be able to predict earth-
quakes with greater than 75% accuracy 
rate simply by counting the number of 
lost pet ads in the daily newspaper, and 
correlating this relationship to lunar-
tide cycles. 
 This maverick geologist has been 
meticulously saving and counting lost 
pet ads for many years. Berkland says 
that the number of missing dogs and 
cats goes up significantly for as long as 
two weeks prior to an earthquake.

 The belief that animals can predict 
earthquakes has been around for centu-
ries.
 In 373 BCE, historians recorded 
that animals, including rats, snakes 
and weasels, deserted the Greek city 
of Helice in droves just days before a 
quake devastated the place.
 Accounts of similar animal antici-
pation of earthquakes have surfaced 
across the centuries since. Catfish 
moving violently, chickens that stop lay-
ing eggs and bees leaving their hive in a 
panic have been reported. 
 Countless pet owners claimed to 
have witnessed their cats and dogs act-
ing strangely before the ground shook 
– barking or whining for no apparent 
reason, or showing signs of nervous-
ness and restlessness.
 It appears that animal instinct is a 
form of psychic clairvoyance. There is 
mysterious sympathy between all things 
in nature. Animals being psychically 
more sensitive than humans, it is only 
natural they should sense an impending 
quake or tsunami in advance and move 

to a safer place. 
 Various theories and metaphysi-
cal teachings deal with this phenom-
enon. The common explanation is that 
animals exhibit a form of “group con-
sciousness,” whereas modern humans 
have individualised consciousness.
 This permits animals to tap into a 
shared reservoir of information rel-
evant to its survival. Biologist Rupert 
Sheldrake makes this connection with 
his “morphogenetic field,” while the 
Theosophical writings of Madame 
Blavatsky and others use the term 
“group mind.” 
 Animal don’t have individualised 
souls as humans, but instead there is a 
‘Hive’ or ‘Group soul’ that controls one 
species of animal.
 According to esoteric traditions, 
different Planes or subtle regions, many 
of which are not apparent to humans, 
permeate the known physical Universe. 
These Planes are inhabited by evolving 
spirit-life beings in different stages of 
consciousness.
 An animal’s Group soul is primarily 
a denizen of the Astral Plane. Refer-
ences to this Plane of reality are the 
Dreaming of the Australian Aborigines 
and the Spirit-world of Shamanism.
 Humans can ‘visit’ the Astral Plane 
consciously with their Astral Body 
through various means such as medita-
tion or lucid dreaming. But it is a dif-
ficult operation to control. Animals, 
on the other hand, are able to extract 
information in a reliable manner from 
the Astral Plane, thus giving them the 
‘edge’ in surviving natural disasters. 
 ‘Time’ exists on the Physical Plane, 
but not the Astral Plane. As they are 
not creatures of logic and time-driven 
physical laws as humans are, animals 
exist in a somewhat alien reality. 
 At present, millions of dollars are 
being allocated for setting up tsunami 
warning systems. We can only hope 
that those responsible for spending this 
money will not ignore what animals can 
tell us.

(Sources: www.levity.com/mavericks/quake.
htm; http://deprem.itu.edu.tr/Animal_pat-
terns.htm; www.barry.warmkessel.com/
barry/Vulcananimals.html)
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If you heard the Truth, would you believe it? Ancient civilizations. 

Hyperdimensional realities. DNA changes. Bible conspiracies. What are 

the realities? What is disinformation? 

The Secret History of The World and How To Get Out Alive is the 

definitive book of the real answers where Truth is more fantastic than 

fiction. With sparkling humour and wisdom, Laura Knight-Jadczyk picks 

up where Fulcanelli left off, sharing over thirty years of research to 

reveal, for the first time, The Great Work and the esoteric Science of 

the Ancients in terms accessible to scholar and layperson alike. 

Conspiracies have existed since the time of Cain and Abel. Facts of 

history have been altered to support the illusion. The question today is 

whether a sufficient number of people will see through the deceptions, 

thus creating a counter-force for positive change - the gold of humanity 

- during the upcoming times of Macro-Cosmic Quantum Shift. 

Laura argues convincingly, based on the revelations of the deepest 

of esoteric secrets, that the present is a time of potential transition, 

an extraordinary opportunity for individual and collective renewal: a 

quantum shift of awareness and perception which could see the birth of 

true creativity in the fields of science, art and spirituality.

With over 800 pages of fascinating reading, The Secret History of The 

World and How to Get Out Alive is rapidly being acknowledged as a classic 

with profound implications for the destiny of the human race.

Laura provides the evidence for the advanced level of scientific and 

metaphysical wisdom possessed by the greatest of lost ancient civiliza-

tions - a culture so advanced that none of the trappings of civilization 

as we know it were needed, explaining why there is no ‘evidence’ of 

civilization as we know it left to testify to its existence. The author’s 

consummate synthesis reveals the Message in a Bottle reserved for hu-

manity, including the Cosmology and Mysticism of mankind Before the 

Fall when, as the ancient texts tell us, man walked and talked with the 

gods. Laura shows us that the upcoming shift is that point in the vast 

cosmological cycle when mankind - or at least a portion of mankind - 

has the opportunity to regain his standing as The Child of the King in 

the Golden Age.

If ever there was a book that can answer the questions of those 

who are seeking Truth in the spiritual wilderness of this world, then 

surely The Secret History of the World and How to Get Out Alive is it.

In the years since the 9/11 attacks, dozens of books have sought to explore the truth behind the 
official version of events that day - yet to date, none of these publications has provided a satisfactory 
answer as to WHY the attacks occurred and who was ultimately responsible for carrying them out.

Taking a broad, millennia-long perspective, Laura Knight-Jadczyk’s 9/11: The Ultimate Truth uncov-
ers the true nature of the ruling elite on our planet and presents new and ground-breaking insights 
into just how the 9/11 attacks played out.

9/11: The Ultimate Truth makes a strong case for the idea that September 11, 2001 marked the 
moment when our planet entered the final phase of a diabolical plan that has been many, many years 
in the making. It is a plan developed and nurtured by successive generations of ruthless individuals 
who relentlessly exploit the negative aspects of basic human nature to entrap humanity as a whole 
in endless wars and suffering in order to keep us confused and distracted to the reality of the man 
behind the curtain.

Drawing on historical and genealogical sources, Knight-Jadczyk eloquently links the 9/11 event to 
the modern-day Israeli-Palestinian conflict. She also cites the clear evidence 
that our planet undergoes periodic natural cataclysms, a cycle that has argu-
ably brought humanity to the brink of destruction in the present day.

For its no nonsense style in cutting to the core of the issue and its sheer 
audacity in refusing to be swayed or distracted by the morass of disinforma-
tion that has been employed by the Powers that Be to cover their tracks, 
9/11: The Ultimate Truth can rightly claim to be the definitive book on 9/11 - 
and on the true implications of that fateful day for the future of mankind.

With a Foreword by Darren Williams, the creator of the Pentagon Strike 
flash animation that has been seen by over 500 million people worldwide.

Go where The Da Vinci Code fears to tread!
L a u r a  K n i g h t - J a d c z y k ’s  E p i c  Wo r kS e c r e t  H i s t o r y  

o f  t h e  Wo r l d

T h e

a n d  H o w  t o  G e t  O u t  A l i v e

The Secret History of the World and How to Get Out Alive by Laura Knight-Jadczyk 
Published by Red Pill Press. Preface by Patrick Rivière. ISBN 1-897244-16-9

911: The Ultimate Truth

News and  
Commentary 

www.signs-of-

the-times.org 

The Daily Battle 

Against Subjectivity

Red Pill Press
From the producers of

To purchase these or any of our books, visit us at: 

www.redpillpress.com.au
Or phone us at:

1 800 730 031

ISBN 1-897244-15-0
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© By Dr. ABBAS BAkhtiAr

The First World War 
started after Gavrilo 
Princip, a Bosnian Serb, 
assassinated Archduke 

Franz Ferdinand, the heir to the 
Austrian throne. But as historians 
tell us now, the assassination was 
an excuse to start a war. The po-
litical/military situation was such 
that if the assassination hadn’t 
occurred the opposing countries 
would have found another excuse 
to start the war. Similarly, the 
situation in the Middle East has 
been developing in such a way that 
even if Hamas hadn’t captured the 
Israeli soldier, Israel would have 
invaded Gaza anyway. 

 This article deals with the reasons 
behind Israel’s invasion of Gaza and 
Lebanon.

Fatah and Coup d’etat

 Fatah or “Palestinian National Lib-
eration Movement” is a major Palestinian 
political party and part of the Palestine 
Liberation Organisation (PLO). Fatah 
was founded by Yasser Arafat and a few 
others in 1958. 
 After many decades of hostility, on 
13 September 1993, Yasser Arafat and 
Yitzhak Rabin signed the Oslo Accords 
which called for the implementation of 
Palestinian self rule in the West Bank 
and Gaza Strip over a five year period 
(i.e. self rule for Palestinians by 1998). 
 In 1994, Arafat moved to the territo-
ries assigned to the Palestinian Authori-
ties in Gaza and the West Bank. Soon 

after in 1995, the Israeli Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated by a 
right wing Israeli radical opposed to the 
Oslo Accord. 
 In 1996 Palestinians held their first 
election and Yasser Arafat was elected 
president of the Palestine Authority 
(PA), with an overwhelming 88.2 percent 
majority. Israelis had their own elec-
tions in 1996 and elected the right wing 
Benjamin Netanyahu as Prime Minister 
of Israel. From then on the Oslo Accord 
was dead. 
 In 1996 the newly elected prime min-
ister of Israel Benjamin Netanyahu com-
missioned a study group called “Study 
Group on a New Israeli Strategy Toward 
2000” to craft a strategy for Israel in the 
coming decades. 
 The Institute for Advanced Strategic 
and Political Studies which included 
Richard Perle, James Colbert, Charles 

Fairbanks, Douglas Feith, Robert Loe-
wenberg, David Wurmser, and Meyrav 
Wurmser, created Israel’s strategy paper 
titled: “A Clean Break: A New Strategy 
for Securing the Realm.”1

 The paper contains six pages of rec-
ommendations for Benjamin Netanyahu 
and some of the more relevant sugges-
tions are presented below:

We have for four years pursued 
peace based on a New Middle 
East. We in Israel cannot play 
innocents abroad in a world that 
is not innocent. Peace depends 
on the character and behaviour 
of our foes. We live in a danger-
ous neighbourhood, with fragile 
states and bitter rivalries. Display-
ing moral ambivalence between 
the effort to build a Jewish state 
and the desire to annihilate it by 
trading “land for peace” will not 

Anti Zionist Orthodox Jews protested in Trafalgar Square, London, England against the recent 
invasion of Lebanon and Gaza. (www.nkusa.org)

Israel’s Invasion of Lebanon
Its Causes and Consequences
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secure “peace now.” Our claim to 
the land – to which we have clung 
for hope for 2,000 years – is le-
gitimate and noble. It is not within 
our own power, no matter how 
much we concede, to make peace 
unilaterally. Only the unconditional 
acceptance by Arabs of our rights, 
especially in their territorial dimen-
sion, “peace for peace,” is a solid 
basis for the future.

Syria challenges Israel on Leba-
nese soil. An effective approach, 
and one with which America can 
sympathise, would be if Israel 
seized the strategic initiative along 
its northern borders by engaging 
Hezbollah, Syria, and Iran, as the 
principal agents of aggression in 
Lebanon, including by: 

• paralleling Syria’s behaviour by 
establishing the precedent that 
Syrian territory is not immune to 
attacks emanating from Lebanon 
by Israeli proxy forces. 

• striking Syrian military targets in 
Lebanon, and should that prove in-
sufficient, striking at select targets 
in Syria proper.

Work closely with Turkey and 
Jordan to contain, destabilise, 
and roll-back some of its most 
dangerous threats. This implies 
[a] clean break from the slogan, 
“comprehensive peace” to a tra-
ditional concept of strategy based 
on balance of power. 

Change the nature of its relations 
with the Palestinians, including 
upholding the right of hot pursuit 
for self defence into all Palestinian 
areas and nurturing alternatives to 
Arafat’s exclusive grip on Palestin-
ian society. 

Given the nature of the regime in 
Damascus, it is both natural and 
moral that Israel abandon the slo-
gan “comprehensive peace” and 
move to contain Syria, drawing 
attention to its weapons of mass 
destruction program, and reject-
ing “land for peace” deals on the 
Golan Heights.

Israel can shape its strategic 
environment, in cooperation with 
Turkey and Jordan, by weaken-
ing, containing, and even rolling 
back Syria. This effort can focus 
on removing Saddam Hussein 
from power in Iraq – an important 
Israeli strategic objective in its 

own right – as a means of foiling 
Syria’s regional ambitions. Jordan 
has challenged Syria’s regional 
ambitions recently by suggesting 
the restoration of the Hashemites 
in Iraq. This has triggered a Jorda-
nian-Syrian rivalry to which Assad 
has responded by stepping up ef-
forts to destabilise the Hashemite 
Kingdom, including using infiltra-
tions. Syria recently signalled that 
it and Iran might prefer a weak, but 
barely surviving Saddam, if only to 
undermine and humiliate Jordan in 
its efforts to remove Saddam. 

 The new Israeli strategy effectively 
killed all chances for a peaceful settle-
ment of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. 
 According to the Oslo Accord the 
Palestinians were supposed to have 
complete possession of their territory by 

1998. But by 2006, not only had that not 
happened but the territory promised to 
the Palestinians was getting smaller and 
smaller by Israel’s defence barrier (wall) 
and encroachments by Jewish settle-
ments. 
 The strategy of Peace-for-Peace had 
taken a tremendous toll on the Palestin-
ians. By 2006, the Palestinian economy 
was in ruin, Arafat was dead, and a 
group of corrupt Fatah officials were 
running the territories.
 Fatah had dominated the legislature 
since the early 1990s with only one 
election in 1996. During most of this 
time the Palestinian people had seen 
their living standard deteriorate. Years 
of negotiations with Israel had resulted 
in much pain and no gain. In the eyes of 
the people, the ruling Fatah had lost all 
credibility. 
 The presidential election of 2005, 

where Mahmoud Abbas was running for 
president, showed just how little support 
Fatah had among the Palestinian people. 
The presidential election was a sham. 
Hamas and the East Jerusalem Pales-
tinians boycotted the elections. Of the 
1,120,000 registered voters, only 775,142 
voted. Of these 62% or 483,039 people 
“voted” for Mahmoud Abbas. Even with 
this low turn-out, Fatah had to resort to 
cheating in order to win. 
 The Jewish Virtual Library reported 
that, “Immediately after the election, 46 
officials from the PA Central Election 
Committee resigned, confirming suspi-
cions of voting irregularities and fraud. 
The Committee had come under pressure 
from Abbas’ staff to extend the vote by 
an additional two hours and to allow 
non-registered voters to cast ballots to 
guarantee a larger turnout and improve 
Abbas’ chance of a ‘landslide’ victory. 
The day of the election, gunmen stormed 
the Committee offices to demand that 
Palestinians who were not registered be 
allowed to vote. The deputy chairman of 
the Committee, Ammar Dwaik, said he 
‘was personally threatened and pres-
sured’ and confirmed that some voters 
were able to remove from their thumbs 
the ink that was supposed to prevent 
double voting’.”2

 But Mahmoud Abbas was someone 
that both the US and Israel could work 
with. 
 According to CNN, “the White 
House said President Bush called Ab-
bas to congratulate him on his ‘strong 
victory’ and invite him to Washington 
– something he refused to do for Arafat, 
who died in November. In the 10-minute 
phone call, Bush ‘recalled their previous 
visits very fondly,’ said White House 
press secretary Scott McClellan. Bush 
extended an open invitation to Abbas 
to visit Washington ‘when he felt it was 
a good time to come,’ and McClellan 
said the Palestinian leader ‘indicated he 
looked forward to coming back at some 
point.’ Bush never invited Arafat to 
Washington because he considered him 
an obstacle to peace.”3

 During all this time the Israeli set-
tlements continued to expand and the 
construction of Israel’s so called defence 
barrier (wall) was creating de facto new 
borders for the Palestinians. 
 By January 2006 (legislative elec-
tions) Palestinians were very frustrated 
with Fatah and Mahmoud Abbas’ gov-
ernment. This time Hamas participated 

By 2006, the 
Palestinian economy 
was in ruin, Arafat 
was dead, and a 
group of corrupt 
Fatah officials 

were running the 
territories.

WAR IN THE MIDDLE EAST
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in the elections and won by a large ma-
jority. Suddenly Fatah lost control of the 
Palestinian parliament and the premier-
ship.
 Immediately, Israel declared that it 
would have nothing to do with the new 
Palestinian government. A former Israeli 
diplomat, Zvi Mazel, explained Israel’s 
strategy in dealing with the new govern-
ment as such: 
 “This victory means a drawback 
to the moderate forces in the Middle 
East... especially Egypt and Jordan and a 
booster to the extremist front… The only 
response should be... boycott, siege and 
pressure till they will have to go away.”4

 By February 2006, Americans, 
Israelis and part of Fatah were in agree-
ment that the Hamas led government, the 
democratically elected government of 
the Palestinian people, had to go. On 14 
February Debka Files citing New York 
Times reported the following:
 “The United States and Israel are 
working on ways to destabilise the 
Hamas-led Palestinian government, the 
New York Times reported Tuesday, Feb. 
14. The plan is said to centre largely on 
money and on Mahmoud Abbas playing 
his part. The Palestinian Authority pay-
roll amounts to $100 million per month. 
Israel will withhold its regular $50-55 
million a month in collected revenues 
and place the money in escrow, creating 
a large cash deficit. The US and Europe 
will follow suit. In other words, the US, 
Europe and Israel propose to impose 
economic sanctions against the Palestin-
ian Authority, even before putting them 
in place against Iran. This strategy is 
intended to starve the new PA of money 
for basics, such as food and medicines, 
and deny it international connections. 
Mahmoud Abbas will then be compelled 
by a Palestinian population, which The 
New York Times says will be unhappy 
with the new regime and disappointed in 
its expectation of a better life, to dissolve 
the new legislature and call a new elec-
tion. The electorate will then return his 
Fatah to power.”5

 The US and the EU followed Israel 
in boycotting the Hamas led government. 
Since the Palestinian economy runs on 
aid, the economy came to a halt. The 
whole idea of a boycott was to force the 
government to resign, but it seemed that 
Hamas was not about to oblige. Hamas 
started asking Islamic countries for 
financial help, and received pledges from 
Iran, Syria and others. 

 For Israel and the US this was not 
good at all. Plans were then put in mo-
tion to arm Mahmoud Abbas’s Fatah in 
case it was necessary to remove Hamas 
by force. 
 According to various sources, 
including The Guardian, Israel’s govern-
ment supplied arms and ammunition to 
the 2,000-strong Force 17 presidential 
guards charged with protecting Abbas.6 
An Israeli government official justified 
the transfer of arms to an anti-Israel 
group (in the past Israel had labeled 
Force 17 a terrorist group) on the 
grounds the Israeli government wanted 
to strengthen the head of Fatah (and 
thereby the Al Aksa Martyrs Brigades), 
Palestinian Authority Chairman Mah-
moud Abbas, in the rivalry between 
Abbas’s factions and Hamas. Similarly, 
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert 

explained that the arms shipment was 
meant to “bolster security forces loyal 
to Abbas amid an increasingly violent 
power struggle between the PA chair-
man’s Fatah party and Hamas.”7

 Meanwhile the various factions not 
associated with Hamas fired home made 
rockets at Israel. Israel started shelling 
the outskirts of Gaza. 
 In an interview for Democracy 
Now, Norman Finkelstein, Professor of 
Political Science at DePaul University 
in Chicago, compared the lethality of 
Israeli and Palestinian weapons: 
 “Since Israel withdrew from Gaza in 
September 2005 ‘til today, the estimates 
run between 7,000 and 9,000 heavy 
artillery shells have been shot and fired 
into Gaza. On the Palestinian side, the 
estimates are approximately 1,000 Kas-
sam missiles, crude missiles, have been 
fired into Israel. So we have a ratio of 

between seven and nine to one. Let’s 
look at casualties. In the last six months, 
approximately 80 Palestinians have been 
killed in Gaza due to Israel artillery 
firing. Now, on the Israeli side, we hear 
all of these terrible things about these 
Kassams… What does the record show? 
There have been exactly eight Israelis 
killed in the last five years from the 
Kassam missiles. Again, we have a huge 
disproportion, a huge discrepancy… 
Hamas is the elected government of the 
Palestinians. They have a responsibil-
ity to protect their citizens. They have 
a responsibility to get back their 9,000 
hostages. They have a responsibility to 
protect their Palestinian civilians, who 
are being daily attacked by Israel.”8

 To pressure Hamas to react and 
give Israel an excuse for invasion, Israel 
continued its attacks on those it claimed 
belonged to terrorist organisations. And 
since Israel claimed Hamas to be a ter-
rorist organisation, all its members were 
targets. 
 On 8 June, the Israeli army assassi-
nated the recently appointed Palestinian 
head of security forces of the Interior 
Ministry, Jamal Abu Samhadana, and 
three others. On 13 June, an Israeli plane 
fired a missile into a busy Gaza City 
street, killing 11 people, including two 
children and two medics. On 20 June, the 
Israeli army killed three Palestinian chil-
dren and injured 15 others in Gaza with 
a missile attack. On 21 June, the Israelis 
killed a 35-year old pregnant woman, her 
brother, and injured 11 others, including 
6 children. Then came the Israeli capture 
of two Palestinians.9

 The next day (25 June) militants 
raided the Israeli army post at Kerem 
Shalom near Gaza and captured an Is-
raeli soldier. They demanded the release 
of Palestinian women and children in 
Israeli jails in exchange for the Israeli 
soldier. Israel refused to negotiate and 
responded with an overwhelming show 
of force, destroying bridges, electric 
power generators, and generally heavily 
damaging the civilian infrastructure of 
Gaza. Later the army invaded Gaza and 
cut it into half.
 Now the stage was set for a Palestin-
ian coup. Already by 7 July the news 
media were reporting Israel’s moves to 
remove Hamas by force. According to 
Israeli military analysts the move into 
Gaza and the arrest of Hamas legisla-
tors were the first step in an Israeli plan 
to induce the collapse of the Palestinian 
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government. Among those arrested were 
eight members of Hamas’ 23-member 
Cabinet and 20 of the 72 Hamas mem-
bers of the 132-seat parliament.10 

 A later report confirmed the coopera-
tion of Mahmoud Abbas with the Israelis 
in staging a coup. According to The 
Jerusalem Post, on 12 July Mahmoud 
Abbas called an emergency meeting of 
dozens of top Fatah officials to discuss 
the taking over of the government. 
The meeting was called in the wake of 
Israel’s military strikes in the Gaza Strip 
and the massive crackdown on Hamas. 
Mahmoud Abbas, according to some 
of the participants, briefed them on the 
latest political and security developments 
and asked them to be prepared for taking 
over power. 
 “At the meeting, 
Abbas made it clear 
that Fatah would 
soon ‘resume its 
role as the defender 
of the Palestinian 
national interests’ 
to fill the vacuum 
created by the Israeli 
crackdown on the 
Hamas government 
and its representa-
tives. When Ab-
bas talks about the 
‘next phase,’ he is 
clearly referring to 
the post-Hamas era. 
He and his aides are 
certain that the time is ripe to overthrow 
the Hamas regime under the pretext that 
its presence in power is harmful to the 
Palestinians’ national interests. With 
eight of its members imprisoned in Israel 
and the rest in hiding, the six-month-old 
Hamas government of Ismail Haniyeh 
has effectively been paralysed,” reported 
the Post.11 
 Seeing an imminent coup by Mah-
moud Abbas and the Israeli army, Hamas 
asked its friend Hezbollah of Lebanon 
for help.

hezbollah’s helping hand 
 In 1982 Israel invaded Lebanon and 
captured Beirut. Hezbollah (in Arabic: 
Party of God) a Lebanese Islamic group, 
was founded in the same year (1982) to 
fight the Israeli occupation. 
 Over the years Hezbollah has grown 
from a small group of fighters to a large 
and well organised political and mili-
tary force. It has built and runs schools, 

hospitals and a well organised welfare 
system. It has currently a number of 
members in the Lebanese parliament.
 Since its inception, Hezbollah has 
constantly claimed its support for the 
Palestinians and other Muslims. When-
ever it kidnapped an Israeli, it always 
asked for a prisoner swap with Israel, and 
it always included Palestinians and other 
Arab prisoners in its demand. 
 For example, in October 2000 
Hezbollah captured three Israeli soldiers 
in Shaba Farms, a disputed area on Leba-
non’s border with Syria’s Israeli-occupied 
Golan Heights. Later that month, the 
group captured an Israeli businessman 
and reserve army colonel Elhanan Ten-
nenbaum. When in April 2002 Israel had 
surrounded 200 Palestinians, including 

about 30 armed men 
who had holed-up in 
Bethlehem’s Church 
of the Nativity, 
Hezbollah offered 
to swap its prisoners 
for the people in the 
Church. Hezbollah 
leader Sheik Hassan 
Nasrallah made the 
following offer:
 “In view of the 
dangers surrounding 
the fate of the four 
brothers who are 
accused of killing 
the Zionist tourism 
minister and who 

are besieged in Ramallah as well as the 
fate of the brothers surrounded in the 
Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem and 
the failure of all efforts proposed to deal 
with those two cases, Hezbollah declares 
that it is ready to negotiate through any 
mediator possible to achieve the release 
of all those brothers and solve those 
two cases for good in return for who-
ever is agreed upon from the prisoners 
Hezbollah holds.”12

 Another example of this prisoner 
swap is from 2004:
 “At an Israeli Air Force base, the 
bodies of three soldiers killed on the 
Lebanese border were ceremonially 
repatriated. The bodies had been held 
for three years by Hezbollah (the Party 
of God), who also freed a rather shady 
Israeli businessman they had detained 
in Beirut. In return, the Sharon govern-
ment released 429 prisoners, Palestin-
ian, Lebanese and others, and returned 
to Lebanon the bodies of 60 Lebanese 
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militants buried temporarily in Israel.”13

 As can be seen, the kidnappings and 
prisoner exchanges are fairly normal in 
the area, and it is not only Hezbollah that 
carry out kidnappings either. One of the 
prisoners exchanged in 2004 was a Mr. 
Dirani. Israeli forces burst into his home 
in Lebanon in 1994, kidnapped him and 
held him without charges for a decade.14 
This wasn’t the first time and certainly it 
will not be the last time Israel engages in 
this kind of activity.
 So when Hezbollah received the 
call for help from Hamas, it attacked 
and captured two Israeli soldiers. The 
idea behind this move was to relieve the 
pressure on Hamas. Here Israel saw its 
golden opportunity to once and for all 
get rid of Hezbollah.
 According to Is-
rael’s strategy docu-
ment, Iraq, Syria, 
Hezbollah and Iran 
(because of their sup-
port for the Palestin-
ians) were identified 
as threats to Israel. 
It was believed, and 
is still believed, that 
by removing these 
supporters and under 
extreme economic 
pressure, the Pales-
tinians will accept 
whatever Israel puts 
on the negotiating 
table. 
 This Peace-for-Peace strategy basi-
cally means that if the opposite side is 
put under enough pressure, it will come 
asking for peace rather than negotiating 
for it – in other words unconditional sur-
render.
 The United States took care of Iraq. 
Iraq can never again (or at least in a 
foreseeable future) threaten Israel. The 
United States has surrounded Iran and 
is trying very hard to, at the very least, 
impose comprehensive sanctions on it. 
Using the Harriri assassination, Syria has 
been forced out of Lebanon. And now it 
is Hezbollah that has to be tackled. 
 If and when these supporters of the 
Palestinians are neutralised, the Israe-
lis think, the Palestinians will have no 
choice but to accept whatever is offered 
them. This is supported by what Ameri-
can and Israeli officials told The Wash-
ington Post. 
 On 16 July, The Washington Post 
described the current Israeli offensive as 

part of a broader strategic move by the 
US and Israel:
 “Israel, with US support, intends to 
resist calls for a cease-fire and continue 
a longer-term strategy of punishing 
Hezbollah, which is likely to include 
several weeks of precision bombing in 
Lebanon, according to senior Israeli and 
US officials. For Israel, the goal is to 
eliminate Hezbollah as a security threat 
– or altogether, the sources said. A senior 
Israeli official confirmed that Hezbollah 
leader Hasan Nasrallah is a target, on 
the calculation that the Shiite movement 
would be far less dynamic without him. 
For the United States, the broader goal is 
to strangle the axis of Hezbollah, Hamas, 
Syria and Iran, which the Bush admin-
istration believes is pooling resources to 

change the strategic 
playing field in the 
Middle East, US 
officials say. What-
ever the outrage on 
the Arab streets, 
Washington believes 
it has strong behind-
the-scenes support 
among key Arab 
leaders also nervous 
about the populist 
militants – with a 
tacit agreement that 
the timing is right to 
strike.”15

   The strong key 
Arab support for the 

offensive has come in the form of con-
demnation of Hezbollah by Saudi Arabia 
and Egypt. 
 For example, just after Israel started 
its bombardment of Lebanon, the Saudi 
Press Agency released a statement con-
demning Hezbollah. The Saudi press 
release stated: 
 “Viewing with deep concern the 
bloody, painful events currently tak-
ing place in Palestine and Lebanon, the 
Kingdom would like to clearly an-
nounce that a difference should be drawn 
between legitimate resistance and rash 
adventures carried out by elements inside 
the state and those behind them without 
consultation with the legitimate author-
ity in their state and without consultation 
or coordination with Arab countries, 
thus creating a gravely dangerous situa-
tion exposing all Arab countries and its 
achievements to destruction with those 
countries having no say.”16

 The problem for Saudi Arabia and 
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others is that they would like the Pales-
tinian problem to go away. They can not 
explain to their people the nature of their 
relationship with the United States and 
Israel. The Arab street that The Wash-
ington Post mentions is extremely hostile 
to the US and Israel. They are angry 
with the Palestinian situation, Iraq and 
Afghanistan. 
 The problem here is that the United 
States thinks that these governments can 
keep the lid on the people’s frustrations, 
and the US may be correct. However, 
these frustrations tend to breed a new 
generation of fighters that will leave their 
countries to fight the US elsewhere. 
 The United States, rather than deal 
with the real underlying cause of much 
of the problem in the Middle East – the 
Palestinian problem – focuses in help-
ing Israel to achieve its strategic goal of 
Peace-for-Peace. 
 The United States for obvious rea-
sons has tied its credibility and national 
interest to Israel’s, and it seems that 
nothing can persuade the United States 
to act in any other way than to further 
Israel’s interest. Now if this means re-
ducing Iraq or Lebanon to rubble, so be 
it.

 But the problem is that even if one 
destroys every building in Lebanon, 
Hezbollah will survive. No matter what 
Fox News or the New York Sun says, 
Hezbollah is not an artificial creation of 
Iran or Syria. Yes, it has been helped by 
both countries, but it is an independent 
Lebanese entity with popular grass-root 
support among a large segment of the 

Lebanese population. Israel is trying to 
punish the Lebanese people to such an 
extent that they get rid of Hezbollah. But 
this is not going to happen, as it failed to 
happen in Palestine. 
 Also, today’s Hezbollah is not the 
Hezbollah of 1992 or even 1998. Today, 
Hezbollah has a very well trained and 
armed military wing. It has demonstrat-
ed that it is capable of carrying out com-
plex military operations. It has a large 
arsenal of small arms, anti-tank weap-
ons, Katyusha launchers, UAVs, short 
distance ground-to-ground and anti-ship 
missiles. It has already demonstrated that 
it is capable of hitting all of Northern 
Israel. By all accounts it is capable of hit-
ting as far south as Tel Aviv. Hezbollah’s 
military wing is highly mobile and can 
regroup north of Lebanon and even take 
refuge in Syria. 
 For Israel – now that the war has 
started – to protect its northern towns, it 
has to go at least 30 kilometres or more 
into Southern Lebanon. If it doesn’t go 
all the way to Beirut, it has to face con-
stant attack from Hezbollah fighters; and 
if it goes to Beirut it will face an Iraqi 
style insurgency. In other words, Israel’s 
stay in Lebanon, by necessity, has to be 
short and bloody. 
 Israel will destroy as much of the 
Lebanese infrastructure as it reasonably 
can before accepting a ceasefire on the 
condition that Hezbollah does not fire on 

Israel. This is accomplished by accepting 
a UN force to be positioned in Southern 
Lebanon to monitor the border. In this 
way Israel can claim that it has taught 
a lesson to those who dare challenge 
Israel’s might. 
 In the mean time it will try to finish 
Hamas and install Mahmoud Abbas’ cro-
nies in power, paving the way for accept-
ance of its eventual redrawing of Israel’s 
new international borders. It can then 
declare that a just settlement has been 
reached and the Palestinian problem is 
over. Arab governments can then sigh in 
relief and get on with their business. 
 But it all rests on the assumptions 
that Hezbollah will accept an interna-
tional monitoring force in Southern Leb-
anon, and that Hamas is truly destroyed. 
 Hamas, like Hezbollah is a popular 
political and military force in Palestine. 
Israel can defeat the military wing, but 
short of permanent occupation, it can not 
force people to abandon Hamas. So even 
if Hamas is defeated, it will resurface 
under another name and pick up where it 
left off. 
 By now Mahmoud Abbas has lost 
what little credibility he had. Palestin-
ians read Haaretz and are aware of the 
cooperation of Fatah and the Israeli 
Army and the destruction that it has 
brought. They may tolerate Mahmoud 
Abbas for a while if Hamas stays in 
power, but accepting Mahmoud Abbas 
and co. alone in charge of the whole 
government is not very likely. 

the dangerous game

 So far we have assumed that Israel 
will not attack Syria. Although highly 
unlikely, it is just possible that Israel may 
see this as its last chance to move before 
a new American President comes along 
and puts a stop to the whole thing. 
 The neo-conservatives may also see 
this as their last chance to complete their 
plans for the Middle East. Israel will 
not attack Syria unless the United States 
OKs it first, and the United States will 
only give its consent if it has plans to 
militarily engage Iran.
 Any attack on Syria will automati-
cally be considered by Iran as an attack 
on itself. Iran and Syria have a security 
pact and the Iranian President recently 
announced that any attack on Syria will 
be considered an attack on all the Mus-
lim countries, i.e. Iran. On 16 July, Iran 
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October 7 is the Feast Day of 
Saints Sergius and Bacchus, 
a day originally commemo-

rated in both the Eastern and Western 
churches.

 Sergius and Bacchus were young 
Roman nobles and high ranking legion-
naires in the Roman army stationed in 
4th century Syria. For refusing to enter the 
Temple of Jupiter with fellow officers to 
make offerings there, they were stripped 
of their military garb and then humiliated 
by being paraded in heavy chains through 
the streets dressed in women’s clothing. 
 In prison, while singing and praying, 
they were visited by angels who comfort-
ed them. Calling each other “brother,” they 
claimed that in their “union” they became 
as one, as well as at one with Christ. Be-
fore Sergius was beheaded, Bacchus, who 
had been killed first, appeared to him as 
an angel wearing military garb. 
 The tomb of Saint Sergius became 
a famous shrine and was honoured by 
great gatherings of Christians because of 
the frequent miracles there. For nearly a 

The Passion of Sergius and Bacchus

thousand years Sergius and Bacchus were 
the heavenly protectors of the Byzantine 
army. Many early Christian churches bore 
the name of Sergius (sometimes with Bac-
chus), and his veneration was extraordi-
narily widespread and popular throughout 

the Mediterranean, the Middle East, and 
among the Slavs. The nomads of the desert 
invoked Sergius as their special protector. 
Christian Arabs revere Sergius and Bacchus 
as their special patron saints. 
 During the Middle Ages, the relation-
ship of Sergius and Bacchus was consid-
ered an example of compassionate union 
based on agape (brotherly love) and mu-
tual respect. 
 Saints Sergius and Bacchus were 
counted among the patrons of soldiers and 
wandering warrior knights. Today they are 
invoked by Gay people and anyone perse-
cuted or marginalised by the authorities for 
daring to follow their heart and conscience. 
Sts. Sergius and Bacchus are also venerated 
by spiritual dissidents and Christians who 
refusing to ‘go along with the crowd’ do 
not lead an ‘ordinary life’. 
 The martyrdom of Sts. Sergius and Bac-
chus, largely forgotten by the modern institu-
tional Church, remains a shining example of 
the great truth at the heart of the teachings 
of Jesus Christ: the path of transformation as 
a dying to the self and to the world. 

For further information please visit www.sergiusandbacchus.org
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repeated the warning: Iranian Foreign 
Ministry spokesman Hamid Reza Asefi 
told reporters that Iran was “standing 
by the Syrian people” and Israel would 
face “unimaginable losses” if it attacks 
Syria.17

 Iran has for some time been show-
ing off its military capabilities in various 
military manoeuvres, warning the US and 
Israel it is capable of defending itself. 
 For example, in April Iran conducted 
a war game in the Persian Gulf in which 
it displayed a number of what it called 
sophisticated, home-grown weapons 
– flying boats and missiles invisible to 
radar, torpedoes too fast to elude, etc. 
Shortly after Western governments and 
experts dismissed these claims and ques-
tioned the weapons’ capabilities.
 Some of the armaments displayed 
were:18

	 •	Fajr-3,	that	is	claimed	to	be	invisible	
to radar and able to strike several targets 
with multiple warheads.
	 •	The	Hoot,	a	high-speed	torpedo,	
able to move at some 223 mph, up to four 
times faster than a normal torpedo, and 
fired by ships cloaked to radar.
	 •	The	Kowsar,	a	surface-to-sea	mis-
sile, with remote-control and searching 
systems that cannot be scrambled.
	 •	A	“super-modern	flying	boat,”	
undetectable by radar and able to launch 
missiles with precise targeting while 
skimming low over the surface of the 
water at a top speed of 100 nautical mph.
 Iran only showed their latest prod-
ucts. What is surprising is the effective-
ness of its older weapons. 
 On 17 July, Israel’s state of the art 
warship, Saar-5 Class Destroyer, INS 
Spear was hit by a missile off the coast 
of Lebanon. Hezbollah claimed that 
it was one of their UAVs packed with 
explosives that had damaged the ship. 
But soon after the Israeli Navy came out 
with the news that its ship was struck by 
an Iranian made/supplied anti-ship mis-
sile. Apparently Hezbollah doesn’t want 
to show what it has in its arsenal until it’s 
time to use it. But the interesting thing 
about this incident is that INS Spear is 
supposed to be the best the Israeli navy 
has to offer.
 “The INS Spear is one of three Saar-
5 Class warships, which is larger than a 
corvette and is one of the most advanced 
warships in Israel’s naval arsenal. They 
were built in Pascagoula, Mississippi, 
by Northrop-Grumman shipyards, using 
US military aid funds. The INS Spear 
entered operational service in 1995. The 

defence suit of the Saar-5 destroyers is 
made in its entirety by Israel defence 
industries. Each vessel displaces ap-
proximately 1,300 tons, has a crew of 64, 
and is capable of independent operations 
for about 20 days without re-supply. The 
ships are capable of carrying up to two 
helicopters, in addition to intelligence 
and air force personnel.”19

 This particular anti-ship missile was 
apparently a C-801 (or Kowsar) missile 
capable of penetrating the most sophis-
ticated electronic counter measure that 
Israel had to offer. 
 This raises the following question: if 
Hezbollah (with or without Iranian help) 
can hit the most modern Israeli destroyer, 
can’t the Iranians do even better in the 
Persian Gulf and damage the US navy 
there? This question is going to occupy 
the mind of war planners in Pentagon 
and Jerusalem for some time to come. 
Iranian missiles can cover all of Israel 
either from Iran or from Syria. The Syr-
ians have also an ample supply of mis-
siles that can reach every part of Israel. 
 This time, if the hostilities start, one 
can rest assured that all major parts of Is-
rael will come under fire. This will bring 
in the US which will force the Iranians 
to attack the US navy in the Persian Gulf 
and its bases in the Persian Gulf coun-
tries. Iranians also have a large number 
of Revolutionary Guards close to Iraq 
which can move in to attack the Ameri-
can and British armies directly, bringing 
even more chaos and suffering to Iraq. 
 Occupying Iran will not be easy. It 
will require at least a million men. The 
Iranians already have made preparation 
for such an event by decentralising their 
command and control. They have also 
been training both the Revolutionary 
Guards and the Baseej (home guard) for 
asymmetric warfare. The Iranian Navy 
has been training in Swarm tactics, using 
thousands of fast small boats equipped 
with anti-ship missiles and other weap-
ons for attacking the US navy. 
 Whatever the nature of the war, 
anything short of a nuclear strike on Iran 
will result in a prolonged and costly war 
for the US.
 One can only guess the cost of oil in 
such a situation, but it would not be an 
exaggeration to mention $150 to $200 
per barrel. This would plunge the world 
economy into a depression. It will also 
bring in China, Russia and the EU into 
the picture. China and the EU will not 
accept paying for Israeli-American mis-
adventure in the Middle East. 

 So far, the American invasion of Iraq 
has cost the Europeans billions of dol-
lars. The oil prices that were supposed 
to be around $30 to $35 cost them over 
$70 a barrel. Add the cost of lost export 
earnings and it soon adds up to a lot of 
money.
 That is why it is highly unlikely for 
Israel to hit Syria. But considering the 
coming elections in the US, the neo-con-
servative’s power and their unqualified 
support for Israel, and Israel’s strategy of 
Peace-for-Peace, anything is possible. 
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© By herBie BreNNAN

My first non-fiction book on time travel 
came about wholly by accident. I was 
interested in trying to discover whether 
or not there was much hard evidence for 

the sort of Ice Age civilisation mentioned by Plato in 
his account of Atlantis and also what level of technol-
ogy such a civilisation might have achieved. I thought 
if there was something positive in this, it might make 
an interesting book.

 Since the postulate of an Ice Age 
civilisation is obviously linked to the 
evolutionary pattern of humanity, I began 
my research there – specifically attempting 
to find evidence of civilised activity prior 
to the establishment of the Sumarian state 
widely accepted as the starting point of 
modern culture. As civilisations take time to 
develop, I was also searching for evidence 
that humanity’s appearance on the planet 
might have been earlier than generally sup-
posed.
 While conducting this research, I did 
indeed find archaeological evidence which 
suggested that Homo sapiens evolved earlier 
than the orthodox text books claim. At first 
these finds were manageable – they pushed 
back the appearance of humanity some tens of thousands of 
years. But then came the shock. There was a record of a find 
that suggested humanity was on the planet not thousands, but 
millions of years earlier than the time established by the ortho-
dox scientific consensus.
 At first I thought this find might be a fake, or a misinter-
pretation. But as my research continued, it became clear the 
find was not unique. There were many, many archaeological 
discoveries that pointed to an early evolution of humanity. 
Individually, these seem to have been dismissed as oddities, or 
simply ignored, by the scientific establishment, but the sheer 
weight of evidence seemed to me to suggest the finds needed an 
explanation.
 At this point, I still thought I was looking at evidence for 

The Evidence  
for Time Travel

there was a record of 
a find that suggested 
humanity was on the 
planet not thousands, 
but millions of years 
earlier than the time 

established by the 
orthodox scientific 

consensus.

the early emergence of humanity. Then I came across records 
of discoveries that pointed to the appearance of humans at a 
ridiculously early period – contemporary with and even earlier 
than the dinosaurs. Since this was manifestly impossible (the 
mammalian line itself hadn’t evolved at this time) I suddenly 
realised the evidence had to point somewhere else. I considered 
the alternatives and the only half sensible explanation I could 
come up with was that the finds were litter left by time travel-
lers.
 On the face of it, this seemed highly unlikely, but I was cu-
rious enough to want to know what modern physics said about 
the theoretical possibility of time travel. So I started research 

there and discovered that while Newtonian 
physics neither supported nor denied the 
possibility of time travel, both Relativity 
Theory and Quantum Mechanics seemed to 
say it was possible. One respected physicist 
had actually published plans for a (theoreti-
cal) time machine!
 At that point, I (temporarily) abandoned 
my book on the Ice Age civilisation and 
started seriously to move in a wholly 
different direction. Time Travel: A New 
Perspective was the result, a thorough study 
of the theme, published by Llewellyn in the 
United States. I returned to the theme in a 
second book aimed at a young adult audi-
ence and entitled simply Time Travel which 
has now been published in the UK by Faber 
and Faber as part of my Herbie Brennan’s 

Forbidden Truths series. 
 So what was the evidence that started all this? 
 The find that originally sparked my interest was the 
Transvaal spheres. Several hundred metal balls – some of them 
spookily like cricket balls – have been found by miners in 
the Western Transvaal, near the town of Ottosdal. They look 
manufactured and the metal seems to be toughened steel. But 
they’re still being unearthed from a Pre-Cambrian sediment, 
which means they have to be 2,800 million years old.
 Who dropped them? Not contemporary humans, that’s for 
sure. The earliest dinosaur hadn’t even appeared at that time. 
Manufactured objects in the Pre-Cambrian era are a glaring 
anachronism. And not the only one I came across. 
 There was a polished concrete block wall found in the 
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The Iron Cup in Coal, discovered in Oklahoma by Frank Kanard in  
1918 in Mid-Pennsylvanian coal. The iron cup was completely  
encased in a large lump of solid coal. Residue of coal is still  

present in the bottom of the cup.

In Western Transvaal, South Africa, hundreds 
of these metallic spheres, that appear  
to be manufactured, were found by  

miners in Pre-Cambrian strata said to  
be a fantastic 2.8 billion years old. 

depths of an Oklahoma coal mine and estimated to be 286 mil-
lion years old, a delicate gold chain of similar vintage found in 
Illinois, a carved stone found in Iowa that was dropped some 
260 million years before humanity evolved on the planet, and 
many more, including a decorated metal vase from Massachu-
setts more than 600 million years old.
 There are very few possible explanations for finds of this 
type. One is that they are simply misdated – the dismissive 
‘explanation’ put forward by orthodox archaeologists. But it’s 
difficult to see how you can misdate something like the Mas-
sachusetts vase that was actually discovered encased in solid 
rock.
 Another possibility is that the artifacts were dropped by 
visitors from space. The Ancient Astronauts Theory is no 
longer as popular as it once was, killed off by sensationalist 
claims and some blatant tweaking of the ‘evidence.’ All the 
same, most scientists are agreed that life must exist elsewhere 
in the universe and some of it may be intelligent. Which means 
that, long shot though it might be, the transport of some alien 
civilisation might have docked on Earth at the dawn of time 
and discharged metallic ballast in an area that eventually be-
came the Transvaal. 
 But even if the South African spheres turn out to be of alien 
manufacture (or some sort of weird natural phenomena, for 
that matter) several other anachronistic artifacts are undoubted 
human in origin. The carved stone from Iowa, for example, fea-
tures multiple representations of an old man’s face. There was a 
fossilised human shoe print found in Utah shale some 500 mil-
lion years old. A human footprint was discovered in Turkmeni-
stan in Central Asia, next to that of a three-toed dinosaur.
 The dinosaurs disappeared from our planet, quite sud-
denly, some 65 million years ago. Until that happened, the 
most advanced mammal on the face of the globe was a little 
tree-dweller the size of a mouse. Humanity is supposed to 
have evolved in Africa some 100,000 years ago – and while 
there may be a case for adjusting this date backwards, nobody 
suggests we could have walked the Earth in the days of the 
dinosaurs.
 Finds like these got me thinking along the lines of time 
travel, but failed to convince me. At the time, I assumed mod-
ern scientific thought dismissed the possibility as nonsense. 
This assumption, however, turned out to be wrong. 
 Surprisingly, Newtonian physics – the practical stuff 

that underlies almost every example of modern technology 
– doesn’t deny the possibility of time travel. Newton’s Second 
Law of motion states that ‘the time rate of change of the veloc-
ity or acceleration of a body is directly proportional to the force 
applied and inversely proportional to the mass of the body.’ 
In the mathematical expression of this Law, the value for time 
is squared. As you learned at school, if you multiply a nega-
tive number by another negative number, the result is always 
positive. This means that should you change ordinary time to 
negative time in Newton’s Second Law, it makes no difference 
to the outcome. In other words, time can flow backwards or 
forwards without influencing the outcome of the equations.
 Of course this only shows that, theoretically speaking, 
time travel does not contradict Newtonian physics. It gives no 
real clue as to whether time travel might actually happen. But 
Einstein’s Relativity Theory, on the other hand, clearly shows 
there are circumstances in which time travel can – indeed must 
– occur. Einstein spelled it out in his famous Twins Paradox.
 You begin with identical twins, one of whom joins the crew 
of a spaceship travelling close to the speed of light. The other 
twin stays home.
 Assume both twins were thirty years of age when they 
separated. Imagine the space voyage lasted five years. On the 
ship, the astronaut twin ages five years according to every 
measure he can apply. 
 But if the spaceship is travelling at 99% the speed of light, 
Einstein’s Theory of Relativity shows that time is moving seven 
times slower on board than it is on the ground. That means the 
twin who stayed home has aged thirty-five years – he is now 
sixty-five years old. 
 In other words, just because the astronaut raced at break-
neck speed around the galaxy, he’s now thirty years younger 
than his twin brother. Or put another way, when he lands again, 
he discovers he has voyaged thirty years into the future so 
far as life on Earth is concerned. And that, by any reasonable 
criterion, is time travel. 
 But it’s strictly a one-way trip.
 That was about as far as Einstein went with time travel, but 
the maverick American physicist Frank Tipler showed in 1974 
that Relativity Theory allowed two-way time travel, back to the 
past and forward to the future. In fact he even published plans 
for a (theoretical) time machine in the prestigious Physical 
Review. They were contained in an article entitled ‘Rotating 
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Kersey, an English village nestling in the Suffolk countryside, is the site of what was possibly a time-slip incident in 1957. 
In the photo's foreground is the Water-Splash, and in the background the Church can be seen.

Cylinders and the Possibility of Global Causality Violation.’ 
Global causality violation was a weird a piece of geometry: 
a path that winds through space and turns around in time 
– something called a closed timelike line.
 Nobody is entirely sure whether closed timelike lines actu-
ally exist in nature, but Dr. Tipler’s basic idea was to create 
one by building a machine that would distort space and time. 
All that was needed, according to Relativity Theory, was a big 
enough rotating cylinder.
 But by big he meant really big– something far too large to 
build on Earth. It would also have to be very heavy, far more 
heavy than lead, for example, or any other substance used in 
current technology.
 What was needed was a super-dense material, the sort that 
has enormous mass, but takes up very little room. But this sort 
of matter actually exists – in neutron stars. 
 Neutron stars are stars that collapse under their own 
weight, but don’t go all the way to becoming a Black Hole. The 
electrons inside their atoms are plunged into the nucleus where 
they fuse with protons to become neutrons (hence the name). 
The atoms themselves are fused together so that the whole star 
becomes one great atomic nucleus. It’s the densest substance in 
the universe. If you could extract enough to fill a teaspoon, it 
would weigh more than 1,000,000,000 tons.
 But even at that weight, a teaspoonful would be nothing 
like enough to create a Tipler cylinder. Physicist Fred Alan 
Wolf has estimated that such a cylinder would have to be about 
40 kilometres across and more than 4,000 kilometres long. To 
make something that size, you would need about a hundred 
neutron stars.
 It’s clear that building a Tipler cylinder would be far be-
yond our present technology. But most scientists agree that if 

something is theoretically possible – which a Tipler Cylinder 
certainly is – technology will learn how to do it sooner or later.
 In the case of the Tipler Cylinder, we have only to imag-
ine that some form of advanced technology will eventually 
be found, in a thousand years or ten thousand years, that will 
allow us to push a hundred neutron stars together. To work as 
planned, the cylinder needs to spin at about 10,000 revs per 
second. Fortunately most neutron stars are revolving in that 
range anyway. Put them together and you have a cylinder that, 
on its surface, is spinning at about three quarters the speed of 
light.
 Once the stars are in place, space and time will distort 
around them, in clearly defined zones. Immediately surround-
ing the cylinder would be a 20 kilometre wide zone where the 
fabric of space-time is changed in an almost unimaginable 
way. Physicists call this the ‘Deadly Zone’. There’s no way you 
could exist in such a zone. In fact, you probably couldn’t get 
into it in the first place – you would be repelled by the very 
nature of spacetime at its outer boundary.
 Surrounding the Deadly Zone is the Zone Of Time Revers-
al. This is the area of space in which time runs backwards. Get 
yourself into that zone and you’re a time traveller.
 The time travel zone is surrounded by a Null Time Zone 
where time stands still. This zone is surrounded by a Positive 
Time Zone – one, that is, where time runs in the familiar past-
to-future direction. Get yourself a nice little space ship, head 
it for the zone of your choice, and you’re on your way through 
time. 
 This sort of scientific speculation is fascinating, but it still 
falls short of hard evidence for time travel. Far more immedi-
ately exciting were the case studies that suggested time travel 
has actually happened, is actually happening now and might, 
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potentially actually happen to you. I came across several cases 
of this type, of which the Kersey incident is a striking example.
 Kersey is a charming little English village, nestling in the 
Suffolk countryside. You can see the church tower for miles 
and the church itself – first built in Saxon times – is visible 
from just about everywhere in the village. 
 When I visited the place, I found a well-made tarmacadam 
road running through the village and admired its picturesque 
stream – locals call it the Water-Splash – spanned by an or-
namental footbridge (see photo on previous page). Several of 
the houses have been painted pink and, like so many English 
villages, many have well-kept gardens. There is a scattering of 
thatched cottages, a couple of pleasant pubs – the Bell and the 
White Horse – a pottery, a restaurant, a general store and a post 
office. It’s one of those places that changes very slowly and the 
way it looks today isn’t all that different to the way it looked 
in 1957 when three teenage cadets with HMS Ganges, a Royal 
Navy shore training establishment at Shotley, were sent off to 
survey it as part of an orienteering exercise.
 But what I saw in Kersey was a far cry from what the boys 
experienced.
 The survival exercise was carried out over a cold weekend 
in October. The boys, Cadets William Lang, Michael Crowley 
and Ray Baker (all 15 years old) were assigned to find the vil-
lage and report back on everything they saw.
 They followed a road for a time, then cut across some fields. 
Shortly afterwards, they came across a grey stone cottage sur-
rounded by large oak trees. A farm labourer pointed them in 
the direction of Kersey. Ten minutes later, they came in sight of 
the village. From their vantage point, they could see the roofs 
of the houses and the high tower of Kersey Church. They also 
clearly heard the sound of church bells as they left the fields to 
take the laneway down into the village. But as they approached 
within a hundred yards of the church itself, the bells abruptly 
stopped.
 The church, which had been visible from the fields above 
the village, was now hidden behind trees growing on the 
mound on which the building stands. The boys walked in an 
eerie silence until, turning a corner of their laneway, they had 
their first sight of the village itself. What they saw was quite 
different to the Kersey of modern times.
 The stream was still there, running down the centre of the 
village, but the tarmacadam road was gone, as were most of the 
houses. In their place was a dirt track with two or three miser-
able-looking dwellings widely scattered on its left hand side. 
There were no houses or cottages at all on the right, just tall 
forest trees.
 The track ran down to the stream, then rose beyond it to the 

northern end of the village where there were a few more hous-
es, all of them dirty, small and old. The stream was crossed by 
a bridge, but nothing like the bridge that’s there today: it was 
no more than two wooden planks with four posts and a hand-
rail. The only living things in the place were some motionless 
ducks on the waters of the stream. There were no parked cars, 
no telephone lines, no radio aerials – nothing at all, in fact, to 
suggest a modern lifestyle.
 The boys felt uneasy and curiously depressed. The whole 
place had a horribly unpleasant feel about it, without wind, 
sounds or even shadows. But the flat and lifeless look wasn’t 
the only problem. The boys grew increasingly uneasy when 
they examined the trees. They were green with spring buds. Yet 
this was October – well into autumn. 
 Both village pubs and all but one of Kersey’s shops had 
disappeared. The boys jumped the stream and went to exam-
ine the one shop remaining, a butcher’s in which skinned ox 
carcases were hanging. But the meat was green with age and 
the whole place covered in filthy cobwebs as if it had been left 
derelict for months. Other buildings were equally strange. Not 
one seemed to have furniture, or even curtains. 
 The boys had the eerie feeling of being watched, although 
there was not so much as a dog on the street, and their unease 
increased. Their slow progress up the village street got faster 
and faster until suddenly they were running for their lives. 
They turned a corner at the top of the street and stopped, 
breathless, to look back. Suddenly the church bells chimed, the 
church itself was clearly visible, the village was repopulated. 
Normality had returned.
 The boys’ story was thoroughly investigated by the Vice 
President of the Society for Psychical Research, London, 
Andrew MacKenzie. He concluded that the three boys had 
somehow travelled back to medieval times when Kersey was 
hurriedly abandoned after an outbreak of the Black Death.
 Strange though it might seem, this was no isolated incident. 
There is sound evidence to suggest that many more people, 
including one scientist and a world-famous historian, have ex-
perienced time-slips of this type that took them physically into 
a distant past.

Herbie Brennan examines the full range of evidence for time 
travel, and the physics that make it possible, in his book Time 
Travel: A New Perspective, published by Llewellyn and avail-
able from New Dawn Book Service for $23.95 plus $8 p&h. 
His Forbidden Truths title Time Travel written for young adult 
readers and published by Faber and Faber, is also available in 
leading Australian bookshops.   «
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Richard Smoley and Jay Kinney need no 
introduction to New Dawn readers. Long 
time contributors to the magazine, their 

most recent articles are featured in New Dawn 
Special Issue No. 2. After successful careers 
as editors of Gnosis (1985-1999), the highly 
respected US journal of esoteric knowledge, in 
1999 Richard and Jay published Hidden Wisdom: 
A Guide to the Western Inner Traditions to much 
acclaim. In May 2006, a revised edition of Hidden 
Wisdom incorporating new material and insights, 
was released. In the following interview, Richard 
Smoley talks about Hidden Wisdom, spirituality, 
and the current state of the esoteric traditions....

There seems to be a huge resurgence in interest in the hid-
den side of the Western tradition lately. There’s so much 
talk about Gnosticism, the Masons, the Templars, the hid-
den teachings of Jesus. What’s behind it all?

Well, until fairly recently the story of Western religion was 
pretty much taken for granted. The Bible was seen as an ac-
curate historical record, and the story the churches told about 
themselves was taken as the truth. But more and more people 
have come to see that isn’t the whole story.
 Over the last 200 years paleontologists came to realise that 
the earth really hadn’t been created 6,000 years ago. New Tes-
tament scholars took a closer look at the Gospels and decided 
that the life of Jesus they portrayed contains a lot of myth. To-
day archaeologists are saying that Moses couldn’t have led the 
children of Israel to freedom from Egypt in the land of Canaan, 
because Canaan was an Egyptian province at that time. The 
supposedly magnificent Jerusalem of King Solomon was prob-
ably a hill village with maybe 200 or 300 people. And so on.
 Much of this is not exactly news. “The quest for the histori-
cal Jesus,” as Albert Schweitzer famously called it, goes back 
to the 19th century. But it’s only in the last generation or so 
that this knowledge has begun to reach a widespread public. 
It’s led people to ask what was really going on back then. And 
it’s fueled a lot of speculation about the religious history of the 

West. Much of this speculation is pretty wild, but it shows that 
people are eager – maybe desperate – for some answers about 
their past that isn’t mostly propaganda.

So what is this hidden truth? Was it true, for example, that 
Jesus was married to Mary Magdalene and that they had 
children?

I’ve never seen any proof of this that seemed even remotely 
conclusive. There is a strange, fragmentary passage in a text 

Quest for Hidden Wisdom

An Interview with 
Richard Smoley

Richard Smoley
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called the Gospel of Philip saying that Jesus was very fond of 
Mary Magdalene and used to kiss her often on the mouth. The 
other disciples got jealous and said, “Why don’t you love us the 
way you love her?” And Jesus replies, “Why don’t I love you 
the way I love her?” The answer presumably being obvious.
 But the Gospel of Philip is very late. Most scholars date it 
to the third century CE. As such, it can’t be trusted as a terribly 
accurate historical source. All I can say is that there are leg-
ends, and it’s known that legends naturally accumulate around 
powerful figures. You only need look at the strange hagiogra-
phy that’s congealed around Elvis Presley to see how this hap-
pened in very recent years. So the story of Jesus being married 
to Mary Magdalene is not something I personally would put 
any faith in.
 We may never know what happened in the time of Christ, 
how much of our information is factual, how much of it is 
suspect. For example, the Gospel in the 
Bible that is considered to be the most 
historically accurate is the Gospel of 
Mark. Strangely enough, the last page 
of this Gospel is missing. It was lost 
in antiquity, probably soon after it was 
written. What you find in the Bible 
– and most versions have these – are 
several different endings, all of them 
supplied later. This missing part of 
Mark would have told what happened 
after the Resurrection. Was this lost 
accidentally, or did somebody tear out 
the page and replace it with something 
more politically convenient? We may 
never know. And yet ultimately the 
hidden truth about our past is not some 
collection of buried facts.

Then what’s the point of your work?

I do think there are buried truths, what 
in the title of our book Jay Kinney and I have called “hidden 
wisdom.” But it’s not factual knowledge as such. One of the key 
concepts in our book is gnosis, which is a term that’s bandied 
about a lot these days. Gnosis is knowledge, but knowledge of 
a very special kind. It’s not factual knowledge, not knowledge 
of something, but rather an inner awakening, an inner illumina-
tion. It’s quite similar, I would say, to what Eastern traditions 
often call enlightenment.
 Viewed in this way, the Bible becomes a story, not about 
people who lived in an increasingly remote past, but about 
our own inner awakening. In this way it becomes much more 
interesting and much more immediate. The story of Exodus is 
not about the liberation of several tribes of people from literal 
slavery, but about liberation from inner slavery. The story of 
Christ is not so much about a man, however remarkable, who 
lived 2,000 years ago, but about a process that begins in us as 
we awaken.

But this just sounds like allegorising to me. People have 
been doing this for centuries. And it’s all very nice and 
good, but it doesn’t seem to have much to do with hard, cold 
facts.

And what would facts prove? For example, the conventional 

Christian view is that Jesus literally rose from the dead. Not 
so long ago, I read a book about witchcraft in southern Africa, 
written by a very prosaic and down-to-earth British doctor who 
practiced there in the days of colonialism. He told this story 
of a chieftain who was dead and buried – and whose death he 
himself as a physician had verified. And he witnessed a cer-
emony in which this same chieftain was resurrected, sat on his 
throne, and ate a meal.
 Of course you can play the skeptic and doubt that this 
really happened. But beyond a certain point, what difference 
does it make? Would you believe something like that even if 
you saw it? Or would you laugh it off and tell yourself you just 
imagined it? People do this all the time with experiences that 
go past their concepts of reality. It’s that much harder to either 
accept or reject miracles that may or may not have happened 
thousands of years ago.

Speaking of witchcraft, do you 
cover that topic in Hidden Wisdom?

Yes, as a matter of fact we do.

What is witchcraft about?

Most people who call themselves 
witches are not Satanists. They are not 
cranky old ladies in black who live at 
the edge of town; nor are they playing 
at being Sabrina or Samantha Stevens. 
They are laying claim to what they 
call the “Old Religion” – the pagan 
tradition that thrived in Europe before 
Christianity.
      Witchcraft, Wicca, Neopagan-
ism – these are all terms that loosely 
encompass a number of highly 
individualistic groups and people, not 
all of whom see things in the same 

way. In fact, they take many different forms. But one key thing 
they have in common is a reverence for the forces of nature, 
conceived as spiritual powers in their own right, and the belief 
that we can work with these powers consciously and creatively. 
Similarly with the powers of the mind.

What you’re talking about is magic – not the sleight-of-
hand type but the occult type. In your experience, does this 
kind of magic work?

Not always, and not usually very well. But not for the reasons 
you might expect. From my experience, I’m convinced that 
these forces are real. But they’re difficult to master. It’s very 
hard to do anything like that that somehow doesn’t backfire or 
simply fail.

Why?

It’s not like a scientific experiment. In a scientific experiment, if 
you’re going into a lab to bombard subatomic particles or inject 
substances into some rat, your state of mind has very little to do 
with the results. In fact, it shouldn’t. A scientific experiment has 
to be replicable. Your report has to be like a cookbook recipe 
that a scientist on the other side of the earth can follow.

Gnosis is knowledge, 
but knowledge of a 

very special kind. It’s 
not factual knowledge, 

not knowledge of 
something, but rather 
an inner awakening, 

an inner illumination. 
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 Magical work is exactly the opposite. The state of mind 
you’re in, your concentration and your will – not only at the 
conscious but at the subconscious levels  are the all-important 
factors, far more than whatever procedures you might use. And 
very few have the will and concentration to accomplish results 
anything like what they want.

So is magic dangerous?

Well, take the typical teenager who starts to dabble in such 
things. Either nothing happens, or the kid starts to get some 
results. He or she then usually gets scared and drops it right 
away. Very few are going to take magic to the point where they 
are going to get any effective results at all. If you do – and for 
some it is a true spiritual path – then your motivation becomes 
the question. Are you doing this for disinterested reasons – to 
form a link between heaven and earth, so to speak? Or are you 
just trying to find a shortcut to wealth and power? If it’s the lat-
ter, you may as well drop magic and take up stock brokering or 
politics or something that’s much more likely to achieve your 
aims. And if you’re doing anything for purely selfish motives, 
whether it’s magic or trading stocks, you will probably regret it 
eventually.

What about the Kabbalah? That’s something we’re hearing 
a lot about lately.

We have a chapter on it in Hidden Wisdom. Essentially the 
Kabbalah is the mystical tradition behind Judaism. It goes back 
to antiquity, but it took its present form in medieval times, in 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. By the time of the Renais-
sance, Christian intellectuals became interested in it, and after 
about 1500 it became incorporated into the general esoteric 
heritage of the West.
 Just now I mentioned serving as a link between heaven and 
earth. For many Kabbalists, this is the essential point of the 
enterprise. We are the only beings – at least the only ones we 
know of – who are capable of being aware of both the visible 
and invisible realms, and some Kabbalists say that this is our 

function here on Earth, to serve as a link between the two.
 By the way, “Kabbalah” comes from a Hebrew verb mean-
ing “to receive.” And it means receiving in two ways. One is re-
ceiving the teachings as handed down over time, which is why 
Kabbalah is sometimes translated as “tradition.” But it’s also a 
matter of receiving spiritual impulses and translating them into 
action in this world. Apparently kabbalah is the word used in 
modern Hebrew for TV reception.

What do you think of the pop versions of Kabbalah that are 
out there now?
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I don’t have a lot of direct experience of them. But generally 
speaking, you can say that the pop versions of any spiritual tra-
dition are likely to be pretty watered-down. Zen and yoga, for 
example, were originally very intense and austere disciplines, 
but in the form in which they’ve made it to the public, they’re 
very bland and trite.
 It’d be easy to jump to conclusions about this fact, to deride 
all these things as mere vulgarisations. So they may be. But 
they do serve an important function. In the first place, they 
communicate some key ideas to the general public that aren’t 
likely to make it any other way. To take one fairly obvious 
example, it’s become almost a cliche to talk about living in the 
present, “the power of now,” and so on. But to be aware in the 
present is actually a very profound (and quite difficult) practice. 
It’s interesting, and I think, beneficial, 
to have these ideas out there, even if 
they’re often in rather a cliched form.

You keep using the word “esoteric,” 
and that seems to be a central 
concept in your book. What does 
“esoteric” really mean?

It comes from a Greek root that means 
“further in.” To really understand what 
these teachings are about, you have 
to go further into yourself. You have 
to look past the surface of your social 
identify, your bodily desires, and see 
what’s beneath. This may take you very 
deeply into yourself, and at some point 
you realise that what you really are is 
something very small and silent. It is 
nothing you can see, because it’s al-
ways what sees. St. Francis said, “What 
you are looking for is what is looking.” 
If you understand this point, a lot of highly cryptic mystical 
texts become remarkably clear.
 There is no end point to this process of going “further in” 
– none that I’ve ever seen in my own experience or from what I 
can tell of others’ experience. There’s always further to go.

Where do you see these traditions going in the 21st cen-
tury?

That’s a very difficult question. There is a long, intricate, and 
poorly understood process by which esoteric ideas eventually 
make themselves public property. Things that were communi-

cated only under the strictest secrecy 50 or 100 years ago can 
now be found in self-help bestsellers – for example, the simple 
truth that you are not your conditioning. It sounds obvious 
to say this now, but in the past it would have been a piece of 
knowledge that would have been communicated privately, often 
obliquely, possibly through some sacred rite of initiation.
 Some may decry this popularisation as a profanation of 
sacred knowledge. I don’t see it that way. Rather I see that over 
a very long period of time, humanity begins to accept certain 
truths and makes them its own. These are first known only to 
an extremely small vanguard – an elite, if you like, although I 
know that’s a dirty word these days. Gradually these ideas are 
disseminated and become common knowledge.
 Now if this so-called elite is doing its job, it won’t try to 

squirrel away its discoveries and keep 
them for itself. Rather, it will keep dis-
seminating its discoveries in whatever 
form that makes most sense in the 
context of the times. It will also keep 
moving forward and trying to make 
new discoveries.

If much of what was previously 
hidden is now in the public domain, 
where do these traditions have to go?

I don’t have a clear answer to that at 
present. Much of it will depend on 
how much the mainstream religions 
will digest these insights. At this point 
esoteric teachings are often used as 
little more than marketing techniques. 
The rabbi talks about Kabbalah to get 
people back to the synagogue, or the 
Christian churches try to unearth some 
half  forgotten contemplative tradition 

as a way of presenting an alternative to, say, Buddhist medita-
tion.
 Will it go past this point? Possibly; possibly people will go 
on soon to the next new thing. Even so, out of all those num-
bers, a few actually do see beyond the surface and decide to go 
“further in” themselves. They become the esotericists of the 
next generation, and the chain continues.

Interview courtesy of Quest Books and copyright 2005 by 
Richard Smoley. A review of Hidden Wisdom can be found on 
page 78.   «

RICHARD SMOLEY is author of Inner Christianity: A Guide to the Esoteric Tradition,  
The Essential Nostradamus, and coauthor, with Jay Kinney, of Hidden Wisdom: A Guide  
to the Western Inner Traditions. His latest book is Forbidden Faith: The Gnostic Legacy from  
the Gospels to The Da Vinci Code. In the 1990s he was editor of Gnosis magazine.  
His web site is www.innerchristianity.com.
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© By CoLiN WiLSoN

In 1999, I was engaged in pursuing an intriguing 
little problem. Charles Hapgood, best known as 
the author of Maps of the Ancient Sea Kings, had 
died as the result of a car accident that hap-

pened in December 1982. Two months earlier, he had 
written to a librarian named Rand Flem-Ath telling 
him that he had made “recent exciting discoveries” 
that had convinced him there had once been a hun-
dred thousand year old civilisation with “advanced 
levels of science.” And since I had agreed to collabo-
rate with Flem-Ath on a book about Atlantis, I set out 
to pursue Hapgood’s contacts to see if 
I could find out what he meant. 

 Finally, through a tip-off from one of 
Hapgood’s acquaintances, I found myself 
in touch with an archaeologist and science 
writer from New England, who staggered 
me when he declared that it was he who had 
given Hapgood this information. What he 
had told him, he said, was (a) that the Greek 
measure of distances proved that they knew 
the exact size of the Earth a millennium or 
so before Eratosthenes discovered it (around 
250 BCE), and (b) that Neanderthal man 
had a remarkable degree of culture, and 
was studying the stars by 100,000 BCE or 
earlier.
 Now I had already stumbled on the information about the 
Greeks in a book called Historical Metrology by A. E. Ber-
riman (1953), to which the historical researcher Henry Lincoln 
had introduced me. And the second assertion had been made 
by my friend Stan Gooch in 1989, in a book called Cities of 
Dreams. 
 Gooch was arguing that Neanderthal man had possessed a 
complex civilisation, but that it was not a civilisation of bricks 
and mortar, but of ‘dreams’. That hardly seemed to make sense. 
Surely civilisation is our defence against nature? Dreams are 
not much use against a hurricane or a sabre tooth tiger. 
 Gooch launches his argument by comparing Neanderthal 

A Hundred 
Thousand  
Year Old  
Civilisation?

Gooch was arguing 
that Neanderthal 

man had possessed a 
complex civilisation, 
but that it was not a 
civilisation of bricks 
and mortar, but of 

‘dreams’.

man with native Americans, pointing out that in spite of their 
complex culture, the latter had no written language and built no 
houses.
 What would have happened, Gooch asks, if they had been 
exterminated by disease or some catastrophe, and had simply 
vanished? Archaeologists would find their skeletons and dis-
miss them as ‘primitives’, just as we dismiss Neanderthals. 
 Speaking of the Seven Sisters, Gooch remarks, “The 
Pleiades are the only constellation noted and named by every 
culture on Earth, past and present, from the most advanced to 
the most primitive.” 
 He points out the similarity of the legends of Australian 
aborigines, Wyoming Indians and the ancient Greeks. In the 
Greek legend, Orion the Hunter pursues the six maidens and 

their mother through the forest, until Zeus 
takes pity on them, and changes them all 
(including Orion) into stars. 
 In the Australian legend, the hunter is 
called Wurunna, and he captures two of the 
seven maidens; but these escape up trees 
that suddenly grow until they reach the sky, 
where all the maidens live forever. Ac-
cording to the Wyoming Indians, the seven 
sisters are pursued by a bear, and climb up 
a high rock, which grows until it reaches the 
sky.
 Gooch goes on to mention that the Seven 
Sisters play an equally important role in the 
legends of the Aztecs, the Incas, the Polyne-
sians, the Chinese, the Masai, the Kikuyu, 
the Hindus and the ancient Egyptians. This 
worldwide interest in the Pleiades, he ar-

gues, surely indicates that it originated in some very early and 
once central culture.
 In Gooch’s view that culture was Neanderthal. We may 
doubt this, and prefer to believe that it was our own ancestor, 
Cro-Magnon. But Gooch certainly has accumulated some im-
pressive evidence of the intellectual sophistication of Neander-
thal man. He speaks, for example, of a find made at Drachen-
loch in the Swiss Alps, where a 75,000 year old bear altar 
was discovered in a cave. In a rectangular stone chest, whose 
lid was a massive stone slab, archaeologists found seven bear 
skulls, with their muzzles pointing towards the cave entrance. 
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Stan Gooch

At the back of the cave, there were niches in the wall with six 
more bear skulls.
 Now seven is, of course, a number associated with shaman-
ism. The Drachenloch cave was clearly a place of ritual – in 
effect, a church. Moreover, as Mircea Eliade tells us, there is 
a worldwide connection between the bear and the Moon. And 
this might have been guessed from the fact that the number of 
skulls in the cave was thirteen – the number of lunar months in 
the year. This, and many other clues, lead Gooch to infer that 
the religion of Neanderthal man was based on Moon worship, 
and Neanderthals were the first ‘star gazers’. He argues that, 
among much else, the knowledge of precession of the equi-
noxes noted by Giorgio de Santillana and Herta von Dechend 
in Hamlet’s Mill, probably originated with Neanderthal man.
 A ‘church’ implies a priest or shaman, so Neanderthal man 
must have had his shamans, ‘magicians’ who played an impor-
tant part in the hunting rituals, as shamans do worldwide. Is 
it chance that the Moon goddess is Diana the Huntress? Is she 
perhaps also a legacy from Neanderthal man?
 Since Gooch’s book came out in 1989, new evidence has 
accumulated indicating that Neanderthal man also possessed 
his own technology. In 1996, it was announced that scientists 
from Tarragona’s Roviri i Virgili University had unearthed 15 
furnaces near Capellades, north of Barcelona. Professor Eudald 
Carbonell stated that they prove Neanderthal man possessed a 
skill level far more advanced than anyone had supposed. Homo 
sapiens, he said, was not an “evolutionary leap” beyond Cro-
Magnon man, but only a gentle step from Neanderthal. Each of 
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Now clearly, all this  
is revolutionary.  
We take it for 

granted that human 
culture began with 
Cro-Magnon man, 

homo sapiens. 

the furnaces served a different function according to its size, 
some ovens, some hearths, some even blast furnaces. The team 
also discovered an “astonishing variety” of stone and bone 
tools, as well as the most extensive traces of wooden utensils 
(The Times, 3 September 1996).
 One of Gooch’s most amazing statements is that in South 
Africa, Neanderthal man was digging deep mines to obtain red 
ochre a hundred thousand years ago. “One 
of the largest sites evidenced the removal 
of a million kilos of ore.” Other mines were 
discovered dated 45,000, 40,000 and 35,000 
years ago. In all cases, the site had been 
painstakingly filled in again, presumably 
because the Earth was regarded as sacred. 
Neanderthal man seems to have used the 
red ochre for ritualistic purposes, including 
burial. 
 In 1950, Dr. Ralph Solecki, of the Smith-
sonian Institute, had excavated the Shanidar 
cave in Iraqi Kurdistan and discovered evi-
dence of ritualistic burial by Neanderthals, 
in which the dead had been covered with a 
quilt of woven wild flowers. His book Sha-
nidar (1971) is subtitled The Humanity of 
Neanderthal Man. He was the first of many 
anthropologists to conclude that Neanderthal man was far more 
than an ape.
 Gooch points out that red ochre has been in use since at 

least 100,000 years ago until today, when it is still used by Aus-
tralian aborigines. He quotes one authority who calls it “the 
most spiritually rich and magical of all substances.” 
 Now red ochre is the oxidised form of a mineral called 
magnetite, which, as the name suggests, is magnetic. If a small 
sliver of magnetite is floated on the surface tension of water, it 
swings around and points to magnetic north. And in 1,000 BCE 

the Olmecs were using it as a compass nee-
dle, floating on cork, a millennium before 
the Chinese invented the compass.
 Gooch points out that many creatures, 
including pigeons, have a cluster of magnet-
ite in the brain, which is used for homing, 
and asks if it is not conceivable that Nean-
derthal man also had a magnetite cluster in 
the brain, which may have enabled him to 
detect haematite under the ground. This, 
of course, would be simply a variant of the 
power dowsers have to detect underground 
water.
 For whatever reason Neanderthal man 
sought red ochre, it seems clear that he 
must be credited with some kind of civilisa-
tion. 
 In January 2002 it emerged that Nean-

derthal man made use of a variety of superglue. It was a kind 
of blackish-brown pitch discovered at a lignite mining pit in 
the Harz mountains, estimated to be 80,000 years old. One 
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heavens, and built 

blast furnaces, he must 
have had some form of 

language other  
than grunts. 

of the pieces bore the imprint of a finger and impressions of a 
flint stone tool and wood, suggesting that the pitch has served 
as a sort of glue to secure the wooden shaft to a flint stone 
blade. The pitch, from a birch tree, can only be produced at 
a temperature of 300-400 C. Professor Dietrich Mania of the 
Friedrich-Schiller University in Jena said: “This implies that 
Neanderthals did not come across these pitches by accident, but 
must have produced them with intent.”
 Now clearly, all this is revolutionary. 
We take it for granted that human cul-
ture began with Cro-Magnon man, homo 
sapiens. Our Cro-Magnon ancestors began 
making drawings in caves about 30,000 
years ago, and so, we had always assumed, 
our civilisation had its first beginnings.
 But if the Pleiades were recognised 
40,000 years ago, then Neanderthal man 
came first. 
 Again, an 82,000 year old bone flute 
discovered by Dr. Ivan Turk, of the Slovenia 
Academy of Sciences in 1995, demonstrates 
that Neanderthal man had his own music. It 
begins to look more and more as if Gooch’s 
comparison of Neanderthal man to native 
Americans is valid. A 26,000 year old bone 
sewing needle, compete with a hole for 
thread, was discovered at another Neanderthal site.
 But perhaps the most staggering piece of evidence so far is 
the small carved statue known as the Berekhat Ram figurine, 
discovered in 1980 by the Israeli archaeologist Professor Naa-
ma Goren-Inbar. She found it on the Golan Heights, and its age 
was established because it was found – along with 7,500 scrap-
ers – between two layers of basalt, known as tuff, that could be 
dated. And the date was between 250,000 and 280,000 years 
ago. It resembles the famous Venus of Willendorf, but is far 
more crude. And examination under an electron microscope 
revealed that it was not just some odd-shaped stone, but that it 
had been carved – by Neanderthal man. His flint tool had left 
powder in the grooves.
 So Neanderthal man was carving a tiny female figure, 
probably the Moon goddess, more than a quarter of a million 
years ago. The implication is that he had already developed the 
religion to which the bear skulls in the Drachenloch cave bear 
witness – but 200,000 years earlier.
 In Uriel’s Machine, Robert Lomas and Christopher Knight 
also turn their attention to Neanderthals, and point out that 
they had a larger brain than modern man, adding the startling 
information that they were around for 230,000 years before 

they vanished. Neanderthals therefore had plenty of time to 
acquire a high level of sophistication. They clearly believed 
in an afterlife, for they buried their dead with every sign of 
religious ritual, and with tools and meat to supply their needs 
in the beyond. They buried them in cloaks covered with ornate 
beads (with buttonholes), decorated caps, carved bracelets and 
pendants. They manufactured at least one perfectly circular 
chalk disc, which is almost certainly a Moon disc. 

 And if Neanderthal man conducted 
religious rituals, played the flute, studied the 
heavens, and built blast furnaces, he must 
have had some form of language other than 
grunts. 
 So Stan Gooch’s insights, which struck 
most people as crazy in 1989 (they certainly 
struck me as crazy when I first read Cities 
of Dreams) are slowly being justified. 
 For Gooch, that time cannot come soon 
enough. He is now 72, and living on a 
caravan site in Wales on an old age pension. 
For a long time now, his letters to me have 
revealed increasing cynicism and weariness, 
and friends who went to visit him recently – 
deeply impressed by the visionary scope of 
his books – were shocked to find him in an 
obvious state of indifference and discour-

agement. When tired of exchanging letters by ‘snail mail’, I 
offered to provide him with a computer, his reply was that he 
would never use it. It seems astonishing that this brilliant writ-
er, author of more than a dozen books (some of them, like The 
Paranormal, classics in their field), should have been allowed 
to sink into the condition that the saints used to call accidia, 
but I suppose it has been the fate of many men of genius.

Colin Wilson's latest book Atlantis and the Kingdom of the 
Neanderthals: 100,000 Years of Lost History, was published by 
Bear & Company in July. 

Stan Gooch is the author of The Dream Culture of the Nean-
derthals: Guardians of the Ancient Wisdom which explores the 
influence of Neanderthal man on the cultural and biological 
development of humanity. The Dream Culture of the Neander-
thals is available from New Dawn Book Service, PO Box 758, 
Cleveland QLD 4163 for $33.95 plus $8 p&h.   «
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© By ALAN CANtWeLL, MD

Cancer is the most frightening human 
disease and its cause remains elusive. 
Therefore, it seems inconceivable that the 
discovery of a germ cause of cancer would 

provoke such hostility among the cancer establish-
ment. But, in truth, the belief in a cancer germ has 
always been the ultimate scientific heresy. 
 
 In the long history of cancer research there was never a 
physician more outspoken and controversial than Virginia 
Wuerthele-Caspe Livingston (1906-1990). For more than 40 
years she championed the revolutionary idea that bacteria 
caused cancer and devised a treatment to try and combat these 
microbes by immunotherapy. 
 Sixteen years after her death she is now largely forgotten 
but still condemned by such powerful organisations as the 
American Cancer Society and blacklisted on Quackwatch, a 
self-proclaimed “non-profit corporation dedicated to combating 
health-related frauds, myths, fads, and fallacies.” 

Livingston’s  
Cancer Research 

 Beginning in the late 1940s, Livingston was able to grow 
bacteria from cancer tumours; and when she and her associ-
ates injected cancer bacteria into laboratory animals, some 
developed cancer. Other animals developed degenerative and 
proliferative diseases, and some animals remained healthy. 
Livingston believed the “immunity” of the host was an impor-
tant factor in determining whether cancer would develop. 
  In 1969 at a meeting at the New York Academy of Sciences, 
Livingston and her colleagues proposed that cancer was caused 
by a highly unusual bacterium which she named Progenitor 
cryptocides – Greek for ‘ancestral hidden killer.’ Neverthe-
less, Livingston claimed elements of the microbe were present 
in every human cell. Due to its biochemical properties, she 
believed the organism was responsible for initiating life and for 
the healing of tissue – and for killing us with cancer and other 
infirmities. Critics of this research continued to insist there was 
no such thing as a cancer germ. 
 In her attempt to use a variety of modalities (diet, sup-

plements, antibiotics, as well as traditional methods) to treat 
cancer, she utilised an ‘autogenous’ vaccine derived from the 
patient’s own cancer bacteria found in the urine and blood. 
Livingston explained it was not an anti-cancer vaccine, but 
rather a vaccine to help stimulate and improve the patient’s own 
immune system. The administration of this unapproved vac-
cine caused a furore in the cancer establishment and eventually 
legal action was undertaken against her and the Livingston-
Wheeler Clinic in San Diego. In spite of all her legal troubles, 
she continued seeing patients until her death at 83. 
 In March 1990, the year of her death, a highly critical 
article on the Livingston-Wheeler therapy appeared in the 
American Cancer Society-sponsored CA: A Cancer Journal 
for Physicians. (No authors were listed.) The report advised 
patients to stay away from the San Diego clinic and claimed: 
 “Livingston-Wheeler’s cancer treatment is based on the 
belief that cancer is caused by a bacterium she has named Pro-
genitor cryptocides. Careful research using modern techniques, 
however, has shown that there is no such organism and that 
Livingston-Wheeler has apparently mistaken several different 

Virginia Livingston, MD (1906-1990)

Virginia Livingston, M.D.
Cancer Quack Or  
Medical Genius?
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types of bacteria, both rare and common, for a unique microbe. 
In spite of diligent research to isolate a cancer-causing microor-
ganism, none has been found. Similarly, Livingston-Wheeler’s 
autologous vaccine cannot be considered an effective treatment 
for cancer. While many oncologists have expressed the hope 
that someday a vaccine will be developed against cancer, the 
cause(s) of cancer must be determined before research can be 
directed toward developing a vaccine. The rationale for other 
facets of the Livingston-Wheeler cancer therapy is similarly 
faulty. No evidence supports her contention that cancer results 
from a defective immune system, that a whole-foods diet 
restores immune system deficiencies, that abscisic acid slows 
tumour growth, or that cancer is transmitted to humans by 
chickens.” (The full report is on-line at http://caonline.amcan-
cersoc.org/cgi/reprint/40/2/103) 

Bacteria As A  
Cause Of Cancer 

 The recognition of disease-producing bacteria allowed 
medical science to emerge from the dark ages into the era of 
modern medicine. In the late nineteenth cen-
tury when diseases like tuberculosis (TB), 
syphilis, and leprosy were proven to be 
caused by bacteria, some doctors also sus-
pected human cancer might have a similar 
cause. 
 The idea that bacteria cause cancer is 
considered preposterous by most physi-
cians. However, despite the antagonistic 
view of the American Cancer Society and 
medical science, there is ample evidence in 
the published peer-reviewed literature that 
strongly suggests that ‘cancer microbes’ 
cause cancer. 
 According to reports by Livingston and 
various other researchers, cancer is caused 
by pleomorphic, cell wall deficient bacteria. 
The various forms of the organism range 
in size from submicroscopic virus-like forms, up to the size of 
bacteria, yeasts, and fungi. In culture and in tissue the bacterial 
forms are variably ‘acid-fast’ (having a staining quality like TB 
bacteria). These bacteria are ubiquitous and exist in the blood 
and tissues of all human beings (yet another ‘heresy’). In the 
absence of a protective immune response, these cell wall defi-
cient bacteria may become pathogenic and foster the develop-
ment of cancer, autoimmune disease, AIDS, and certain other 
chronic diseases of unknown etiology. 
 Needless to say, all this research fell on dead ears because 
bacteria were totally ruled out as the cause of all cancers in the 
early years of the twentieth century. Thus, bacteria observed in 
cancer were simply dismissed as elements of cellular degenera-
tion, or as invaders of tissue weakened by cancer, or as ‘con-
taminants’ of laboratory origin. 

Livingston And  
Progenitor Cryptocides 

 Beginning in 1950, in a series of papers and books, Liv-
ingston and her co-workers claimed the cancer microbe was 
a great imitator whose various pleomorphic forms resembled 
common staphylococci, diphtheroids, fungi, viruses, and host 

cell inclusions. Yet if the germ were studied carefully through 
all its transitional stages, it could be identified as a single agent. 
She was the first to suggest that the acid-fast stain was the 
key to the identification of the cancer microbe in tissue and in 
culture; and also demonstrated its appearance in the blood of 
cancer patients, by use of dark-field microscopy. 
 Anyone who takes the time to read Livingston’s reports 
in the medical literature will quickly recognise that she was 
a credible research scientist, who allied herself with other ex-
perts – and was certainly not the quack doctor pictured by her 
detractors. Her achievements in cancer microbiology can also 
be found in her autobiographical books: Cancer, A New Break-
through (1972); The Microbiology of Cancer (1977); and The 
Conquest of Cancer (1984). Her research has been confirmed 
by other scientists, such as microbiologist Eleanor Alexan-
der-Jackson, cell cytologist Irene Diller, biochemist Florence 
Seibert, and dermatologist Alan Cantwell, among others. 

The Cancer Microbe And  
Bacterial Pleomorphism 

   Microbiologists have long resisted the 
idea of bacterial pleomorphism, and do 
not recognise or accept the various growth 
forms and the bacterial ‘life cycle’ pro-
posed by various cancer microbe workers. 
Most bacteriologists do not accept the idea 
of a bacterium changing from a coccus to 
a rod, or to a fungus. Depending on the 
environment, the microbe in its cell wall-
deficient phase may attain large size, even 
larger that a red blood cell. Other forms are 
submicroscopic and virus-sized. Electronic 
microscopic studies and photographs of 
filtered (bacteria-free) cultures of the 
cancer microbe show virus-size elements 
of the cancer microbe that can revert into 
bacterial-sized microbes. 
    The cancer microbe has adapted to 

life in man and animals by existing in a mycoplasma-like or 
cell wall deficient state. In tissue sections of cancer stained for 
bacteria with the special acid-fast stain, the microbe can be 
seen as a variably acid-fast (blue, red, or purple-stained) round 
coccus or as barely visible granules. At magnifications of one 
thousand times (in oil), these forms can be observed within and 
also outside of the cells. 
 Careful study and observation of the tiny round coccoid 
forms in cancer tissue indicate they can enlarge progressively 
up to the size of so-called Russell bodies, which are well-
known to pathologists. Russell bodies can attain the size of red 
blood cells, and even larger. 
 William Russell was a well-respected Scottish patholo-
gist who in 1890 first reported the finding of ‘cancer parasites’ 
in the tissue of all the cancers he studied. However, modern 
pathologists deny that Russell’s bodies are microbial in origin. 
For more information on Russell bodies and Russell’s ‘cancer 
parasite’ (and its intimate relationship to cancer microbes), 
Google: The forgotten clue to the bacterial cause of cancer; or 
go to www.joimr.org/phorum/read.php?f=2&i=50&t=50. 
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Overlooking Hidden  
Bacteria In Cancer 

 Once bacteria were eliminated as a cause of cancer a cen-
tury ago, it became dogma and impossible to change medical 
opinion. In this current era of medical science, one would think 
it impossible for infectious disease experts and pathologists to 
not recognise bacteria in cancer. However, bacteria can still 
pop up in diseases in which they were initially overlooked. 
 When a new and deadly lung disease broke out among legion-
naires in Philadelphia in July 1976, two hundred 
and twenty-two people became ill and thirty-
four died. The cause of the killer lung disease 
remained a medical mystery for over five months 
until Joe McDade at the Leprosy Branch of the 
CDC detected unusual bacteria in guinea pigs 
experimentally infected with lung tissue from the 
dead legionnaires. Further modification of bacte-
rial culture methods finally allowed the isola-
tion of the causative and previously overlooked 
bacteria, now known as Legionella pneumophila. 
 Yet another example of dogma-defying 
research is provided by recent studies prov-
ing that bacteria (Helicobacter pylori) are a 
common cause of stomach ulcers, which can 
sometimes lead to stomach cancer and lym-
phoma. For a century, physicians refused to 
believe bacteria caused ulcers because they 
thought bacteria could not live in the acid 
environment of the stomach. In 2005 the Nobel 
Prize in Medicine was awarded to two Austral-
ian researchers for their 1982 discovery. These 
stomach bacteria could only be detected by use 
of special tissue stains. The CDC now claims 
that H. pylori causes more than 90% of duodenal ulcers and 
80% of gastric ulcers. Approximately two-thirds of the world’s 
population is infected with these microbes. 
 In the past four years there have been medical reports of 
newly discovered bacteria in serious lymph node disease; in 
Hodgkin’s lymphoma; in cancer of the mouth; and in prostate 
cancer, to name only a few. 
 All these studies prove bacteria can pop up in diseases 
where they are least expected. Such a caveat is appropriate for 
doctors who think they know everything about cancer and who 
pooh-pooh all aspects of cancer microbe research. 

A Century Of Cancer  
Microbe Research 

 Livingston never claimed that she was the discoverer of the 
microbe of cancer. In her writings she always gave credit to 
various scientists, some dating back to the nineteenth century, 
who attempted to prove that bacteria cause cancer. Some of 
these remarkable researchers include the long-forgotten cancer 
microbe studies of Scottish obstetrician James Young, Chicago 
physician John Nuzum, Montana surgeon James Scott, the 

infamous psychiatrist and cancer researcher Wilhelm Reich, 
microscopist Raymond Royal Rife, and others too numerous to 
mention. 
 This cancer microbe research has been explored in my 
books The Cancer Microbe: The Hidden Killer in Cancer, 
AIDS, and Other Immune Diseases (1990) and in Four Women 
Against Cancer: Bacteria, Cancer, and the Origin of Life 
(2005) – the story of Livingston, Alexander-Jackson, Diller 
and Seibert – four outstanding women scientists who attempted 
to bring the cancer microbe to the attention of a disinterested 
medical establishment. I was privileged to have met all these 
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remarkable women, who greatly influenced my own cancer 
research. 
  Why is research exploring bacteria in cancer so strongly 
opposed? Perhaps it poses a threat to the money interests 
involved in the established and orthodox treatment for cancer. 
Various forms of cancer treatment include surgery, radiation 
and chemotherapy. These therapies might have to be reevalu-
ated if it were proven that cancer was an infectious disease. 

Suggestions For  
Further Internet Study 

 Further information pertaining to cancer microbe research 
(both pro and con) can be found by Googling: cancer microbe; 
bacterial pleomorphism; cell wall deficient bacteria; “alan 
cantwell”; “virginia livingston”; “Eleanor Alexander-Jackson”; 
as well as other names and key words mentioned in this com-
munication. 
 For a list of scientific publications per-
taining to the microbiology of cancer, go to 
the PubMed website hosted by the National 
Institute of Health (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) 
and type in “Cantwell AR”, “Livingston 
VW”, “Alexander-Jackson E”, “Diller IC”, 
“Seibert FB”, etc. in the search box. 
 This short communication is unlikely 
to convince many health professionals that 
bacteria cause cancer. However, after four 
decades of studying cancer microbes in 
cancerous tissue, I am personally convinced 
that Dr. Virginia Livingston will one day 
be vindicated and recognised as one of the 
greatest medical geniuses of the twentieth 
century. 
 Ralph W. Moss, cancer advocate and 
author of The Cancer Industry, notes her passing was “a major 
loss to the cancer world.” In the Cancer Chronicles #6, 1990, 
he writes, “Virginia Livingston was a great person and a great 
scientist. Sadly, she never received the recognition she deserved 
in her lifetime. The true scope of her achievements will only 
become known in years to come.” 
 This report honours the centennial of her birth which takes 
place on 28 December, 2006. 
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© By LiA SCALLoN

‘In the beginning was the 
Word and the Word was’… 
a sound – the very breath 

of God. In Sanskrit, the words 
‘Nada Brahma’ means the world is 
sound. As in the Bible, so too an-
cient Hindu scholars claimed the 
universe arose first out of sound 
– sound gave rise to light and light 
became matter. 

 Modern science now seems to con-
cur. The theory of Big Bang proposes 
that our Universe exploded into being 
out of one great sound. The Hindu 
belief is that the “soundless sound” is 
the subtlest element. It is beyond the 
speed of light, contains all universal 
knowledge and is the cohesive source 
of all that is. 
 Every planet, indeed every layer 
of life, vibrates to sound. Many living 
organisms, apart from human beings, 
communicate so richly through sound, 
that it is hard to imagine their survival 
without it. Bird song and the songs of 
whales for example – these are bewil-
deringly complex, and decidedly musical.
 As humans, so sensitive are we to 
sound, that noise pollution has been 
called the most common modern 
health hazard. High levels of unpleasant 
sounds cause blood vessels to con-
strict; blood pressure, pulse, and res-
piratory rates, increase; extra fats are 
released into the bloodstream; and the 
blood’s magnesium levels fall. People 
are disturbed not only by loud sounds 
but also by those that are dissonant or 
inharmonic.
 For thousands of years, cultures 

throughout the world have used the 
powers of music to heal the body, mind 
and spirit. Only recently, however, has 
the field of sound healing emerged into 
full-scale public awareness. Studies have 
shown that music can reduce stress, 
enhance immune system function, slow 
down and balance brain wave activity, 
reduce muscle tension, increase endor-
phin levels, and evoke feelings of love 
and inner peace.
 Sound can mean something to 
us, however, that is not adequately 
explained just by an analysis of the 
physical changes they cause. The sound 
vibration can open doorways to other 
dimensions as it alters the vibrational 
reality. For millennia, many great 
spiritual traditions have prescribed the 
repetition of certain sounds to pro-
mote the experience of transcendent 
realities. The ritualistic use of specific 
chants, prayers, incantations, affirma-
tions, and holy words is truly world-
wide.

 Ancient civilisations, such as that of 
Atlantis, believed that each soul held 
its own musical frequency, a sort of 
individual soundprint throughout every 
cell of the body. This was referred to 
as the ‘wam’, or the soul’s music. In the 
crystalline caves of Atlantis, the healing 
priestesses would attune the wam sim-
ply by striking the appropriate crystal 
matrix and creating a resonant tone 
that would bring the individual back 
into harmony. The first Tibetan mas-
ters developed a way to reproduce and 
preserve the wam by creating sacred 
tools which include the dorje, the bell 
and the Tibetan singing bowl.
 And today, we have seen the 
emergence of quartz crystal ‘singing’ 
bowls that evolved from the computer 
industry which uses their intense 
energy field to grow quartz silicon 
chips. Each crystal bowl is digitally 
attuned to the diatonic musical 
scale – C, D, E, F, G, A, B – which is 
vibrationally connected with the chakra 
system. The bigger the bowl the deeper 
the sound and the more it resonates 
with the physical. The smaller the bowl, 
the higher the sound and the more it 
resonates with the spiritual. The sound 
emitted by playing the crystal bowls 
as musical instruments is one of the 
“purest tones” in the world. 
 Crystals are rainbow channels of 
light and can be programmed for heal-
ing. The sound produced by the bowls 
intensifies the seven rainbow lights 
of the crystals. When we enter into 
the sound of the crystal bowls their 
seven rainbow tones activate different 
states of consciousness. The vibrational 
frequencies of the bowls resonate with 
the physical body and the subtle energy 
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field around the body, thus facilitating 
the harmonising of the heart and the 
mind, the physical with the spiritual.
 Certain meditation practices that 
emphasise the repetitious chanting of 
special sounds, or mantras, are associ-
ated with demonstrable health benefits.
 Sound expert James D’Angelo 
believes that sounds sung or words 
spoken by a person have the strongest 
impact upon the individual’s chemical 
changes, especially mantras repeated 
regularly, which can bring about very 
decisive changes. 
 In his book Healing With the Voice he 
says “the subtle and powerful vibra-
tions produced by the human voice 
purify and balance energies within the 
body to help promote total wellbeing.” 
He believes toning – the repetition of 
single vowel sounds or syllables – and 
chanting, are the highest form of healing 
vibration using the voice. The repetition 
of the sound penetrates deep into the 
psyche and can calm the mind or boost 
energy levels. Different sounds can be 
directed to specific areas of the body 
to boost well-being. 
 Sound has tremendous power. 
The ancients understood that a sim-
ple sound could reorganise the body’s 
structure. Specific tones correspond to 
specific areas of the body. Each chakra 
can be balanced by a specific tone. In 
fact, sounds can affect all the various 
senses and organs of the body and can 
stimulate the deterioration or regen-
eration of these systems. Sounds that 
are harmonious can activate the body 
and create healing.
 We are coming closer to a full 
understanding how music can heal us. 
Music affects us physically, psychologi-
cally, emotionally and spiritually. We 
can now say with certainty that our 
responses to music are far more com-
plex, subtle and far-reaching than we 
imagined. Many experts now recognise 
the existence of the “energy anatomy” 
which underlies the physical anatomy 
and is every bit as real.
 There has been some remarkable 
work done on the effects of sound 
– in particular music – on the foetus 
within the womb. French physician Dr. 
Alfred Tomatis understood that the 
ear is the first organ to hook up to the 
brain’s developing neural systems and 
that the foetus begins to hear by the 

second trimester in the womb. Tomatis 
realised that interference with hearing 
in utero and the first years of life could 
lead to listening, learning and emotional 
disabilities later on.
 He discovered the only sounds 
that penetrated the womb were high 
frequency sounds. After extensive 
research he found that the two sound 
experiences far and away the most ef-
fective were the mother’s voice, filtered 
through a special device to omit all 
but the high frequency sounds, and the 

music of Mozart. Music, rhythm, tone, 
and the vibration of sound, serves to 
organise matter – to create structure 
in space and time. Its effects are clear 
and measurable. The high frequencies 
of Mozart, in particular, stimulate and 
charge the creative and motivational 
regions of the brain.
  Don Campbell, in his two books on 
the Mozart effect, also shows what an 
effective tool music is for assisting brain 
development in infants. Music can play 
a crucial part in the wiring of a young 

Dr. Hans Jenny (top) obtained these sound-forms by placing various mediums on  
a steel plate with a crystal sound oscillator attached to the bottom. 
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child’s brain. Many studies have demon-
strated that newborns clearly recognise 
and prefer music their mothers listened 
to or sang during pregnancy. This ap-
plies to stories read to them too.
 Tomatis also found that different 
frequencies and rhythms of sound had 
remarkably different effects on his 
patients’ state of being. High frequency 
sounds increased energy levels and cre-
ated feelings of calm, while low frequen-
cy sound often proved disorienting.
 Unfortunately, we are surrounded 
by low frequency sound in modern life 
– the constant hum of computers, fridg-
es, microwaves, buses, jackhammers, 
etc. This creates body imbalance which, 
when severe enough, develops into a 
state of ‘dis-ease’. The more we expose 
ourselves to the high vibration sounds 
found in the symphony of nature, to re-
dress the balance, the better. Birdsong, 
the gentle sound of a breeze, cascading 
waterfalls and streams and the rhythm 
of waves breaking on the shore – these 
are all healing for the body and sooth-
ing for the soul. 
 The pioneering studies of Dr. Mar-
cel Vogel and Irzhak Bentov revealed 
that in a state of deep relaxation or 
meditation, the electromagnetic field 
surrounding our head literally attunes 
to the basic electromagnetic field of 
the Earth itself! The Earth’s harmonic 
resonance has been measured at ap-
proximately 8 cycles per second, or 8 
Hertz (Hz). The frequency range of the 
electrical activity of the brain that we 
access, in states of deep relaxation, is 
also centred around 8 Hz. Is this corre-
spondence just a coincidence? Perhaps 

that is why we feel so rejuvenated 
when surrounded by nature, in a forest, 
in the mountains, or by the ocean. Per-
haps this is also a key to understanding 
how our inner and outer environments 
can be orchestrated to a higher level of 
harmony.
 Music is a universal language. Its 
gifts are the feelings, memories, enjoy-
ment and tears it creates. Music creates 
emotion and emotion produces actual 
chemical reactions in the bloodstream 
– neuro peptides are released – which 
affect the organs and systems. Har-
monic sound equals harmonic emotion 
equals harmonic body.
 The human body itself is intrinsically 
musical, right down to the DNA that 
makes up our genes. Even our DNA 
has its own melody. The idea that DNA 
and music might be connected comes 
from the work of a geneticist, Dr. Su-
sumu Ohno. In order to understand Dr. 

Ohno’s insights, we need to understand 
that every organism’s genes are com-
posed of strands of DNA which in turn 
are made up of four so-called nucle-
otides. In an imaginative leap, Dr. Ohno 
assigned musical notes to these four 
substances. The result was a melodic 
composition that was finally fleshed out 
with harmonies by his wife, Midori, a 
musician. When completely transcribed, 
the scores were then performed by pro-
fessional musicians on instruments such 
as the piano or organ, violin, and viola.
 Dr. Ohno has so far notated over 
fifteen “songs of the DNA” of a variety 
of living organisms. He finds that the 
more evolved an organism is, the more 
complicated its music. To listeners 
knowledgeable about classical music, 
these DNA-based compositions have 
been taken variously for the music of 
Bach, Brahms, Chopin, and other great 
composers. These melodies are majes-
tic and inspiring. Many persons hearing 
them for the first time are moved to 
tears; they cannot believe their bodies, 
which they believed to be mere collec-
tions of chemicals, contain such uplift-
ing, inspiring harmonies – that they are 
musical.
 Sound can also actually produce 
form. This relates directly to sacred 
geometry. Sacred geometry originates 
in nature. Buddha’s lesson on sacred 
geometry was to silently hold up a 
flower. The incredible symmetry and 
patterning within a flower produces an 
overwhelming sense of awe. The human 
body is also a reflection of this sacred 
geometry. The exact proportions of 
individual parts of the body to each 
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other create a set of harmonics, like 
the harmonics in all life.
 Concert pianist Lorin Hollander 
has described the rich visual imagery 
he has experienced all his life on play-
ing the works of the great compos-
ers. Hollander was astonished when 
he later discovered that these forms, 
which he had visualised since child-
hood, were practically identical to many 
of the beautiful tile designs on Islamic 
mosques scattered throughout the 
Middle East. These images, he states, 
often take the form of highly complex 
geometric designs. His experience af-
firms Pythagoras’s assertion in the fifth 
century BCE that, “There is geometry 
in the humming of the strings. There is 
music in the spacings of the spheres.”
 For more than 200 years, modern 
researchers have been validating this 
connection of sound and vibrations to 
physical form. The first to make the 
connection was German scientist Ernst 
Chladni, who, in 1787, detailed his re-
search in his book Discoveries Concerning 
the Theory of Music. In that pioneering 
work he explained ways to make sound 
waves generate visible structures. He 
detailed how a violin bow, drawn at 
a right angle across a flat plate cov-
ered with sand, produces patterns 
and shapes. Today, those patterns and 
shapes are called Chladni figures.
 The study of wave phenomena, that 
is, the ability of sound to organise and 
repattern matter, is called Cymatics. 
Sound-forms can be seen by subjecting 
mediums such as sand, water, or clay 
to a continuous sound vibration. The 
pictures on page 38 taken by Dr. Hans 
Jenny are sound-forms. They were ob-
tained by placing various mediums on a 
steel plate with a crystal sound oscilla-
tor attached to the bottom. The Oscil-
lator creates a pulse, which vibrates the 
steel plate. The forms on the plate are 
examples of sound organising matter.
 Then there is the work of Japanese 
researcher Dr. Masaru Emoto and his 

experiments, mostly with water. Dr. 
Emoto’s research into the nature of 
water reveals a vast array of form and 
structure, as reflected in the crystalline 
shapes that result when water is ex-
posed to subtle energies. One experi-
ment has a group of people projecting 
love and gratitude towards the water 
samples. When the water was crystal-
lised by freezing it, and then photo-
graphed, the water specimens revealed 
stunningly beautiful forms and shapes. 
Other water samples exposed to nega-
tive words or thoughts, reflected ugly 
forms, colours and shapes.
 Music has a similar effect on water 
as words and thoughts. The music of 
Mozart produced beautiful, hexagonal 
crystalline shapes while those exposed 
to heavy metal music were distinctly 
dull, formless and ugly. Dr. Emoto’s 
research is based on the premise that 
everything in the Universe vibrates 
with what he calls ‘hado’ – a vibrational 
frequency or resonance wave that is 
the true source of all living forms in 
the Universe. He has concluded that 
anything in tune with Mother Nature 
manifests as beautiful, hexagonal crystal 
structures. 
 Our bodies are over 70% water. We 
have to assume then that everything 
we, hear, think and say, must affect our 
overall body structure as well as those 
with whom we interact.
 Poet Cathie Guzetta summarised 
this science best when she wrote: 
“The forms of snowflakes and faces 
of flowers may take on their shape 
because they are responding to some 
sound in nature. Likewise, it is possible 
that crystals, plants, and human beings 
may be, in some way, music that has 
taken on visible form.” Pythagoras 
echoed this when he said, many 
thousands of years ago: “A stone is 
frozen music.”
 Another fascinating finding by Dr. 
Hans Jenny was his observation that 
when the vowels of ancient languages like 

Hebrew and Sanskrit were pronounced, 
the sand took the shape of the written 
symbols for those vowels. “Modern 
languages, including English, failed to 
generate those patterns,” he notes.
 Dr. Jenny concluded that all natural 
phenomena were ultimately dependent 
on, if not entirely determined by, the 
frequencies of vibration. “Every cell 
pulsates, reflects and interacts with 
acoustic oscillations,” he said. Even the 
Earth and Sun vibrate in unison, based 
on a main rhythm of 160 minutes. As a 
result, he argued that physical healing 
could be aided or hindered by tones. 
He claimed that different frequencies 
influenced different genes, cells, and 
various structures in the body.
 I think we can safely assume then 
that sounds affect both our physical 
and spiritual well-being. The body is a 
self-healing instrument; it is genetically 
pre-programmed to heal itself. Certain 
music can heal us by assisting the body 
to come into its natural state of balance 
and harmony. 
 As we acknowledge then the potent 
properties of sound, let us seize this 
powerful tool and use it to bring har-
mony and healing into our lives.
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All medical practitioners, 
whether natural or conven-
tional, will dispense the ad-

vice to drink plenty of good, clean, 
fresh water. It’s very safe and sure 
advice to give and I personally do 
it all the time. It’s also a fact such 
advice rolls off the tongue as a 
bit of a slogan. Without a fuller 
explanation as to why water is so 
important to general health, the 
message loses some impact and its 
profound significance is easily lost.

 Knowledge about water and its life-
supporting, health-giving properties are 
not nearly as well understood as perhaps 
it should be. Consequently our ignorance 
in these matters may quite possibly, 
slowly but surely, be killing us off.
 Key to this is the misconception our 
need for water is specifically and solely 
signalled by a dry mouth and an ac-
companying sensation of thirst. Whilst 

thirst is unquestionably an indicator 
of a need for increased water intake, 
there is a new and very compelling 
paradigm that suggests this is only one 
of many indicators of dehydration, and 
that we regularly fail to recognise them, 
and as a result become inadvertently 
but chronically dehydrated.
 Accepting this concept can be a 
challenge, but there is a growing body 
of evidence being made widely avail-
able from the likes of Christopher 
Vasey (author The Water Prescription) 
and F. Batmanghelidj (author of Your 
Body’s Many Cries for Water and Water: 
For Health, for Healing, for Life: You’re 
Not Sick, You’re Thirsty!), that articulate 
these new ideas in a comprehensive and 
highly readable way.
 While we all ponder these thoughts, 
perhaps in this short article I can briefly 
summarise some of the basics about 
water and the role it plays in support-
ing life and health.
 The average human body consists of 
70 percent water of which 5 percent is 

held in the blood, 50 percent is inside 
the trillions of cells that make up the 
structure of the body, and 15 percent in 
what is called extra cellular fluid (which 
is a sea of fluid separating each and eve-
ry cell and within which is transported 
the nutrients, hormones, electrolytes, 
wastes and myriad other elements on 
which we depend for normal life-sup-
port functions). 
 We may think of this contained wa-
ter as being relatively inert, but nothing 
could be further from the truth. In fact, 
water held in the body represents the 
ultimate in multi-tasking for without it 
adequate nutrients wouldn’t be able to 
reach the cells that need them and nei-
ther would metabolic wastes be capable 
of being expelled from the body. 
 In addition, just as different parts of 
the body are more vital to life support 
than others, so they have different levels 
of water requirement for optimum 
function and respond to dehydration by 
robbing Peter (e.g., a limb) to pay the 
more important Paul (e.g., an organ).
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 Adjustments inevitably begin to 
be made by the body the moment it 
begins to sense that it is running short 
of water. Initially, in accordance with 
common wisdom, our mouth becomes 
dry, we sense thirst and so we replen-
ish with fluid, balance is restored and 
life goes on unimpeded. Life, however, 
is not always this simple. 
 For reasons not fully understood 
(although Batmanghelidj makes a pretty 
good attempt), we sometimes fail to 
respond to dehydration with a clear cut 
sensation of thirst. For reasons I will 
elaborate in a moment, the theory is 
that thirst is only one of several signs 
of dehydration (others being various 
forms of local pain and discomfort). 
In some instances, dehydration can be 
misinterpreted as hunger!
 At the point that we fail to respond 
to thirst by drinking water the process 
of advancing dehydration can begin to 
establish itself and consequently the 
organism begins a cascade of defensive 
strategies in its quest to stay alive. This 
can promote a number of knock-on 
effects that not only compromise our 
health but also get wildly misinterpreted.
 An immediate effect of dehydra-
tion is that the body shuts off potential 
sources of fluid loss – urine is reduced, 
sweat and loss of water vapour from 
the lungs is closed down and water is 
reabsorbed from stools. In addition, 
less water is made available for essen-
tial bodily secretions, particularly those 
for the purpose of digestion (saliva, bile, 

pancreatic, gastric and intestinal juices). 
In these few essential and evasive bodily 
responses the functions of nutrition, 
waste removal and the provision of 
water as medium of transport and life 
functions within the body are immedi-
ately compromised.
 Each body part has a place in the 
hierarchy of importance. So, when 
progressive dehydration is registered, 
the brain (the last to go), will impose 
selective water restrictions which will 
be allocated in a precise order in rela-
tion to an organ’s relative importance 
to ongoing life support. The process is 
as ruthless as it is inevitable.
 As dehydration advances further, 
the consequences of these ‘restrictions’ 
– after a period of increasing dysfunction 
– will either temporarily or eventually 
permanently decommission organ after 
organ until life ultimately ceases. All of 
which is easy enough to conceptualise in 
the context of some hapless individual 
attempting to walk across the Nullabor, 
but is much less easy to wrap one’s mind 
around within the context of suburban 
Australia, where, secure in our kitchens, 
we are effectively awash with water.
 Batmanghelidj is suggesting (and 
I suspect he is either mostly or even 
completely correct) that the clear 
symptoms of chronic systemic dehydra-
tion are being misinterpreted and con-
sequently classified as systemic medical 
conditions and thus being treated 
accordingly, whereas the prescription of 
more water would in fact be the most 

appropriate and effective therapy.
 How could this possibly be? Well, 
we generally recognise three basic phas-
es of dehydration – mild, moderate and 
severe. With each phase are associated 
increasingly significant degrees of thirst, 
decreased urination, disorientation, 
weakness and so on, until a combination 
of loss of systemic function or coma 
occurs and the subject eventually dies. 
 There appears, however, to be a 
fourth phase of symptoms which are 
less obvious because they occur in 
the context of slow onset and which 
manifest as seemingly randomly occur-
ring aches, pains and losses of function 
which occur mainly in any part of the 
body that is experiencing local dehydra-
tion. Hence, a very wide and diffuse 
range of seemingly ‘medical’ conditions 
from asthma to diabetes, high blood 
pressure to arthritis, migraine to colitis 
(in fact a never ending list), are being 
identified, which according to Batman-
gheldj, in fact represent symptoms of 
dehydration and which he claims to 
have treated successfully by the simple 
prescription of good, clean fresh water.
 It all seems too simple and goes 
against almost every principle upon 
which the medical establishment is 
based (‘a pill for every ill’). Yet, the 
detail of his theory seems to be sound. 
 Water, after all, dominates our 
anatomy and physiology. It isn’t inert, 
it doesn’t just fill a cellular void, but 
transports, circulates and catalyses all 
manner of nutrients, chemicals, hor-
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mones, oxygen, electrolytes, neuro-
transmitters, bio-electricity, energy and 
in fact pretty much everything. So when 
our bodies and indeed each cell, begin to 
assume a prune-like appearance, as they 
do in the case of advancing dehydration 
(sensitive to the tiniest degree), all these 
life-supporting functions simply slow 
down and eventually stop altogether. If 
lack of water isn’t identified as the root 
cause immediately it stands to reason 
the emergent local symptoms are bound 
to be diagnosed and treated medically as 
something altogether different.
 That we allow this to happen may 
have the ring of masochism about it, 
but much of this process is evidently 
happening without us realising that 
it is all going on. Effectively we dupe 
ourselves. Many of us are out of touch 
with our thirst sensation and we have 
educated ourselves not to drink enough 
water when we are thirsty. Instead we 
consume copious volumes of soft drinks, 
caffeine-laden beverages and alcohol in 
the mistaken belief they can hydrate us, 
when in fact they are diuretics.
 On top of all this we have demonised 
the benefits of salt (not white table salt, 

but the real stuff – Celtic salt) and its 
vital role in combination with water and 
potassium in regulating the water con-
tent of our bodies. Natural salt supports 
an enormous range of life functions (too 
numerous to mention here) and must 
therefore be taken regularly as part of 
any proactive hydration regimen.
 So what next? These ideas are too 
significant to be dismissed. Chronic de-
hydration is already a blight on our way 
of life and this article only scratches the 
surface of the subject. 
 My advice would be to do two 
simple things. First, read good books on 
the subject especially if you suffer from 
a common disease. If not, read them 
anyway. Dr. Christopher Vasey’s book 
The Water Prescription even supplies a 
number of different hydration remedies 
for specific purposes. Meanwhile (unless 
you have a weak heart, a kidney condi-
tion, a tendency to retain water or 
indeed any medical condition with which 
you know to be sensitive to water intake 
– in which case you should do nothing 
without expert, trained supervision) 
why not try this very simple approach to 
daily hydration which was given to me 

when I was at college and which I have 
gratefully followed ever since.

Daily Hydration:

• 30 minutes before breakfast take one 
quarter teaspoon of celtic salt, mix it in 
a glass of warm water and drink it.

• 30 minutes before all other meals 
drink two glasses of water.

• Don’t drink too much water with 
your meals as it dilutes the stomach ac-
ids and results in discomfort and poor 
digestion.

• Remember to drink at least 2 litres of 
good, clean filtered water each day.

• Limit your intake of soft drinks, coffee 
and alcohol to sensible levels. 

• Eat a balanced diet that includes 
plenty of water-containing fruit and 
vegetables.

• Maintain a regular exercise regimen 
in your life. It is an essential for the 
maintenance of good health. 

 Good Health.  «
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A question frequently put 
to me by newcomers to 
magical practice is whether 

there is a reliable way of distin-
guishing subjective experience 
from what exists independently 
of their perception of it. In other 
words, how can they be sure that 
what they witness during a partic-
ular ritual, even when it impinges 
on their surroundings, is some-
thing other than the product of 
their own – or the group’s – crea-
tive imagination. 

 It is a question some magical orders 
are reluctant to answer or at times 
even deign to consider. In them may 
lurk the fear that once they acknowl-
edge the subjective nature of any 
phenomena associated with their work, 
that immediately devalues it. And the 
new recruit, persuaded it’s all in the 
mind, may then drift away. 
 After all, if you’re after mental 
magic, it’s far less hassle (and a lot 
more fun!) to watch Derren Brown 
strut his stuff than spend hours in an 
airless, incense-filled room, sporting 
fancy dress and mouthing incantations. 
 Or perhaps the question is avoided 
because it can never be satisfactorily 
answered, if only because, as with much 
else in occultism, there is no clear-cut 
answer to be had. 

 For even if the imposing figure of, 
let us suppose, a venerable Druid were 
to turn up during a rite associated with 
the Celtic mysteries, his appearance, 
while seeming to be objectively real, 
might nevertheless be the projection of 
an image inside the leading celebrant’s 
head and telepathically conveyed to 
everyone else. 
 On the other hand the selfsame 
figure might well be the real thing, an 
inhabitant not (or no longer) of our 
three-dimensional world but briefly 
granted access to it thanks to our magi-
cal efforts. So not surprisingly, when 
asked by a student how to distinguish 
which of the two he is, I’ve often been 
hard put to answer. 

 A further complication is that enti-
ties – and let’s stick to these for now, 
though ritual can generate a variety 
of other phenomena – which are the 
constructs of the human mind can, 
once created, assume a life of their 
own. Well, perhaps ‘life’ is not the right 
word for what they enjoy is, strictly 
speaking, only a similitude of life, since 
they are of synthetic origin and, as 
such, animated by the vital energy they 
draw from living beings. To that extent 
theirs is what might be called a vampiric 
existence. 
 Dion Fortune spoke of such entities 
several times, having by her own, per-
haps obsessive, account been the unwill-
ing recipient of their attentions. And by 
coincidence it was her husband, T. Penry 
Evans, then married to his second (and 
not at all occult minded) wife, Anne, 
who first talked to me about them.1 
 Not yet in my teens, I had been 
introduced to magic and encountered 
– the details are unimportant – an 
entity whose nature and intentions he 
thought it prudent to investigate. For 
him there were two questions to be 
answered: had the entity been visual-
ised beforehand by me (or suggested to 
me by my then mentor, a friend of both 
Dr. Evans and my father); and would 
it return permanently to where it had 
come from after being ritually banished. 
The answer to the first was no and the 
second, happily, turned out to be yes. 
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 To Dr. Evans this demonstrated that 
the entity was not mentally connected 
to me in any integral way. It had, in 
other words, an independent life of its 
own and so, to return to where we 
started, was objectively real and not 
the product of human imagining. 
 Contrast this with the tulku cre-
ated by the well-known explorer Mme. 
Alexandra David-Neel. In her book, 
With Mystics and Magicians in Tibet she 
describes how during her time in that 
country she set about creating from 
her thoughts a fat and jolly monk who, 
initially at least, was content to do her 
bidding. Others in her group could 
see him and he even performed small 
chores when requested. 
 But over time his appearance coars-
ened and his demeanour became less 
benign, so much so that his alarmed 
creator resolved to put an end to the 
experiment. It was no good attempting 
to banish him, as was successfully done 
in my case, because the creature had 
emerged from – and been sustained by 
– her own self. 
 She had no choice but to re-absorb 
it into her ethero-astral bodies, exactly 
as Dion Fortune claimed to have done 
on one occasion when she involuntarily 
created a version of Fenris, the wolf–
fiend of Norse mythology. According to 
both women the process is extremely 
distressing.2

 These induced thought forms are, 
I suspect, the correct explanation for 
those materialised spirits – a contradic-
tion in terms but never mind – that 
used to be a feature of spiritualist 
seances. Or at least of those seances 
where the apparitions on display were 
not fabricated from regurgitated 
cheese-cloth or masticated lavatory 
paper. (It is noteworthy that the sudden 
decline in this kind of seance coincided 
with the invention of infra-red equip-
ment and miniature cameras capable of 
taking pictures in the dark.) 
 That genuine materialisation did 
occur from time to time is, however, 
likely. One of my compatriots, Jack 
Webber, was especially prolific, as was 
– on those occasions when she didn’t 
cheat – the eminent Scottish medium, 
Helen Duncan. (I attended one of her 
seances as a small boy while staying 
with an eccentric aunt in South Wales 
but that story belongs elsewhere.) 

 I am satisfied that in seances of this 
kind, the phantoms that used to turn 
up and, it must be said, were identified 
as true likenesses of their dear de-
parted by those attending the perform-
ance, were in fact their own thoughts 
exteriorised in a way similar to what 
occurs in magical operations.3

 The difference, however, is that 
in the latter everything is structured 
and deliberate, as well as under strict 
control. And the forms themselves are 
more subtly built, requiring nothing 
so crude as the ectoplasm extruded 
by mediums from their bodies. (Only 
in a rarely attempted and extremely 
intimate operation, one I have been 
privileged to witness, might a substance 
resembling ectoplasm be involved. I 
refer here to the creation of a so-called 
magical child.)4 
 Anyway the point I am making is 
that in trying to decide what is ob-
jectively real per se and what, though 
apparently real, is mind-generated and 
essentially dependent on its creator, 
the Penry Evans test seems to me valid. 
And since first learning of it many years 
ago, I have come across another of my 
own which, though less reliable, is not 
without merit. 
 I discovered it in the 1980s when 
asked to participate in an attempt to 
save the life of a man desperately ill 
in New York. The order to which he 
belonged followed an Egyptian tradi-

tion with which I was familiar. Indeed, 
they had come across it from hints 
contained in a book I had previously 
written.5 
 You will not expect me to disclose 
further details, but I can reveal – and 
many of you will understand why – that 
the rite reached its climax with a 
dramatic (and, I still recall, extremely 
beautiful) psycho-sexual conjunction 
involving the lower and higher realities 
present that afternoon. 
 The operation over, I undertook 
to keep vigil at the sick man’s bedside 
– only to fall asleep, I regret to say, 
before scarcely an hour had passed. 
When I woke up, it was to find the 
room infused with a pale green lumi-
nosity, strangely iridescent yet at the 
same time curiously still. And at the 
end of the bed, arms folded, stood 
two dark-skinned Egyptians who, to 
my huge disappointment, resembled 
nothing other than extras in one of 
those technicolour epics, set along the 
Nile, that used to star Burt Lancaster 

Dion Fortune (1891-1946)
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(or was it Charlton Heston?). They just 
didn’t look right. Not right at all. Small 
wonder that I closed my eyes and fell 
asleep again. 
 I am pleased to report that the 
patient survived. Indeed by the next 
morning all vestiges of what had pur-
portedly been a terminal illness were 
gone. Only later, did he tell me how, in 
a state of what he took to be delirium, 
he had watched two Egyptian hiero-
phants bestow a blessing on him. 
 And that’s how I came to realise 
that the Egyptians I took to be fake 
were for that very reason something 
other than the product of my imagina-
tion. For had I simply imagined them, 
I’d have come up with something far 
more plausible, at least in my eyes, than 
the pair I’d observed. (To me, as I said, 
these looked as if they’d just stepped 
out of central casting.) 
 And that’s how I came to realise 
that if one is unsure whether something 
one has seen is imagined or objectively 
real, the more its appearance diverges 
from what you would have expected, 
the more likely it is to be independent 
of you. It may not work every time. But 
it’s worth remembering. 
 Does any of this help the newcomer 
I mentioned at the beginning? Perhaps 
just a little. The separation between 
the subjective and objective in magical 
practice is in any case always slightly 
blurred. So, too, is the division between 
a “higher” reality and that “lower” (or 
vibrationally more limited) one we cur-
rently occupy. 
 Our supreme task as occultists is 
to reconcile the two. Initiates know 
beyond doubt that only when that hap-
pens will duality beget the One whose 
conquest of Time is destined to bring 
about the apotheosis of our race. And, 
with it, the ultimate redemption of the 
world. 
 But that heady prospect carries us 
far beyond our starting point. Naturally, 
we should never lose sight of it but 
neither should we neglect the basics 
of our craft. Above all, questions put 
to us by newcomers, however naive 
or irritating, should on no account be 
side-lined or dismissed, even if, as with 
the one discussed here, we can offer no 
hard and fast answers. 
 Of late I have become increasingly 
concerned about the tendency among 

some contemporary esoteric orders 
(fortunately a minority) with high-falu-
tin names and grandiose pretensions, to 
lose themselves in lofty speculation or 
indulge in ceremonial which, like that of 
Freemasonry, looks hugely impressive 
but is bereft of magical vitality. 
 Magic requires a lot of hard graft. 
And it requires answers, even if only 
provisional ones, to a lot of awkward 
questions. Let us not forget it. 

Footnotes:

1. Dr. Evans came from Llanelli in South 
Wales and had married Dion Fortune 
in 1927. (He died, I think, in 1958 or 
1959.) He was acquainted with a friend 
of my father’s, a magician – about 
whom I have spoken elsewhere – who 
subsequently introduced the two men 
to each other. Both shared an interest 
in springer spaniels and, of all things, 
the commercial potential of soya beans. 
Strangely enough, Dion Fortune or, as 
she then was, Violet Mary Firth, had 
been born in Llandudno, my mother’s 
birthplace, and the two sets of parents 
had been on friendly terms. Out of con-
sideration for the second Mrs. Evans, 
however, this coincidence was not men-
tioned, at least not to my knowledge, 
when she and her husband called on us 
during a stay in Aberystwyrh. 

2. Dion Fortune’s ordeal is described 
in her book Psychic Self-Defence (1930). 
Mme. David-Neel’s account is calmer. 
In it she describes how her little monk 
resisted all attempts to remove him. 
“My mind-creature,” she writes, “was 
tenacious of life” (With Mystics and 
Magicians in Tibet, Penguin, London, 
1936, pp. 283-4, re-issued by the same 
publisher as Magic and Mystery in Tibet, 
1971). In total she spent fourteen years 
in Tibet, enduring great hardship but 
fortified by the practice of magic which, 
as she would reveal years later, included 
Tantric sexual rites. She died, aged 101, 
in 1969. 

3. The materialised forms are said to 
not only resemble the deceased but 
to speak like them as well, referring 
to matters known only to them and 
whichever sitter they’re addressing. (In 
the case of Mrs. Duncan’s revenants, 
the conversation was sometimes con-

ducted in a variety of languages.) In all 
such cases, however, little that is new 
or original is said, as one would expect 
if these are merely thought projections 
or, as Mme. Blavatsky and others main-
tain, “astral shells.”) 

4. It will be recalled that Aleister Crow-
ley claimed to have performed the same 
operation. So, apparently, did Alex 
Sanders, though he also stated that the 
infant immediately took up residence 
on the Inner Planes, later communicat-
ing in the manner of a spirit guide. Mrs. 
Duncan – never one to be outdone 
– likewise had her spirit babies. By 
all accounts her entranced self would 
frequently stroll about the seance room 
with a small white bundle – yelling its 
heart out – clasped against her bosom. 
Sometimes she even carried a baby 
on each arm! There was also a parrot 
(named Bronco) that put in a guest ap-
pearance from time to time. 

5. David Conway, Magic: An Occult Prim-
er (Cape, London 1972, subsequently 
The Complete Magician, Aquarian Press, 
various editions). There is also some 
background information in Secret Wis-
dom: The Occult Universe Explored (Cape, 
1984, new edition – Secret Wisdom: The 
Occult Universe Revealed, Vega/Chrysalis, 
London 2002).

David Conway is co-founder of the English 
language quarterly Ein Gwlad and the author 
of a number of books on the occult as well 
as The Magic of Herbs. His book Magic: 
An Occult Primer enjoyed enormous critical 
and popular success when it first appeared, 
and was described by Colin Wilson as “the 
best book on magic ever written.” In 2002 his 
book Secret Wisdom: The Occult Uni-
verse Revealed was released by Vega/Chrys-
alis Books, and is available from New Dawn 
Book Service, PO Box 758, Cleveland QLD 
4163 for $24.95 plus $8 p&h. 

This article first appeared in Mandrake 
Speaks Ezine which is available free  
via Yahoo – send blank email to:  
mandrake-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. 
Mandrake Publishers web site located at 
www.mandrake.uk.net.  «
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By UNiVerSAL LiFe

Before the upheavals of the 
1917 Bolshevic revolution a 
fascinating array of secre-

tive mystical communities flour-
ished throughout the vast Russian 
empire.

 Known as Khlysty, Dukhobors, 
Molokans, Skoptsy, and various local 
names, these Russian mystics called 
themselves simply “Spiritual Christians” 
and “People of God.” Refusing the 
labels placed on them by the authori-
ties, the Spiritual Christians claimed to 
practice and uphold true Christianity 
in the face of the corrupt Orthodox 
Church. A diverse countrywide move-
ment of religious dissidents united by 
their rejection of the state, the church, 
and religious laws which they said were 
abolished when the Holy Spirit de-
scended to humanity. 
 Some held to the curious notion that 
a person guided by the Holy Spirit can 
best subdue human passions by gratify-
ing them. This secret teaching was said 
to be the source of Grigori Rasputin’s 
extraordinary healing powers. 
 Central to the teachings of the Spir-
itual Christians is the Gnostic view that 
all human beings possess a divine spark 
and hence the knowledge and recogni-
tion of God comes by internal feeling 
and experience. 
 They believed, as the historian 
George Woodcock points out, “in the 
immanence of God, in the presence 
within each man of the Christ spirit, 
which not merely renders priesthood 
unnecessary, since each man is his own 
priest in direct contact with the divine, 
but also makes the Bible obsolete, since 
every man can be guided, if only he will 
listen to it, by the voice within.”1

 Spiritual Christians did use the Old 
and New Testaments as the primary 
source of religious instruction. How-
ever, in keeping with such verses in the 

Bible as “God is spirit, and those who 
worship him must worship in spirit and 
truth” (John 4:24) and “the written 
code kills, but the Spirit gives life” (2 
Corinthians 3:6), the Scriptures were 
interpreted in allegorical and spiritual 
terms.    
 One community of Spiritual Chris-
tians transmitted their beliefs and 
practices from generation to generation 
in psalms and hymns called the “Living 
Book.” Led by a single Christ-leader, 
they would not participate in violence 
toward others since all humans partake 
of the divine. Refusing to do compul-
sory military service and swear oaths 
they suffered severe persecution by the 
state. Sent into exile, Spiritual Christian 
communities survived in the farthest 
reaches of the empire.
 Rejecting the arbitrary and tempo-

rary laws promulgated by human rulers, 
Spiritual Christians asserted obedi-
ence only to the commands of Christ. 
Earthly authority, together with all 
man-made laws, applied only to “sons 
of earth,” and since Spiritual Christians 
“are not of the world, even as I [Jesus] 
am not of the world,” (John 17:14) 
worldly powers were of no conse-
quence to them. “There is no Father-
land on earth for us; we are wanderers 
on the earth,” they proclaimed. 
 Asked in one psalm, “Why do 
you not obey the government?”, the 
Spiritual Christian response was, “I am 
a Christian, have known truth and pro-
fess the law of my Lord, Jesus Christ, 
and I cannot [obey the government],... 
because He who sent me into this life 
and gave me indubitable law as guidance 
for this life does not want it.”

RUSSIA’S SECRET CHRISTIANS
Rebellion, Mysticism & Sacred Sex

Russian healer Grigori Rasputin with his admirers in St Petersburg.
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 The attitude of the Spiritual Chris-
tians to marriage, which they regarded 
as free unions between individuals, not 
contracts bound by laws of church and 
state, also brought them into conflict 
with both the religious and secular 
authorities. 
 Possibly the most controversial and 
little understood Spiritual Christian 
community to emerge in Russia was the 
Khlysty (Flagellants). They’re remembered 
largely due to the claim the controversial 
Russian healer Grigori Rasputin was a 
secret member of the community. 
 Like the other Spiritual Christian 
groups, the beginnings of the Khlysty 
are shrouded in obscurity and legend. 
Traced back to at least the fourteenth 
century some scholars see connections 
to the Gnostic Bogomils, Paulicians, and 
the Brethren of the Free Spirit who 
appeared in central Europe in the latter 
half of the Middle Ages.
 The Khlysty grew into a distinct 
movement in the seventeenth century 
thanks to the charismatic preaching of 
Danila Filippov. After the manner of 
Eastern mystics, Filippov taught volun-
tary poverty, humility, repentance, and 
prayer, as part of the path to God. Like 
the Bogomils, the world was divided 
into spirit and flesh, good and evil. 
 Filippov advised against marriage 
and urged his followers to abstain from 
all meat, due to its origin through copu-
lation. If one of his converts happened 
to be married, he should separate from 
his unbelieving partner, and his children 
should be called “sins.” Wives acquired 
before joining the Khlysty were called 
“gifts of the devil.” New converts were 
assigned spiritual partners and while 
they might sleep together, there should 
be no procreation.
 The Khlysty were renowned for 
their manner of worship. As a perse-
cuted underground movement, they 
mostly assembled at night and in utmost 
secrecy. They gathered in simple halls 
or in a forest clearing lit by hundreds 
of tapers. The meetings were presided 
over by a “Christ” or “Mother of God.”
 After a brief sermon the members 
began to sing hymns. Those who wished 
to receive the gifts of the Holy Spirit 
and embody the Christ – the “Christ 
bearers” – joined hands and danced in a 
circle. As the service reached a climax 
the hymns got louder and louder and the 

dancing more and more ecstatic. Some 
writers say virgin girls dressed in white 
robes flogged the dancers with twigs. 
The celebrants quickly reached a state 
of spiritual intoxication. They detached 
themselves from the circle and fell into 
a trance. In this state of “divine drunk-
enness” people often fell to the floor, 
spoke in strange tongues, and went into 
bodily ecstasy. After the ceremony they 
displayed the power to heal the sick, 
prophesy, and cast out demons.

 

The Italian metaphysician Julius Evola 
in his book The Metaphysics of Sex 
recounts the oft repeated charge made 
by the Khlyst’s Orthodox enemies that 
these secret nighttime ceremonies 
always ended in an unrestrained sexual 
orgy. Evola writes:

At the peak of this exaltation, the 
inner transformation, the imma-
nent, invoked descent of the Holy 
Spirit begins to be foreshadowed. 
At this point, both men and women 
strip off their white ritual garments 
and copulate promiscuously; the 
drive of the sexual experience and 
the trauma of coitus bring the rite 
to its most extreme intensity.

 As another author described it, the 
Khlysty engaged in “a kind of lucerna ex-
tincta [lights-out] rite, in which men and 
women… had intercourse [including] 
homosexual intercourse,” to attain an 

altered state of consciousness. A more 
reliable, less sensational account is 
given in the Cambridge scholar Freder-
ick Conybeare’s book Russian Dissenters. 
Conybeare, in fact, found little evidence 
of wild, unrestrained sexual orgies 
among the Khlysty. 
 It may be helpful to explore the ba-
sis of these accusations. We know the 
Khlysty repudiated marriage and openly 
spurned conventional family life. Evola 
admits that “in this sect sex is severely 
restricted to this ritual and ecstatic use; 
in every other respect the sect profess-
es rigid asceticism and condemns carnal 
love and even marriage itself.” 
 Sexual relations for the majority of 
the world’s people are bound up with 
the human desire for intimacy and the 
biological need to reproduce. Marriage 
is a social institution. The mystic on the 
other hand forfeits membership in the 
normal world renouncing family and so-
cial ties in deference to the transcend-
ent Kingdom of God. 
 The genuine ascetic does not sup-
press the biological urge but masters 
and transmutes it. He or she redirects 
the sexual energy away from fleeting 
pleasures and procreation, into the 
mystic quest for union with God. The 
search for human love and intimacy is 
annihilated in the mystic’s all consuming 
love for the Eternal One. This is why 
it is said the true mystic is always the 
lover in search of the Beloved.
 As we have already mentioned the 
Spiritual Christian saw this world’s laws 
and social conventions as belonging to 
the “sons of earth.” Spiritual Christians 
sought to emulate Christ Jesus who 
openly contravened the Mosaic Sabbath 
law and showed disdain for self-right-
eous authority.
 According to his daughter Maria, 
Rasputin developed his healing ability 
after a profound spiritual awakening. 
This visionary experience resulted from 
the young Rasputin’s involvement with 
members of the Khlysty at the monastery 
of Verkhoture. Maria Rasputin relates 
how a Khlyst elder once told her father:

Our secrets are very well kept. Let 
me begin by saying that the human 
body, as I am sure you know, is the 
temple of God…. What you may 
not know is that there are religious 
sects of all races and nations that 

A modern Russian icon depicting Rasputin as a 
saint whose healing powers preserved the life 

of the young heir to the Russian throne.
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Established in 1956, UFO 
Research Qld Inc is hosting 
a 50th anniversary UFO 

conference that will bring together 
UFO researchers from around the 
globe. 

 Overseas speakers include Timothy 
Good (UK) who is launching his new 
book, Need To Know: UFOs, the Military, 
and Intelligence which exposes the 
military and intelligence reports that 
prove UFOs exist. Glenn Steckling 
(USA) will present information gleaned 
from extensive archival data and 
materials collected since 1947, includ-
ing original NASA photographs and film 
footage. Ademar Gevaerd (Brazil) will 
present information on massive UFO 
observations by hundreds of people, 
intriguing landings of such vehicles and 

several human “abductions.”
 Australian speakers include Rex 
Gilroy speaking on the Blue Mountains 
“triangle” that has a long history of 
UFO sightings, close encounters, 
alien abductions and “time-window” 
experiences. 
 Martin Gottschall Ph.D. will be 
speaking on ET Contactee messages 
and how, when understood, can 
act like “Stargates” giving us direct 
communication links with other worlds. 
 Researcher John Auchettl will 
explore recent trends within Ufology 
that describe new developments and 
tipping points and briefly examine four 
Australian cases from the categories of 
Ground Trace, Audio, Photographic and 
Video.
 Albert Pennisi will speak on the 
“UFO nest” and other physical trace 

cases from Tully in Queensland. 
 Clinical hypnotherapist and 
researcher Sheryl Gottschall will 
explore the creative after effects 
of close encounters with ETs which 
expresses in individuals via spontaneous 
writing, poetry, painting, sculpting, 
design, music and invention. 
 The conference also includes a 
“close encounter panel” with individuals 
giving first hand accounts of their 
experiences.

UFO Research Qld Inc, 50th Anniversary  
UFO Conference, 30 September - 1 October 
2006, Brisbane, Australia. Phone enquiries 
(07) 3376 1780 or info@uforq.asn.au or 
www.uforq.asn.au.  «

Celebrating 50 Years
UFO RESEARCH QLD  

ANNIVERSARY CONFERENCE 

give full recognition to this truth, 
and that instead of repressing this 
force, or, rather, trying to repress 
it, they encourage its fullest expres-
sion…. Look at the Hindu temples, 
with their outer walls carved with 
figures of gods and goddesses 
performing every kind of sexual 
act. Consider the implications of 
the Shiva lingam, the representa-
tion of the sexual organ of the god 
Shiva, and the way it is worshiped. 
And there are many such symbols 
throughout the world. Why, the 
very cross itself was an ancient 
sexual symbol. It wasn’t until the 
Church took control of Christian 
philosophy that puritanism came 
into power, and the agape, or ‘love 
feast,’ of the early Christians so 
scandalised the puritans that they 
finally banned it.2 

 The English writer Colin Wilson 
says “no figure in modern history has 
provoked such a mass of sensational and 

unreliable literature as Grigori Rasputin.” 
To those who knew him he was “Christ-
like,” an “honest follower of Christ, and 
upright, loyal, and faithful Russian.” 
 Years after his murder and the end 
of the imperial dynasty they never lost 
their fanatical faith in Rasputin’s holi-
ness. His enemies, on the other hand, 
condemned Rasputin as evil incarnate, 
a secret Khlyst who contributed to 
the downfall of old Russia. The saga 
of Grigori Rasputin in some respects 
mirrors the conflicting views of Russia’s 
Spiritual Christian tradition. This radical 
mystical movement was once valued as 
an authentic expression of the Christ 
Spirit, unjustly persecuted by the Russian 
government as well as the officially sanc-
tioned Orthodox Church. But to the 
self-appointed guardians of orthodoxy 
and public order, the Spiritual Christians 
were dangerous heretics who posed an 
enormous threat to church and state.  
 The mysterious history of Russia’s 
Spiritual Christians sheds a unique light 
on what has been called the ‘alternative 

Christian tradition’. This largely hidden 
tradition surfaced in Europe in the form 
of the Bogomils, Cathars, Brethren of 
the Free Spirit, and a variety of smaller 
regional groups. Looking beyond all the 
outrageous charges leveled against them 
by the combined forces of church and 
state, it is still possible to uncover the 
wisdom preserved down the ages by 
these secret Christians.

Footnotes:
1. The Doukhobors by George Woodcock 
and Ivan Avakumovic

2. Rasputin The Man Behind The Myth by 
Maria Rasputin and Patte Barham

Universal Life Gnostic Fellowship offers free 
literature on diverse themes including Gnosticism, 
Biblical research, Esoteric Christianity, Mysticism 
and more. For further information send a 
stamped/self-addressed, envelope to: Universal 
Life Gnostic Fellowship, P.O. Box 289, Cleveland, 
QLD 4163, Australia, or visit www.universallife.
net. Articles on the Gnostic tradition are also 
available at www.gnostic.info.   «
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With alternative treat-
ments, teachings and 
methods gaining ever 

greater acceptance in mainstream 
practice, and more and more 
individuals searching for ‘some-
thing more out of life’, the Mind-
BodySpirit Festival is increasingly 
looked to as a source of the latest 
information, inspiration and ideas. 
This has been verified with attend-
ance at the Sydney May Festival up 
48% on last year, and the Mel-
bourne June Festival attendance 
up 65%.

 A passionate new team brings both 
past wisdom and fresh spirit to this 
year’s event to ensure it meets the 
demands of today’s ever more informed 
and enlightened audience. 
 “Our vision is to take the Festival 
to those who have not started or are 
just starting their path to self discovery 
and well-being. There is something for 
everyone at the Festival, and every-
one who visits should walk away with 
at least one life enhancing idea,” says 
Festival Director Jane Ford.
 The 2006 Festival also offers the 
established well-being followers the 
very latest techniques and trends in 
contemporary and traditional holistic 
living, ensuring personal development 
and spiritual growth continues.
 Visit the Festival’s most extensive 
ever completely free Seminar Pro-
gram. An inspiring line-up of guest 
speakers share their international and 
Australian expertise and insight on the 
latest therapies and thinking, self-devel-
opment practices, spiritual matters and 
general health and wellbeing. 
 With over 40 seminars to choose 
from, subjects covered include or-
ganic nutrition and health, overcoming 
life limiting misperceptions, treating 
depression, stress release and relaxa-

tion, mental and spiritual development, 
tapping into unknown psychic ability 
and much more. 
 Appearing at the November Festival 
is US world renown best selling author 
of Power Animals, Dr. Steven Farmer. 
Dr. Farmer is a spiritual psychothera-
pist (retired), shamanic practitioner, 
ordained minister, and former col-
lege professor with over thirty years 
experience as a professional healer and 
teacher. He has appeared as a guest on 
a number of television and radio shows, 
and has been host of his own radio 
program and producer and host of his 
own television show. 
 Be entertained and inspired by the 
amazing array of live shows on the 
popular Demonstration & Perform-
ance Stage throughout the day. Try 
yoga, enjoy Belly Dancers, see a hypno-
sis demonstration, let your heart beat 
to the rhythm of drums and laugh your 
way to health.
 Experience a sacred meditation 
space in a hand crafted traditional 
Mongolian yurt. Every hour inside the 
yurt, from 11am each day, a group of 
people will be taken on a participatory 
Shamanic journey. With live crystal 
singing bowl music, ceremony, a crystal 
Mandala and voice, you will enjoy a 
sacred space for healing and activation. 

   With over 180 
exhibitors at the 
Festival, you will 
find an extensive 
and eclectic mix of 
progressive thera-
pies, alternative and 
organic products, 
healthy living op-
tions, fitness and 
self-development 
practices as well as 
endless other ideas 
to experience and 
enjoy. 

2006 MindBodySpirit Festival: 

16-19 November, Hall One,  
Sydney Convention and  

Exhibition Centre
For further details see:  

www.mbsfestival.com.au

New Dawn magazine is  
honoured to again be  

part of the MindBodySpirit 
Festival in Sydney.  

We invite you to visit our 
stand where we will have  
a wide range of specially 
discounted hard-to-get 

books on subjects of  
interest to New Dawn  

readers.

For further information on speakers and 
all media enquiries relating to the Mind-
BodySpirit Festivals, please contact Brooke 
Shell or Kate Keane, Ann Morrison PR,  
Tel: 03 9537 3311 Email: brooke@ 
ampr.com.au  «

Stimulate Your Mind, Revitalise Your Body, Satisfy  
Your Soul and Pamper Your Senses at the  

2006 MINDBODYSPIRIT FESTIVAL
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Saltpipe
“Nature’s Healing Breath”

 

The saltpipe helps to alleviate and treat 
respiratory problems such as: asthma 
bronchitis, allergies of the respiratory 
tract, hay fever, sinus, colds and respira-
tory problems caused by smoking, etc. 
 

The saltpipe is a natural product and it 
doesn’t produce any side effects. It is par-
ticularly effective for children 3 years and 
over with initial parental guidance. The 
saltpipe utilises the principle of the tradi-
tional salt mine & salt cave therapy, prac-
ticed for generations at Praid (Romania), 
Wieliczka (Poland), Salzbad (Austria), 
Solotvino (Ukrainian Carpathians), Na-
khichevan (Azerbaijan), Chon-Tous (Kir-
gizia). Salt mine/cave and halotherapy 
(salt-therapy) are highly effective medi-
cation-free treatment methods for chronic 
and allergic disorders of the respiratory 
organs (www.scientiapress.com). 

The saltpipe – a portable miniature salt 
cave – contains halite salt crystals, formed 
20-22 million years ago, from Europe’s 
most famous curative caves. A Hungar-
ian invention, the product is imported 
from Hungary and it lasts for 5 years. De-
tailed product description, medical refer-
ences and testimonials are available at:  
www.saltpipe.com.au 

For further information and orders 
contact: “Saltpipe” (07) 3300 1427 or 
04 24 274 697. Send payment (cheque 
or money order) of $80 plus $6 p&h 
to: Joseph Balla, PO Box 2288, 
Keperra QLD 4054.

© By SteVeN SzeGeDi

The Roman Emperor 
Trajan’s soldiers and 
settlers, moving to 

Transylvania (Romania)  
in the 1st century BCE and 
opening a salt mine at Praid, 
wouldn’t have thought that 
some 2,000 years later a mass 
movement of people would follow 
in their footsteps in search of 
healing and treating their asthma 
and other respiratory problems. 

 Since the Polish physician 
F. Bochkowsky described 
the beneficial health effects 
of the microclimate of salt 
mines in a book published 
in 1843, the practice of 
salt mine therapy gradually 
spread throughout Eastern 
Europe. 
 Each year tens of 
thousands of people 
coming from all over 
Europe and beyond, visit 
the underground salt 
chambers of Praid and 
Troilus (Romania), Solotvyno 
(Ukraine), Wieliczka (Poland), Salzbad 
(Austria), etc. The salt mines of Eastern 
Europe have been gradually discovered 
by people in Western countries 
with rising rates of asthma due to 
urbanisation and dietary changes. 
 Evidence supporting the beneficial 
therapeutic effect of speleotherapy 
(cave-therapy) has been available for 
centuries, yet Western medical science 
is reluctant or it has just started taking 
notice of this alternative treatment for 
asthma, bronchitis, sinus, emphysema, 
etc., without the negative side effects of 
many drug therapies. 
 At the World Paediatric Congress 
in Jerusalem in July 1997, speleotherapy 
was presented as a curative method for 

chronic and allergic respiratory organs. 
 Overcoming the problems associated 
with salt cave/mine therapy (travel, 
transport, etc.), researchers (first the 
Russians in the 1980s) built halochambers 
(salt-chambers), where they recreated 
the microclimate of salt mines. (The 
halochamber is a special room with walls 
and floor lined with halite rock salt and 
where the size of the salt microparticles, 
floating in the air, the temperature, 
humidity, etc. are regulated.) 
 There are almost 80 articles written 
on cave and salt-therapy. In a sample of 

three clinical studies, salt-
therapy’s performance is 
proven beyond any doubt. 
There was an average 80-
90% improvement rate for 
patients using salt-therapy 
devices, as medication-
free treatment methods 
for chronic and allergic 
disorders. 
  Due to the expenses 
of setting up these 
chambers, more simple, 
yet apparently also 
effective halotherapy (HT) 
devices were invented 

with additional benefits for 
the patient. In contrast to a possible 
short term relief, achieved by the use 
of a halochamber, “a modest daily dosing 
with a handheld inhaler might provide 
reliable freedom from exacerbations and 
superior long-term disease outcomes. This 
approach also might overcome the 
objection of some Western observers, 
that HT might simply provide short-
term symptomatic relief.”1

 Such a handheld inhaler is the 
ceramic saltpipe from Hungary, 
containing pure halite salt crystals from 
the precipitates of ancient seas, covering 
the present day Carpathian basin, 
naturally formed 20-22 million years ago. 
When breathing through the saltpipe 
the microparticles of salt penetrate into 

TREATMENT OF ASTHMA 
WITH SALT CRYSTAL 

THERAPY

A salt cave
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every corner of the respiratory tract, 
“flush away the impurities from the 
surface of the cells mechanically cleanse 
passage ways, help clear out the nasal 
cavities and help calm, heal and repair 
inflamed lungs and airways.”2

 In order to understand the high 
curative effect of cave and salt-therapy 
and the particular qualities of halite 
salt crystals, the difference between 
rock salt and crystal salt should be 
understood. 
 “The elements in rock salt are not 
integrated into the salt’s crystal grid, but 
cling to the outside surface and crevices 
of the crystalline structure. This is the 
fundamental difference between rock salt 
and crystal salt. A salt crystal manifests a 
superior structure. Due to this sublime form, 
the elements are bio-chemically available for 
our cells... Rock salt is a cheap alternative 
to table salt, and is at least a natural and 
wholesome product. Bio-chemically and 
biophysically however, it is of little importance 
to our organism.... and our cells can only 
absorb those elements that occur in an ional 
form. Only under considerable pressure 

can the elements be transformed into 
a specific size, making them ional, which 
enables them to pass through our cell wall. 
This is important because our cells can 
only absorb what is available organically 
or ionally.”3 
 Enormous pressure over millions 
of years have resulted in turning the 
salt sediments of ancient seas into 
pure, natural salt crystals. The state of 
order within the crystalline structure is 
determined by the amount of pressure.
 The higher the amount of pressure 
the more superior or excellent the state 
of order within the salt crystals. In reality 
salt for our organism is not a spice but 
an information carrier, which can be 
absorbed into our cells only due to its 
crystalline structure. Although a stone 
and a quartz crystal are both silicates, 
the amounts of pressure they received 
distinguishes them from each other.
 While the quartz crystal’s stucture 
shows a refined geometric form, 
a perfect state of order, the stone 
does not. Not subjected to sufficient 
pressure the stone’s elements remained 

ü SAY NO to junk salt! Because it is only 
sodium chloride, a poison. 82 essential  
elements have been ‘refined’ out.

ü STOP THINKING sea salt is best!  
Because it comes from polluted Atlantic 
shores.

ü AVOID Eastern European salts! Because 
they could be radioactively contaminated or 
gamma irradiated on arrival in Australia.

ü ASK suppliers for a certificate of origin! 
Because they will not have one from Peter  
Ferreira’s Research Phuldukish Mine.

ü DEMAND a full lab test report! Because 
it is your right, but they can’t deliver.

ü REALIZE good salt is our food, number 
two after water!

That is real Hansa CrystalSalt like 
your God or our Mother Nature created 
it in the Himalayas millions of years 
ago with all life sustaining 84 elements 

in it. You need one gram daily which is 7.5 cents. 
Can be ordered in various quantities. 
Peter Ferreira’s book: Water&Salt, 
250 glossy pages, 230 colour photos, 
7 graphs, $55.00 post free.

                For further information:
Dr. Sabine Holt, PhD, Miriam Vale,  

Bundaberg, Tel: 07 4156 6765 or  
www.crystalsalt.netfirms.com

Birgit & Eckard, Quakers Hill, Sydney,  
Tel: 02 9837 1011.  

hansacrystalsaltaustralia@yahoo.com.au. 
Fax: 02 9626 7995. Mob: 0428 244767

coarse, lacking a crystalline structure. 
 In the 1,600m thick salt mass at 
Praid, hiding about 3 billion tons of salt, 
shimmering and transparent pinkish, 
reddish or white veins wind through. 
Enormous pressure, throughout 
millions of years, transformed this 
salt mountain into crystal salt. The 
elements trapped within the crystal salt 
are particles small enough to be able 
to penetrate the human cells and be 
metabolised.

Footnotes:

1. Halotherapy: Aerosol Salt Therapy 
of Respiratory Diseases in www.
scientiapress.com/findings/ht.htm 
– Emphasis added.

2. www.casehealth.com.au

3. www.thesaltpipe.co.uk/factsalt.htm 
– Emphasis added.

For further information on the Saltpipe call  
0424 274 697 or (07) 3300 1427. See the 
web site www.saltpipe.com.au.    «

The Diviner’s Handbook
A Guide to the Timeless Art of Dowsing
By Tom Graves
“Tom Graves’ book is simple, lucid, and yet comprehensive.  
The best thing of its kind ever done on dowsing!”
– Dr. Lyall Watson, author of Supernature 

Anyone can learn to dowse – for precious metals, missing persons, 
water, the solution to a problem, or a myriad of other objectives. 
All that is required is practice, awareness, and a working knowl-
edge of basic dowsing principles and mechanics. Tom Graves’ 
guidebook provides the tools whereby your natural ability to 
dowse can be turned into reliable skill. 

One of the oldest arts and sciences known to man, dowsing is 
widely used today in fields as diverse as medicine and archeol-
ogy. The Diviner’s Handbook moves directly into the firsthand ex-
perience of dowsing and the heightened sense of awareness that 
is the dowser’s most important ally. With clear, insightful explana-
tions and generous illustrations, the author shows you how to:

· Make and use simple, effective dowsing instruments 
· Develop dependable methods of analytic and intuitive interpretation 
· Experiment with a wide range of traditional and personal dowsing techniques 
· Locate people, objects, and information; diagnose illness, and attune with plants and animals

To order, use form on page 88, or send payment of $27.95 plus $8 p&h to:  
New Dawn Book Service, PO Box 758, Cleveland QLD 4163  

Tel: 1300 660 458

192 pages  
paperback  

$27.95
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© By NAFeez MoSADDeq AhMeD

It has been half a decade since the United States 
came under an unprecedented coordinated 
terrorist attack on some of its most prominent 
symbols of power. First the North, then the 

South, Towers of the World Trade Centre (WTC) in 
New York were hit by civilian airplanes. Then even 
the heart of the US military, the Pentagon, was struck, 
and finally a civilian plane, apparently destined for 
the White House, ended up crashing in Pennsylvania.

 Most of us remember watching the TV screens in absolute 
shock and horror, as first one, then the other, WTC towers col-
lapsed in on themselves in a cloud of smoke and debris. Some 
of us experienced unbearable grief as we witnessed or later 
learned that our own loved ones were among those thousands 
of people who were brutally, gruesomely slain.
 Since then, there have been many other terrorist attacks 
on Western targets in Indonesia, Turkey, Spain, Britain, and 
elsewhere. And, we are told, there have been countless other 
attempted terrorist attacks foiled by the authorities. The enemy 
is not always easy to identify – but their broad contours, our 
leaders say, are well-known.
 “The evidence we have gathered all points to a collection 
of loosely affiliated terrorist organisations known as al Qaeda,” 
declared US President George W. Bush after the September 11, 
2001 attacks… 

Al Qaeda is to terror what the mafia is to crime.  But 
its goal is not making money; its goal is remaking the 
world – and imposing its radical beliefs on people eve-
rywhere… This group and its leader – a person named 
Osama bin Laden – are linked to many other organisa-
tions in different countries…  There are thousands of 
these terrorists in more than 60 countries.  They are 
recruited from their own nations and neighbourhoods 
and brought to camps in places like Afghanistan, where 
they are trained in the tactics of terror.  They are sent 
back to their homes or sent to hide in countries around 
the world to plot evil and destruction.

 And thereafter was officially launched the “War on Terror,” 
an unlimited war against an amorphous network of Islamist ex-
tremists who could strike out at any time, in any place, without 

warning, and without mercy, in order to pursue their ultimate 
goal of global domination.

Cold War Pentagon MeMo ConfirMs  
state-sPonsored self terrorisM

For those well-versed in the history of Western covert 
operations, the official narrative of 9/11 could not simply be 
accepted at face value. Questions were perfectly legitimate. 
But the 9/11 truth movement has largely missed the value of 
one of the biggest “covert operation smoking guns” of 20th 
century history: Operation Gladio, perhaps the only instance 
of successfully completed state-sponsored self-terrorism that is 
fully and directly confirmed by declassified secret documents, 
European Parliamentary inquiries, and confessions from intel-
ligence operatives. 
 The most authoritative study of this ‘Strategy of Tension’, 
NATO’s Secret Armies, was released last year, and authored by 
Dr. Daniele Ganser, Senior Researcher at the Centre for Secu-
rity Studies in the Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich. 

Interrogating 9/11
Five Years On…
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 His groundbreaking book shows that it is now a matter of 
historical record that during the Cold War, high-level sections 
of the American, British and western European secret services 
participated in a sophisticated NATO-backed operation to 
engineer domestic terrorist attacks to be blamed on the Soviet 
Union. The objective was to mobilise drastic anti-Communist 
policies at home and abroad, and to legitimise interventionism 
against nationalist independence movements throughout the 
“Third World.”1

 In July 1940, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill or-
dered the establishment of a secret army to “set Europe ablaze 
by assisting resistance movements and carrying out subversive 
operations in enemy held territory.”2 By 4 October 1945, the 
British Chiefs of Staff and the Special Operations branch of 
MI6 directed the creation of a “skeleton network” capable of 
expansion either in war or to service clandestine operations 
abroad.3 
 In the ensuing years, Col. Gubbins’ Special Operations 
branch of MI6 cooperated closely with Frank Wisner’s CIA 
covert action department Office of Policy Coordination (OPC) 
on White House orders, and in turn coordinated US and UK 
Special Forces, to establish stay-behind secret armies across 
western Europe.4 
 The programme soon developed into a dangerous conglom-
erate of unaccountable covert operations controlled by clandes-
tine structures operating as parallel sub-sections of the main 
intelligence services. Dr. Ganser does us the greatest service in 
unearthing the only smoking gun Pentagon memo which proves 
that state-sponsored self-terrorism is standard strategy for 
elements of Western military-intelligence services: classified 
Field Manual 30-31, with appendices FM 30-31A and FM 
30-31B, authored by the Pentagon’s Defense Intelligence 
Agency (DIA). 
 As Ganser observes: “FM 30-31 instructs the secret soldiers 
to carry out acts of violence in times of peace and then blame 
them on the Communist enemy in order to create a situation 
of fear and alertness. Alternatively, the secret soldiers are 
instructed to infiltrate the left-wing movements and then urge 
them to use violence.” In the manual’s own words: 

There may be times when Host Country Governments 
show passivity or indecision in the face of Communist 
subversion and according to the interpretation of the 
US secret services do not react with sufficient effective-
ness… US army intelligence must have the means of 
launching special operations which will convince Host 
Country Governments and public opinion of the real-
ity of the insurgent danger. To reach this aim US army 
intelligence should seek to penetrate the insurgency by 
means of agents on special assignment, with the task 
of forming special action groups among the most radi-
cal elements of the insurgency… In case it has not been 
possible to successfully infiltrate such agents into the 
leadership of the rebels it can be useful to instrumental-
ise extreme leftist organisations for one’s own ends in 
order to achieve the above described targets… These 
special operations must remain strictly secret.5

 In this way, US and UK intelligence services orchestrated 
devastating waves of terrorist attacks blamed on the Soviet 
Union, not only in Italy, but also in Spain, Germany, France, 
Turkey, Greece, and throughout western Europe. 

reasonable doubt…
 But why suspect that the same thing is happening now 
in the new “War on Terror”? The answer lies in what almost 
amounts to a signed confession in the form of the “Rebuilding 
America’s Defenses” document published one year prior to 
9/11 by the neo-conservative think-tank, the Project for a New 
American Century (PNAC). The document was sponsored 
by all the leading lights of the Bush Cabinet, including Dick 
Cheney, Donald Rumsfeld, Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Armitage, 
John Bolton, among many others.6 It advocates a “blueprint for 
maintaining global US pre-eminence, precluding the rise of a 
great power rival, and shaping the international security order 
in line with American principles and interests.” 
 The US military is described as “the cavalry on the new 
American frontier,” whose “core mission” is to “fight and 
decisively win multiple, simultaneous major theatre wars” to 
preserve what is candidly portrayed as a “global Pax Ameri-
cana.” But the most significant revelation is on pages 62-63, 
stating that:

Any serious effort at transformation must occur within 
the larger framework of US national security strategy, 
military missions and defense budgets.… Further, the 
process of transformation, even if it brings revolution-
ary change, is likely to be a long one, absent some 
catastrophic and catalysing event – like a new Pearl 
Harbor.7

 The PNAC blueprint echoed the strategic concerns about 
legitimising US military expansionism expressed by Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, former National Security Adviser to President 
Carter, made three years earlier: 

The attitude of the American public toward the external 
projection of American power has been much more am-
bivalent. The public supported America’s engagement 
in World War II largely because of the shock effect of 
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor… As America be-
comes an increasingly multi-cultural society, it may find 
it more difficult to fashion a consensus on foreign policy 
issues, except in the circumstance of a truly massive 
and widely perceived direct external threat.8

 Immediately, it becomes clear that interrogating the US 
government’s relationship to 9/11 is absolutely essential. It 
seems that in the preceding years, senior US policymakers had 
seriously contemplated the usefulness of a Pearl Harbor-scale 
attack to mobilise domestic populations in support of US mili-
tary power projection. As Daniel Ellsberg, Special Assistant to 
the Assistant Defense Secretary of the United States during the 
Vietnam War, who famously leaked the Pentagon Papers, asked 
in June this year: 

Is this administration capable, humanly and psychologi-
cally of engineering such a provocation [as 9/11]? Yes, 
I would say that, I worked for such an administration 
myself, Johnson, ah, President Johnson put destroy-
ers in harm’s way in the Tonkin Gulf not only once, but 
several times, with the, with a lot of his people hoping 
that it would lead to a confrontation and claiming that it 
had. And could have resulted in the loss of many lives 
in the course of it.9
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9/11 CoMMission:  
denounCed by the 9/11 faMilies

 Thankfully, not everyone bought into the official narra-
tive of 9/11 so easily. Least of all the bereaved families of the 
9/11 victims, many of whom struggled and lobbied despite 
their own mourning for an independent public inquiry into the 
terrorist attacks, an inquiry that might resolve the numerous 
questions that hung over almost every single dimension of the 
government’s explanation for what had happened that Tuesday 
morning.
 The 9/11 families’ courageous struggle, supported by a 
loose association of researchers, organisations and activists 
around the United States and the world, forced the US govern-
ment to hold first the Joint Inquiry by the House and Senate, 
and finally to instate the National Commission to Investigate 
the Terrorist Attacks of September 11, 
2001, in Washington DC. But despite both 
processes making public some valuable new 
information about the attacks and rais-
ing a few important questions, they were 
ultimately pitiful failures in the task of 
genuinely, impartially interrogating the 9/11 
attacks.
 Last year on 22 July, I had the honour of 
testifying as an expert at a special all-day 
Congressional hearing in Washington spon-
sored by Hon. Rep. Cynthia McKinney and 
Hon. Rep. Raul Grijalva, “The 9/11 Com-
mission Report One Year Later: A Citizen’s 
Response – Did They Get it Right?” 
 I was joined by a host of academic 
experts, journalists, and former senior US 
intelligence officers, all of them question-
ing the official 9/11 narrative from their own perspectives. But 
by far the most powerful address was from the 9/11 families 
who came to support and inform the meeting, including Robert 
McIlvaine, father of 9/11 victim and member of September 11th 
Families for Peaceful Tomorrows; Marilyn Rosenthal, mother 
of 9/11 victim, and professor at University of Michigan; and 
especially Lauri von Auken, Mindy Kleinberg and Monica 
Gabrielle representing the 911 Family Steering Committee. 
 “This report was supposed to provide the definitive ac-
count of what had transpired on September 11, 2001,” said von 
Auken in her opening address at the hearing. “We hoped that 
our thousands of unanswered questions would be addressed 
and answered. Yet, incredibly, we have found that the Commis-
sion’s definitive final report has actually yielded more questions 
than answers.”  She indicted the 9/11 Commission Report as 
just “some statements that truly insulted the intelligence of 
the American people, violated our loved ones’ memories, and 
might end up hurting us one day soon.”10

 Her characterisation of the Commission Report was the 
most damning condemnation that the 9/11 Families Steering 
Committee had ever made about the official inquiry process. 
Yet it was met with resounding silence from the American 
media, which refused to report the hearing in general, and 
ignored von Auken’s heart-rending testimony on behalf of the 
9/11 families.

Whither the MoveMent?
Five years on from 9/11, the “truth movement” that has 

emerged in the vacuum of legitimate answers to the countless 
questions about the terrorist attacks remains in a state of inter-
nal disarray, despite significant progress and achievements. The 
movement is plagued with accusations and counter-accusations 
between researchers based on their theoretical preferences 
about what happened on 9/11. 

With an almost religious zeal, activists hurl outraged con-
demnations and paranoid allegations at each other. Splits in the 
movement are innumerable, mutual suspicions that other parties 
are “disinformation agents” are rife, and fruitless regressive 
arguments and counter-arguments continue on the most specula-
tive minutiae of the attacks, without any clear resolution in sight. 
 Perhaps one of the most obvious splits worth noting here is 

the apparent gulf between “physical evi-
dence” theorists, who emphasise discrep-
ancies in official accounts of the collapse 
of the WTC buildings, the movements 
of the planes that hit the buildings, and 
the Pentagon crash, among other things; 
and “covert operations” theorists, who 
emphasise the role of intelligence opera-
tions in liaising with terrorist networks, 
the extent of prior advanced warnings 
of the attacks, and the manipulation of 
“terrorist threats” to justify the pursuit of 
US geostrategic interests on the pretext of 
fighting the “War on Terror.”
      Even within these particular 
“schools,” there are vitriolic disputes 
between “9/11-truthers,” some advocating 
that there were no planes on 9/11, others 

that the planes were military aircraft, some that there were no 
hijackers, others that the hijackers were patsies, and so on and 
so forth. Most of these quite specific disagreements about how 
to interpret the available data remain unresolved on the whole, 
despite individual opinions. 
 To some extent, the disputes have manifested in the form 
of seemingly hostile exchanges between various camps, such 
as the recent observations made by Michael C. Ruppert to the 
effect that the 9/11 movement has virtually killed itself by 
getting obsessed with physical evidence, and the responses 
that followed suggesting physical evidence provides the most 
convincing case.
 As readers familiar with my work will know, I myself pre-
fer to engage in the kind of research loosely categorised here as 
belonging to the “covert operations” camp, but this has nothing 
to do with my view of the value of the evidence at hand. On the 
contrary, it is largely to do with my own expertise in interna-
tional relations and conflict analysis, and my lack of familiarity 
with the relevant scientific disciplines. 
 Having said that, the overemphasis on particular kinds of 
9/11 research at the expense of others, for the movement as 
a whole, must be dropped. The fact of the matter is that both 
kinds of research are essential to develop a full and accurate 
understanding of what happened on 9/11, how and why. An 
impartial inspection of the relevant data in these two seemingly 
opposed areas of analysis firstly shows that there is a great deal 
we do know about what happened, and secondly opens up new 
avenues of inquiry about what we still don’t know.

...senior US policy 
makers had seriously 
contemplated the 
usefulness of a Pearl 
Harbor-scale attack 
to mobilise domestic 
populations in support 
of US military power 
projection.
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the World trade Centre: deMolishing 
Conventional CollaPse theories

 Thankfully, there are non-scientists unlike myself who 
despite a lack of specifically relevant qualifications, do feel 
confident about addressing some of the physical and scientific 
issues concerning 9/11. 
 Some of the best work on this subject has, indeed, been 
done by David Ray Griffin, a professor emeritus at the Clare-
mont School of Theology, who applies his well-honed academ-
ic methods of analytical analysis to the questions surrounding 
the collapse of the World Trade Centre buildings. 
 Griffin is perhaps best known in the movement for his New 
Pearl Harbor (2004), which attempted to summarise the best 
evidence about 9/11 produced by other researchers, including 
apart from myself, Paul Thompson at the Centre for Coopera-
tive Research and author of The Terror Timeline; Michel Chos-
sudovsky, a professor of economics at the University of Ottawa; 
and Michael Ruppert, former LAPD narcotics investigator who 
uncovered CIA narco-trafficking and author 
of Crossing the Rubicon. 
 But Griffin went further in using the 
works of researchers like Eric Hufschmidt, 
a non-scientist who collected together 
serious discrepancies in the government’s 
claims about the WTC collapses, and Jim 
Hoffman, who specialises in applying 
scientific visualisations of mathematics. 
Griffin also tackled the anomalies in official 
accounts about the Pentagon crash. 
 Griffin’s best work in this area was 
published earlier this year in what is argu-
ably the best collection of academic 9/11 
research to date. The collection, “Hidden 
History of 9-11-2001”, was published in the 
peer-reviewed annual volume Research in 
Political Economy (REP), edited by Paul 
Zarembka, professor of economics at New York State Univer-
sity. 
 Griffin’s contribution systematically deconstructs the vari-
ous official explanations for why the WTC buildings collapsed, 
and finds them hopelessly inadequate.11 Once again, he relies 
heavily on the research of other scientists, particularly Hoff-
man’s. He notes the basic claim, also endorsed by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) report, that 
the towers collapsed due to fires, and points out that scientific 
studies carried out by NIST itself “found no evidence that any 
of the core columns were exposed to temperatures greater than 
482˚F (250˚C).” The problem is that steel “does not even begin 
to melt until it reaches almost 2800° Fahrenheit. And yet open 
fires fueled by hydrocarbons, such as kerosene – which is what 
jet fuel is – can at most rise to 1700°F, which is almost 1100 
degrees below the melting point of steel.” In other words, the 
fires were nowhere near hot enough to cause the steel to either 
buckle, or melt. 
 Griffin’s analysis is also the first attempt to review testimo-
ny about explosions from fire fighters and emergency medical 
workers in the over 500 9/11 oral histories recorded by the 
New York Fire Department. These were only publicly released 
in August 2005 under pressure from the 9/11 families and the 
New York Times. In conclusion of his review, Griffin quotes 
Auxiliary Lieutenant Fireman Paul Isaac saying that “there 

were definitely bombs in those buildings,” and that “many 
other firemen know there were bombs in the buildings, but 
they’re afraid for their jobs to admit it because the ‘higher-ups’ 
forbid discussion of this fact.”
 Unknown to many, however, is the debacle behind the pub-
lication of Griffin’s article in Research in Political Economy. 
The piece was only submitted after another article on the WTC 
collapses, authored by Steve Jones, professor of physics at 
Brigham Young University (BYU), was banned from publica-
tion in the journal by his own physics department. 
 Jones’ groundbreaking analysis – the first peer-reviewed 
deconstruction of the official account of the WTC collapses 
from an American physicist – was eventually posted on Jones’ 
website at the BYU physics department, which also permit-
ted him to publish it in a separate prospective volume edited 
by Griffin, for which the paper went through yet another peer 
review process. Jones’ contribution is the first peer-reviewed 
refutation of the official account of the WTC collapses by a 
qualified physicist.12 

      One of his most explosive arguments 
concerned discoveries of molten metal in 
the basements of the two WTC towers, 
which were hit by planes, as well as in 
the third building, WTC 7 – a building 
which symmetrically collapsed despite 
not being hit by a plane. In all cases, the 
official account blames intense fires, 
made hotter due to jet (or in WTC 7’s 
case diesel) fuel. Jones points out that 
all scientific investigations by NIST, 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) and independent experts es-
tablish that the fires were simply not hot 
enough to melt the steel. In that context, 
the deposits of molten metal found after 
the collapses constitute “direct evidence 
for the use of high-temperature explo-

sives, such as thermite, which produces molten iron as an end 
product.”13

Long before Jones’ devastating conclusions – only 3 months 
after 9/11 – the inadequacy of the official account had been 
flagged up by fire protection engineering experts. Editor Bill 
Manning wrote in Fire Engineering that: 

Fire Engineering has good reason to believe that the ‘of-
ficial Investigation’ blessed by FEMA… is a half-baked 
farce that may already have been commandeered by 
political forces whose primary interests, to put it mildly, 
lie far afield of full disclosure… Respected members of 
the fire protection engineering community are begin-
ning to raise red flags, and a resonating [result] has 
emerged: The structural damage from the planes and 
the explosive ignition of jet fuel in themselves were not 
enough to bring down the towers….14

And late last year, similar reservations were aired by 
structural engineers, concerned that: “World Trade Center 
disaster investigators [at NIST] are refusing to show computer 
visualisations of the collapse of the Twin Towers despite calls 
from leading structural and fire engineers.” The visualisations 
are needed to iron out the many “simplifications, extrapolations 
and judgment calls” made in the investigation.15

Griffin’s contribution 
systematically  
deconstructs the  
various official  
explanations for why 
the WTC buildings 
collapsed, and finds 
them hopelessly  
inadequate.
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Pentagon disinforMation:  
ConCealing the nuClear deviCe

 Unlike the growing scientific literature critiquing the 
government’s account of the WTC collapses, there remains 
considerable ambiguity over what happened at the Pentagon 
on 9/11. There are no scientific peer-reviewed analyses of the 
subject either for or against the official account. It is therefore 
difficult for a layperson to assess the strength of the evidence 
on either side. 
 For instance, Griffin, using the work of French journalist 
Thierry Meyssan, has argued that the Pentagon could not have 
been hit by a Boeing 757. Mathematics professor A. K. Dewdney 
has also supported this thesis. The main grounds for the argu-
ment are, 1. The photovisual evidence of the crash scene, where 
no debris from a Boeing jet can be seen anywhere, and where the 
entry-point in the west wing wall is a small hole with no dam-
age on either side of it; 2. Photovisual evidence 
showing that whatever entered the Pentagon had 
the power to penetrate six reinforced walls;  3. 
The systematic concealing of evidence relevant to 
the crash, including debris, camera footage, etc.; 
among some other issues.
 But the Pentagon crash debate illustrates 
precisely the kinds of ambiguities that can 
arise when non-scientists try to assess physical 
evidence without the qualifications to do so. 
 Perhaps the best critique of the sort of analy-
sis done by Meyssan and Griffin, is by the French 
engineering professor, Jean-Pierre Desmoulins, 
who also holds a private pilot’s license. Desmoul-
ins notes that it is often wrongly assumed that the 
famous AP “hunt the boeing” photo was taken 
only a few minutes after the crash: “Examined 
more carefully the photo reveals that this E-Ring 
zone had already collapsed.” Desmoulins notes 
that the photo, taken from afar, shows very little 
detail, and therefore chastises those who assume 
that the photo provides proof that there is no 
damage above or on either side of the hole. Indeed, he argues 
that although “there’s no damage above the central (fuselage) 
hole, there is extensive damage extending on both the left and 
right sides of this hole.”16 
 Desmoulins assessment is corroborated by Joe R.’s so far 
undisputed calculation of the actual size of the hole, based on 
examining the photovisual evidence in relation to the known 
sizes of the clearly visible windows in the damaged Pentagon 
wall, the known size of the wall itself, etc. Joe concludes that the 
total width of the primary hole is 20ft, compared to the fuselage 
width of a 757 at 12.5 ft – ample size for a 757 to pass through.17

 The photo is also selective. Although fuselage debris “are 
not visible on the area shown by this photo, i.e. south-west of 
the impact point,” Desmoulins points out with photovisual 
evidence that “there were a lot of small (and some middle size) 
aluminium pieces on the north-west side of the impact point. 
This is normal, as the impact occurred with an angle of 55° 
from the plane of the facade. The parts of the aircraft which 
didn’t enter the building bounced away, like confetti, in a sector 
comprised, approximately, between 0° and 55° from the planu-
lar facade on the NORTH side.”18

 Crash studies suggest that the over-300-mph impact of a 
jetliner with the Pentagon’s reinforced wall would have reduced 

the entire aircraft – and certainly its relatively light wings and 
tail – to confetti.19  
 Desmoulins also notes the role of the “Owen Effect,” 
whereby the temperature was likely to reach higher than the 
melting point of aluminium, a phenomena commonly re-
corded in tunnel fires in Europe (e.g. in the channel tunnel, 
in the Mont Blanc tunnel, in a funicular fire in Austria where 
aluminium was completely melted and iron partly melted). 
As there was a sprinkler system recently installed in the zone 
of the crash, the input of water “on a mix of fuel and molten 
aluminium at high temperature creates a chemical reaction 
between aluminium and water, producing alumina (a white 
powder) and hydrogen.” The reaction would have “disinte-
grated most of the parts of the plane which were placed in this 
inferno condition… Any engineer in an aluminium production 
plant knows the dangers created by the encounter of water and 
melted aluminium.”

 

Desmoulins then forwards an alternative explanation, consist-
ent with the findings of a growing number of credible 9/11 
researchers like Jim Hoffman, Eric Bart, Joe R., among oth-
ers, that the Pentagon was indeed hit by a Boeing 757. This 
is consistent with the overwhelming bulk of the eyewitness 
evidence compiled by Bart,20 as well with the physical evidence 
assessed by Hoffman. But the large-scale impact of the crash 
inside the Pentagon can only be explained by the hypothesis 
that the airliner carried a military load. Indeed, professor 
Desmoulis argues that the scale of the explosion and its effects 
on the building structures is consistent only with the impact of 
a depleted uranium warhead.21 
 The use of DU on 9/11 at the Pentagon crash has been cor-
roborated by radiation scientist Leuren Moret, who worked on 
radiation issues at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
and the Livermore Nuclear Weapons Laboratory. Moret and an-
other radiation expert Dr. Janette Sherman took Geiger counter 
readings showing over eight to ten times higher than normal, 
12 miles from the Pentagon. 
 According to Moret, they alerted radiation experts from the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the FBI who later 
confirmed high radiation levels at the Pentagon crash site.22 For 
Desmoulins, the high levels of radiation that would have pen-

French journalist Thierry Meyssan, has argued that the  
Pentagon could not have been hit by a Boeing 757. 
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etrated the crash scene debris account for the authorities’ refus-
als to release the Pentagon evidence, which would confirm the 
planting of an advanced DU warhead in the nose of the Boeing.

reMote hijaCking of hijaCkers?
 In any case, the Pentagon debate appears less easy to resolve 
than another line of inquiry, the role of the alleged 9/11 hijack-
ers. The best research on the subject is by Jay Kolar, in yet an-
other stellar contribution to the “Hidden History” REP volume. 
 Reviewing credible reports from the BBC, CNN, and other 
mainstream sources around the world, he concludes that “at 
least ten of those named on the FBI’s second and final list of 
19 have turned up and been verified to be alive, with proof 
positive that at least one other ‘hijacker’, Ziad Jarrah, had his 
identity doubled, and therefore fabricated.” Kolar, who has ex-
pertise in film analysis, examines the visual evidence furnished 
by the government to support its narrative – including alleged 
footage of the hijackers at Dulles Airport and the infamous 
Osama bin Laden confession tape. He finds them to be riddled 
with impossibilities and anomalies, and concludes that they are 
utterly unreliable at best, and downright forgeries at worst.23 
 This leaves us, however, with another problem. If there 
were no hijackers, then what happened on 9/11? In the same 
volume, professor Paul Zarembka notes that the available 
evidence from the FAA and elsewhere tends to support the 
conclusion that there were hijackings of the four flights that 
morning.24 So if the planes were hijacked, who did it?
 In my view, this is where Kolar’s ‘doubles’ theory comes 
in. Kolar argues that as many of the alleged hijackers are 
now alive, they must have had ‘doubles’ who were using their 
identities as aliases. In my own research, I’ve noted that the 
alleged hijackers had trained in US military installations in 
the 1990s, had connections to the CIA and DEA, and worse 
still, displayed patently non-Islamic behaviour in the form of 
drinking alcohol, snorting cocaine, and frolicking with women 
at lap-dancing clubs and illicit parties – behaviour not com-
mensurate with that of normal practising Muslims, let alone 
Islamist al-Qaeda fanatics about to conduct the most spectacu-
lar martyrdom operation in history. At the forefront of this line 
of inquiry is former PBS and NBC journalist Daniel Hopsicker. 
 Kolar’s ‘doubles’ theory can perhaps begin to explain how 
the 9/11 cell was in fact made up of double agents who could 
have gone on to carry out the hijacking operations on the morn-
ing of 9/11. 
 But questions still remain. Nila Sagedevan, an aeronautical 
engineer and pilot, explores how it is a matter of record that the 
vast majority of these individuals were notoriously incapable 
of flying properly according to their own flight instructors. 
Mohammed Atta, Khalid al-Mihdhar, Marwan al-Shehhi and 
Hani Hanjour, were all described by their trainers as utterly 
incompetent. Hanjour’s instructer proclaimed incredulously: 
“His English was horrible, and his mechanical skills were even 
worse. It was like he had hardly even ever driven a car. I’m still 
to this day amazed that he could have flown into the Pentagon. 
He could not fly at all.”25 
 But the flight into the Pentagon, as is well-known, was 
described by pilots as one of the most sophisticated flying opera-
tions they had ever seen. Consider the observation of retired US 
Army Special Forces Master Sergeant Stan Goff about Hanjour: 

A pilot they want us to believe was trained at a Florida 
puddle-jumper school for Piper Cubs and Cessnas, 

conducts a well-controlled downward spiral, descending 
the last 7,000 feet in two-and-a-half minutes, brings the 
plane in so low and flat that it clips the electrical wires 
across the street from the Pentagon, and flies it with 
pinpoint accuracy into the side of this building at 460 
nauts. When the theory about learning to fly this well 
at the puddle-jumper school began to lose ground, it 
was added that they received further training on a flight 
simulator. This is like saying you prepared your teenager 
for her first drive on I-40 at rush.26

 Thus, while it may be necessary to factor in the hijackers as 
involved in the initial part of the operation to takeover the civil-
ian airliners, a fuller explanation would suggest that they were 
not aware of the wider ramifications of the operation as a suicide 
mission; and that new methods for the control of hijacked air-
craft using remote technologies were implemented that morning 
to take the operation to its final, terrible conclusion. These tech-
nologies did exist prior to 9/11, as reported by the New Scientist, 
the Economist, ITN News, and many other sources. 
 For example: “Most modern aircraft have some form of 
autopilot that could be re-programmed to ignore commands 
from a hijacker and instead take direction from the ground,” 
said Jeff Gosling of the Institute of Transportation Studies at 
the University of California, Berkeley.27 
 This of course highlights the failure of the US air de-
fence system to do anything for about one and a half hours, 
as recently acknowledged by experts such as Lt. Col. (ret.) 
Robert Bowman, director of the Star Wars programmes under 
Presidents Ford and Carter. Not only were standard operating 
procedures systematically violated, such that no military jets 
were implemented in a timely fashion to the right targets; the 
technology in place to remotely direct the hijacked aircraft was 
not used to take them to safety. Given that the conventionally 
identified hijackers could not have flown the planes either, we 
are left with an unavoidable, if startling scenario of an “al-Qae-
da” operation that was itself “remotely hijacked” by elements 
within the US national security establishment itself.
 There is, indeed, significant circumstantial evidence 
consistent with the possibility that remote control technologies 
were being used on the morning of 9/11. It is no longer disput-
able that there were over half a dozen war-games in operation 
on the morning of 9/11, including Vigilant Warrior, “a joint, 
live-fly, hijack Field Training Exercise (FTX) which involved 
at least one (and almost certainly many more) aircraft under 
US control that was posing as a hijacked airliner,” being run by 
NORAD and the US Joint Chiefs of Staff.28 
 A further exercise whose special significance has been 
relatively unnoticed by most 9/11 researchers was run by the 
National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), a secretive US intel-
ligence agency which “designs, builds and operates the nation’s 
reconnaissance satellites” in order to “help plan military opera-
tions” and “monitor the environment” for the “Central Intelli-
gence Agency (CIA) and the Department of Defense (DoD).”29 
According to the Associated Press: 

…one US intelligence agency was planning an exercise 
last Sept. 11 in which an errant aircraft would crash into 
one of its buildings... National Reconnaissance Office 
had scheduled an exercise that morning in which a small 
corporate jet would crash into one of the four towers at 
the agency’s headquarters building after experiencing a 
mechanical failure. The agency is about four miles from 
the runways of Washington Dulles International Airport.
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 The exercise was first publicly revealed in an announce-
ment for a homeland security conference in Chicago, which 
noted that CIA officer John Fulton, also Chief of the Strategic 
War Gaming Division of the National Reconnaissance Of-
fice, was on the very morning of 9/11 “running a pre-planned 
simulation to explore the emergency response issues that would 
be created if a plane were to strike a building…”30 
 NRO officials promptly denied that the simulation was a 
counterterrorism and/or security exercise, claiming that it was 
to simulate a mere accident – and insisted that the simulation 
was cancelled when “real world events” began. But this is 
hard to believe given Fulton’s specific credentials – not only 
the CIA/NRO chief war gamer, but also a member of the US 
Joint Forces Command’s Project Alpha, and an adviser on 
counterterrorism and homeland defense to the Director Central 
Intelligence Staff.31 Fulton’s expertise as chief NRO war gamer 
is therefore fundamentally concerned with exploring scenarios 
related to security and terrorism. 
 And what of Fulton’s Joint Forces 
Command (USJFCOM)? It describes itself 
as the Pentagon’s “transformation labora-
tory,” tasked among other things to develop 
concepts, test these concepts through live 
experimentation, and implement joint 
training exercises involving the “choreo-
graphing” of multiple military commands.32 
In particular USJFCOM’s Project Alpha, 
in which Fulton is specifically involved, 
pursues programmes concerned with utilis-
ing advanced space-based satellite, surveil-
lance, and communication technologies 
for military operations. Intriguingly, many 
of these programs have significant aerial 
connotations, including the use of remote 
control technologies using “unmanned, 
autonomous airborne vehicles” in war.33 
Project Alpha – which is subordinate to the Department of 
Defense – also conducts military experiments that bring live 
field exercises and computer simulations together.34 
 Fulton’s job, in other words, is not to simulate accidents 
– it is to wargame complex joint military operations involving 
space-based and aerial technologies. Whatever the “plane into 
building” simulation that Fulton was exercising on the morn-
ing of 9/11, it was almost certainly a highly complex wargame. 
Given Project Alpha’s function, Fulton’s NRO exercise could 
have provided the mechanism for joint coordination of the live-
fly hijack exercise, war game simulations, and remote control 
operations on 9/11 – remotely hijacking an al-Qaeda hijacking.

“al-Qaeda”: a Cia database

 Indeed, much of my own latest research in The War on Truth 
(2005), The London Bombings (2006), and my own contribution 
to the “Hidden History” RPE volume, has focused on examining 
this entity “al-Qaeda.” Does it exist? If so, what is it? 
 The late former British Foreign Secretary Robin Cook 
wrote in The Guardian one day after the 7/7 terrorist attacks 
in London that the term “al-Qaeda” was invented by the CIA 
to designate a computer database of CIA-trained mujahideen 
recruits around the world, administered by Osama bin Laden.35 
 Overwhelming evidence in the public record confirms that 
groups identified as being affiliated to al-Qaeda in the Middle 

East, Central Asia, the Balkans, the Caucasus and the Asia-
Pacific, have been penetrated, subverted and manipulated by 
Western intelligence services. But why? Largely to destabilise 
regional environments to pave the way for new “security” poli-
cies that serve to protect not people, but foreign investors tak-
ing over regional markets – especially markets with significant 
oil and gas deposits.36 
 Indeed, one CIA analyst described the covert strategy 
in plain words to the mainstream Swiss television journalist 
Richard Labeviere (currently chief editor at Radio France Inter-
national): “The policy of guiding the evolution of Islam and of 
helping them against our adversaries worked marvellously well 
in Afghanistan against the Red Army. The same doctrines can 
still be used to destabilise what remains of Russian power, and 
especially to counter the Chinese influence in Central Asia.” 
 It should not be a surprise then (although it was at first to 
me!), to discover that al-Qaeda operatives as senior as Ayman 
al-Zawahiri, bin Laden’s own right-hand man, are in fact CIA 

informants. The latter was confirmed by 
none other than Yousef Bodansky, former 
Director of the Congressional Task Force 
on Terrorism, reporting in Defense & 
Foreign Affairs: Strategic Policy that the 
al-Qaeda deputy leader was approached 
by a CIA emissary in November 1997, 
and essentially offered $50 million to 
protect US interests in the Balkans.37 
       It should not be lost on us that the 
same al-Zawahiri appears on the re-
cently released al-Qaeda videos claiming 
responsibility for the London bombings. 
The implication is dire, but it is one 
supported by other academics such as 
University of Ottawa professor Michel 
Chossudovsky and University of Cali-
fornia (Berkeley) professor Peter Dale 

Scott: that “al-Qaeda” has continued to function throughout the 
post-Cold War period as an instrument of Western statecraft, 
a covert operations tool. This, and everything else discussed 
here, renders the whole “War on Terror” narrative meaning-
less, and exposes it as an ideological framework engineered to 
legitimise a state of unlimited war for power and profit.

looking ahead

 Five years on, the way forward for the 9/11 truth movement 
is to put an end to the obsessive infighting, forge bonds with 
all activists sceptical of the official 9/11 story regardless of 
whether they are LIHOP (Let It Happen On Purpose), MIHOP 
(Made It Happen On Purpose), or even neither, and unite on 
a common platform based on asking hard questions. We don’t 
have all the answers, but we do know that the official account 
is wrong on all counts. Interpreting the often complex (and 
sometimes technical) data is difficult enough; overcoming the 
reflexive psychological barriers that most people are socialised 
into putting up as soon as they hear of the possibility of state-
sponsored self-terrorism is even more difficult. 
 9/11 truth needs to be understood and advocated in the 
context of clarifying the long tradition of state-sponsored self-
terrorism that is so deeply embedded in our societies, as well 
as in relation to the wider dynamics of an increasingly unstable 
and indeed crumbling global imperial system, which the pow-
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CIA informants.
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ers-that-be are desperately attempting to rehabilitate under the 
mantle of fighting the “War on Terror.”
 In this context, a strategy of compassion and persuasion is 
urgently required, one which looks ahead to the possibility of 
a new social model that is ecologically sound, politically free, 
economically just and spiritually awake to the ethical values 
that make us human. In keeping that vision at the heart of our 
movement, perhaps we will be able to magnify the successes 
made so far and reach out to people everywhere.
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© By iAN roBertSoN

Rosslyn Chapel was built by Aliens! It has a 
Star-Gate situated in its north-east corner. 
Its vaults (built by the Knights Templar) 
hold secret scrolls, the mummified head of 

Christ, the Ark of the Covenant, the Holy Grail, the 
secret of the Holy bloodline and countless other lost 
treasures. These are some of the many claims to have 
appeared in print over the last 20 years or so.

 Can any of these fantastical claims be right? 
 If you do want to know the ‘real deal’ about Rosslyn 
Chapel then you may want to check out what the locals have to 
say about it! I’m not suggesting that you have to be a local to 
know facts from fiction, but it is a distinct help. 
 Mark Oxbrow and myself grew up a few miles from this 
‘Cathedral of Codes’. It has captivated us both from our first 
respective encounters with it. No matter what you have read 
about it, nothing quite prepares you for your first visit. It is 
breathtaking and quite unique from any other churches of this 
period. 
 Over the many years we have visited the chapel on literally 
hundreds of occasions. The sheer exuberance of carved detail 
means that we still find carvings tucked away that we never 
noticed before. This is just part of the incredible magnetism of 
the place.
 The chapel sits just 7 miles south of Edinburgh. Its 
founder was Sir William St Clair, Earl of Rosslyn and Prince 
of Orkney. He created the building between 1446 and 1484. 
He started work on the structure when he was about 50 as a 
public statement of his spirituality and in thanks to God for the 
good life that had been bestowed upon him by his creator. An 
extremely religious family, the St Clair’s were devout Roman 
Catholics.
 Today it is the building that attracts the crowds. For many 
this is most certainly because of its inclusion in Dan Brown’s 
novel The Da Vinci Code. What lies beyond and around the 
chapel, however, is equally as enchanting. 
 In the nearby wood stands an ancient Yew hedge, thought 
to have been planted by the chapel’s founder Sir William St 
Clair, at the time he was constructing his masterpiece. Prob-
ably only a handful of the thousands of visitors that visit the 

chapel every year have ever seen this, even though it’s literally 
only a few hundred metres from the car park. Most people park 
their cars, visit the building and then return to their vehicles 
and leave.
 Some, it must be said, do venture down to the glorious 
ruined castle (pictured in The Da Vinci Code movie). Few take 
the walk around the building through the undergrowth, to the 
far side, to visit an old Yew tree that has stood there for 800 
years. 
 The picturesque woodland in the glen below the chapel is 
all that now remains of a once vast forest that extended down 
to the borders between Scotland and England. Bronze Age rock 

Entrance to Rosslyn Chapel (image courtesy Mark Oxbrow)
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carvings along the side of the river Esk deep in this glen, attest 
that human settlements have existed here since ancient times. 
 The origins of man-made caves above the river on the op-
posite bank from the chapel and castle are now lost in antiquity. 
One of these, Wallace’s cave, is named after the great Scottish 
hero who is said to have taken refuge there after the battle of 
Falkirk in 1298. Even then, the caves were thought to have 
been ancient.
 This landscape has always been a mysterious and magical 
place, steeped in ancient myths and legends that have been in 
existence centuries before people became interested in the ones 
included by Dan Brown in The Da Vinci Code. 
 The name Rosslyn is derived from two Celtic words: Ross, 
meaning a promontory or rocky outcrop, and Lynn, meaning 
a fall of water. The name relates to the landscape surround-
ing the chapel and castle at the head of the village but not to a 
‘Rose Line’ as suggested by Brown and others.

The Real Legends
 The old traditional tales of Rosslyn 
include the story of a Dark Age Princess 
called Pantheoria who settled here with a 
king Donald. Nearby a mysterious ‘Maiden 
Castle’ once stood, that legend states exist-
ed long before the present castle was build. 
This legend has parallels with Arthurian 
romances. 
 Other tales, as we discovered, also 
mirrored different themes from the Grail 
traditions – but amazingly, in a completely 
different way from what we first expected. 
The majority of the various theories offered 
up over the last 20 years including Dan 
Brown’s, miss the mark completely when 
they describe the tales of Rosslyn.
  Another tradition describes the river Esk far below, run-
ning red for three days after thousands fell in the bloody battle 
of Rosslyn in 1303. In recognition of this particular event some 
local place names still describe the aftermath of the battle. 
Stinkin’ rigg is so called from the stench of the dead soldiers 
bodies that rotted where they fell. Shin-bane (bone) field was 
so named from the fact that local farmers constantly uncovered 
the bones of the dead during the plowing season. 
 An enchanted white lady haunts the castle and the sur-
rounding woods. She is the guardian of a lost treasure allegedly 
worth millions of pounds. Is this treasure wisdom, power and 
wealth or a great library? Well, its actually all of the above 
if you put the different accounts together. Only someone that 
is pure of heart (sound familiar?), the legend continues, can 
discover this treasure. 
 Surprisingly, these tales, down through the ages, have 
always been associated with the castle not the chapel! Hidden 
treasures in a secret chamber beneath the chapel are all rela-
tively modern. 
 So what is under the chapel? 
 The famous 19th century Scottish novelist, Sir Walter Scott, 
explains what’s there in his 1812 poem ‘The lay of the Last 
Minstrel’.

 ‘Twas seen from Dryden’s groves of oak 

 And seen from cavern’d Hawthorn-den. 

 Seem’d all on fire that chapel proud,

 Where Roslin’s chiefs uncoffin’d lie, 

 Each Baron, for a sable shroud,

 Sheath’d in his iron panoply. 

 Seem’d all on fire within, around,

 Deep sacristy and altar's pale; 

 Shone every pillar foliage bound, 

 And glimmer’d all the dead men’s mail. 

 Blaz’d battlement and pinnet high,

 Blaz’d every rose-carved buttress fair

 So still they blaze when fate is nigh

 The lordly line of high St. Clair. 

 There are twenty of Roslin’s barons bold

 Lie buried within that proud chapelle; 

 As a private family chapel built in the 15th century, what 
was always destined to lie beneath the 
church was a family vault for the St Clairs. 
Sir Walter Scott’s reference ‘Seem’d all 
on fire…’ is because of a St Clair tradition 
which states that when a member of the 
house of Rosslyn dies a mysterious glow 
surrounds the chapel, as if it were on fire! 
 Yet another famous legend tells of the 
events surrounding a Royal Hunt. The 
medieval Scottish King Robert Bruce along 
with a St Clair knight hunted a magical 
white deer in the nearby forest. The legend 
of the white deer ended with its capture in 
the Pentland Hills to the west of Rosslyn. 
This all took place a few short years after 
the 1314 battle of Bannockburn. The hunt 
had a grave wager attached to it. If the St 
Clair hounds failed to catch the deer then 

his head was forfeit. St Clair after a nail-biting hunt fortunately 
won the wager and was given the lands of Pentland Moor 
by King Robert Bruce as payment. In thanks he dedicated a 
church to St Cathrine, the family's patron saint, on the spot 
where the prey fell. The ruin is now underneath the waters of 
Glencorse reservoir.
 More legends exist of ghostly pipers, phantom dogs, hoards 
of rats and other strange tales surrounding the ‘chapel amidst 
the woods’ as this beautiful building was once called, all of 
which we have examined in depth. 
 The most famous legend, which Dan Brown includes in 
The Da Vinci Code (and the only one that he got right about 
Rosslyn) is the story of the Apprentice Pillar. This pillar is the 
most ornately carved pillar in the whole building. 
 The story goes that Sir William St Clair tasked his Master 
Mason with carving the most exquisite pillar. The Master set 
off immediately to Rome to study architecture for inspiration. 
Even though he was a master craftsman of some skill, he felt 
that he needed more training. When he returned he found this 
column, just as you see it today, already sculpted by his young 
trainee who had seen it in a dream. The Master became so 
enraged he killed his apprentice with a blow to his temple from 
a stonemason’s mallet. For his heinous crime, he was taken out 
and hung. 
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© By MArk oxBroW

Rosslyn Chapel has kept its secrets 
for five hundred years. It was once 
said that no-one would ever crack 

the mystery of the chapel’s carvings 
– that their story was lost forever.

 When I first stepped into Rosslyn Chapel I 
thought I had wandered into the realm of Faerie. 
The chapel was full of carved stone dragons 
and green men, unicorns, camels and monkeys, 
knights and maidens, devils and angels. I was 
spellbound. There were thousands of carvings – it 
seemed that every inch of the walls were covered 
in magical figures, flowers and foliage.
 I was fascinated by the chapel and started 
reading everything I could find about it. Over the 
years I read fanciful tales of Templar treasures, 
lost gospels and secret heresies. I spent months in 
Scottish libraries – reading books of old legends, 
ghost stories and traditional tales. In time I met Ian 
Robertson and we began to 
piece together the real story of 
the chapel and castle.
 Carving by carving, symbol 
by symbol we studied every 
stone of the chapel and finally, 
after more then ten years of 
investigation we finally discov-
ered the lost story of Rosslyn 
Chapel.
 The chapel can be read as 
a giant picture book. The story 
begins in the northeast corner 
and unfolds as you walk clock-
wise around the chapel from 
east to south, south to west, 
and west to north. The story is 
simple and incredibly beauti-
ful. It begins with the first light 
of dawn, young green men 
and the birth of Christ, and 
ends with the Day of Judge-
ment, the dark and the depths 
of winter.
 In the Da Vinci Code movie 
Tom Hanks and Audrey Tautou 
find a small six pointed star 
above the stairway to Ross-
lyn’s sacristy. Dan Brown says 

that there is a six pointed Star of David, Solomon’s 
Seal, worn into Rosslyn’s floor by generations of 
visitors. Brown tells us that the star in Rosslyn 
symbolises the perfect union of female and male, 
the chalice and the blade, feminine and masculine. 
In reality there is no six pointed star in the chapel 
but Dan Brown has, purely by accident, stumbled 
on one of Rosslyn’s secrets. 
 The chapel does indeed depict the union of 
feminine and masculine. The chapel has a light 
half and a dark half, a female half and a male half. 
In the south we find the light, feminine side of the 
chapel. At dawn the sunlight floods in through 
the windows in the east. The east symbolises the 
beginning of the day, the spring and the beginning 
of life. The south is summer and life and light – 
the daytime when the sun is high in the sky and 
the harvest ripens in the field. The south door is 
known as ‘the Ladies’ door’ where the women of 
Rosslyn’s congregation would enter the chapel. 
Around the south door are depictions of women 
– a virgin martyr baring a palm leaf, Veronica 
holding her veil and a maiden with flowing hair 

who carries the cross behind a 
Christian knight.
 As you step across the 
chapel to the north side you 
walk from day to night, light 
to darkness, feminine to mas-
culine. You are greeted in the 
north aisle by the devil – a folk 
devil with goat’s horns and 
ass’s ears. In the north you will 
find Christ upon the cross, the 
resurrection and the breaking 
of the seventh seal ushering 
in the Day of Judgement. The 
north door is ‘the Bachelors’ 
door’, where the men would 
enter the chapel. On the north 
wall are scenes from Hell; a 
horned demon eating a sinner, 
skull-faced creatures, falling 
mermen, dead green men and 
fiendish monsters.
 As you come full circle to the 
end of the north aisle you find 
yourself back in the northeast 
corner. The year turns, winter 
to spring, death to rebirth, and 
the cycle begins again.

The Secret Story 
of Rosslyn

R.P. Phillimore postcard depicting the legend of the 
murdered apprentice. (From Rosslyn and the Grail)
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 The story is said to be 
carved into the chapel itself, 
and has certainly been recorded 
as long ago as 1677. High up in 
the north west corner, is a badly 
worn head of a man. It’s said 
to be a portrait of the Master 
Mason – forced to look upon 
the work he so envied for all 
eternity. Just across to the left 
of it is another head with a gash 
carved on his right brow. This 
is a portrait of the unfortunate 
apprentice with his mortal 
wound. And just to the left of 
this head is a woman, the boy’s 
mother, said to be lament-
ing the untimely death of her 
talented son. People have drawn 
parallels between this story and 
the murdered mason theme in the third degree Masonic ritual. 
 We have also discovered similar legends associated with 
other medieval churches. One legend which thousands know 
now, which Dan Brown probably read about and included in his 
story, is actually a modern fabrication!
 This claim is that the Knights Templar built the chapel, 
having been given refuge after the Order’s suppression. Any 
suggested connection with the medieval order is sadly the stuff 
of fiction and alternative theories, but without any foundation 
whatsoever. In fact, historical record proves that two members 
of the St Clair family actually testified against the Templars at 
a trial in Edinburgh in 1309!
 To the back of the chapel a large monument stands in the 
grounds. This is the grave of Frances Robert St Clair Erskine. 
He was the fourth of the modern earls of Rosslyn. The blood 
descendants of the founder remained the local lairds for cen-
turies, up until ‘the last Rosslyn,’ as history refers to him, died 
in 1778 without any male heirs. He, like the founder, was also 
named William and he was the first Grand Master Mason of 
the Scottish Freemasons when they set up their Grand Lodge in 
1736. 
 After his death the title was eventually transferred to a 
branch of the family known as St Clair Erskine, the surname of 
today’s earl. Frances Robert, who is buried beneath the monu-

ment, was similarly a Grand 
Master of the Freemasons. He 
was also the Grand Master of 
the Masonic Order of Knights 
Templar’s between 1884–1890 
and therefore Rosslyn’s real 
Templar connection albeit neo 
Templar rather than medieval. 
    And so, these are just some 
of the legends that we have 
studied over the years. It was 
our shared quest to discover 
what lay behind the old tales 
and mysteries that led Mark 
Oxbrow and myself to eventu-
ally meet. 
    This was about a decade 
ago at a symposium hosted by 
a group called the Sauniere 
Society. On the programme 

were various renowned speakers lecturing on topics ranging 
from the mysteries of the Holy Grail to the Knights Templar, 
Freemasons and Rosslyn Chapel. The keynote speaker was 
Henry Lincoln, co-writer of Holy Blood Holy Grail. 
 A decade of joint work later and we are now the speakers 
that are regularly lecturing at different events around Britain, 
sometimes sharing a platform with Henry. 
 In 2005 our new book Rosslyn and the Grail was well 
received much to our delight. Our years of study, research, and 
Indiana Jones type adventures around the Rosslyn area has 
paid off. Published by Mainstream publishing, Rosslyn and the 
Grail is now on general release across Australia.

Rosslyn and the Grail, 2005 first edition, hardback, is avail-
able from New Dawn Book Service at the special price of 
$29.95 plus $8 p&h.   «

Rosslyn's most famous Green Man (image courtesy Mark Oxbrow)
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© By MArk GAFFNey

They teach the insidious doctrine
that there is another God besides the Creator.
– Irenaeus, Against Heresies

For many heretics have said that the God
Of the Old Testament is one,
and the God of the New Testament is another.
– Ambrose, On the Holy Spirit, I, 4

Gnostics attributed the work of creation to a 
lesser deity or demi urge known as Ialda-
baoth (also spelled Yaldabaoth or Jalda-
baoth), but the notion of the demiurge was 

not a Gnostic invention. Nearly five hundred years 
before Christianity, Plato described a similar Creation 
scheme in his Timaeus. In fact, as we know from a 
number of pagan theogonies that have 
come down to us, the same formula 
existed throughout the ancient world.1 

 The story goes something like this: In 
the beginning the unknowable and self-
begotten first principle emerges from watery 
chaos and gives birth to the gods. This 
primal being first cleaves in two, and then 
consorts with itself, thus producing the next 
divine pair. And so it goes. Each successive 
generation of gods gives rise to the next un-
til the full pantheon emerges. At some point 
the cosmic clock begins to tick. The various 
responsibilities attending Creation are del-
egated, after which heaven and the earth are 
formed along with the stars, day and night, 
and the elements air, fire, and earth. Very late in the game 
living things appear, including, almost as an afterthought, the 
human race.
 This grand Creation scheme was, with many variations, al-
most uni versal throughout the ancient world – and this includes 
the Greeks, despite that remarkable flowering of speculation 
about man, God, and the universe known as Greek philosophy. 
Most of the Greek philoso phers, of course, were monothe-

ists. Yet, with some exceptions, they managed to coexist with 
polytheism. The great thinkers were not fooled. They under-
stood that mythology was to be taken figuratively, not literally. 
The purpose of philosophy was to delve deeper – and the true 
foundation was obviously monotheism. The gods of Olympus 
were entirely derivative.
 The Gnostic Ialdabaoth has been translated as “begetter 
of Sabaoth,” which seems to have been a pejorative pun for 
YHWH Sabaoth, one of the names of Yahweh in the Old Testa-
ment. The demiurge, of course, was wholly foreign to Judaism. 
Whereas the monotheistic Greek philosophers often tolerated 
a proliferation of lesser deities, Judaism insisted on a single 
entity: Yahweh. By some accounts he was attended by a council 
of angels, but Yahweh remained the prime mover; he alone 
was responsible for Creation. Even today this remains one of 
Judaism’s distinguishing features. 

origins Within Judaism

  Most scholars regard the demiurge as 
a Gnostic rebellion against Judaism.2 This 
may well be so, but it is important to realise 
that the demiurge was not a simple phe-
nomenon. The rebellion involved a devalu-
ation of the God of the Old Testament, 
which is partially explained by historical 
events – namely, the three failed Jewish 
revolts against Roman rule. The first and 
best known of these was the Jewish War 
of 66-73 CE. A second less well-known 
uprising was put down in 115-117 CE, dur-
ing the rule of Trajan, and a third and final 
insurrection, the Bar Kokhba rebellion, was 
crushed in 135 CE.3 There is no doubt that 
these failed political revolts against Rome 
seriously undermined the prestige of Yah-
weh. And for this reason the inception of 

the Gnostic demiurge might date to as early as the period after 
70 CE, the year of the cataclysmic destruction of the famous 
temple of Herod.
 But political history does not tell the full story. The de-
valuation of Yahweh was also rooted in a process of religious 
reform that had been underway within Judaism for centuries, 
and which only attained its full fruition in the person of Jesus. 
To understand this reform, and how it came about, we must 
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look to the Old Testament, in particular, to the seminal book 
of Job. (Many scholars have sought answers in Genesis, which 
is understandable, given that the demiurge is associated with 
Creation, but with less satisfactory results.)
 Most Christians probably assume that the God of the 
Hebrews in the days of Abraham was the same as the God of 
Moses and, furthermore, that this God was also equivalent to 
the Father mentioned by Jesus with such love and devotion. 
Any such assumptions are false, however, but not because 
God changed. God’s nature, being absolute and eternal, never 
changes. What does change is human understanding. The hu-
man conception of God, the God concept, has changed many 
times over the course of history and will continue to evolve in 
the future. In a famous essay called “The God of the Fathers,” 
first published in 1929, the Old Testament scholar Albrecht Alt 
explored whether such a transformation had occurred at the 
time of Moses. Alt found clues in the Pentateuch suggesting 
that the Elohist scribe had amended the earliest accounts to 
bring the more archaic God-concept of the early Hebrews, the 
God of the patriarchs, in line with the later 
(and more pure) monotheism of Moses.4 
Alt’s paper touched off a lively debate 
among biblical scholars that continues to 
this day.
 The reform that we are about to discuss 
is another example of the sort of evolu-
tion observed by Alt. The need for reform 
of the Old Testament God-concept was 
real enough. While some Old Testament 
passages describe Yahweh as merciful, 
loyal, forgiving, and benevolent, he is at 
least as often portrayed as jealous, grouchy, 
wrathful, irritable, proud, boastful, unfor-
giving, temperamental, cruel, vengeful, 
and even bloodthirsty, prepared to sanction 
cold-blooded murder or mass slaughter, 
including the annihilation of entire cities. 
Given the numerous examples of God-sanctioned mayhem 
in scripture, it is no wonder that discriminating readers have 
sometimes doubted whether this same Yahweh can inspire our 
confidence and trust, to say nothing of love, devotion, respect 
and emulation. Oftentimes, fear and trembling seems a more 
likely human response. And while fear of divine retribution can 
be a powerful force for good, and, at times, perhaps, a neces-
sary motivator, if the goal is to uplift humanity from a moral 
standpoint, the example set by Yahweh in the Old Testament 
falls short of inspirational (to say the least).

the book oF Job

 The Old Testament Book of Job, whose author is unknown, 
has two main themes: the question of evil, and the character of 
Yahweh. Many scholars rightly regard Job, along with Isaiah, 
Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, as representative of the high-water mark 
of the Old Testament.5 The central part of the book is a series 
of poems that was probably composed sometime in the fifth 
or sixth century BCE. Part folk tale, prophetic oracle, hymn, 
lamentation, didactic treatise, and epic, Job makes use of 
almost every genre in the Bible. The question it raises is no less 
pertinent today: Why does evil flourish while good people suf-
fer? The answer the story provides broke sharply with Judaic 
tradition, and for this reason Job was surely controversial in its 

day. Tradition held that God would eventually reward the good 
man, regardless of his sufferings. Like the prophet Jeremiah, 
however (see Jeremiah 13:14, 24–25 and 15:6–7), the author 
of Job adopts a much more pessimistic outlook that probably 
reflects the bleak aftermath of the conquest and destruction 
of Judah by Nebuchadnezzar in the early sixth century BCE. 
Although the precise composition date of Job is not known, the 
book is obviously from the time of exile or later.6

 The story openly portrays Yahweh in league with Satan. 
God torments the good man (Job) despite the fact that he keeps 
the Law and lives a morally upright life. Job’s many trials are 
the work of Satan, Yahweh’s servant (or possibly his son), who 
whispers false accusations in God’s ear and receives permission 
to punish Job in order to test him and expose the wickedness 
allegedly concealed in his heart. Job’s flocks are stripped from 
him, his servants are slaughtered, and his sons and daughters 
are killed in a mighty whirlwind. He himself is stricken with a 
terrible wasting disease that causes great suffering and brings 
him to the edge of the grave. Job’s body literally becomes an 

open wound. To make matters worse, Job’s 
wife and his friends also turn against him: 
His wife urges him to curse Yahweh and 
to abandon all faith in God; meanwhile, 
his friends make superficial religious cant 
and castigate Job for having the temerity to 
maintain his innocence. One after another 
they admonish him, insisting that because 
Yahweh is punishing him, ipso facto, he 
must be guilty. They advise him to submit 
quietly to his sufferings, which obviously 
have been ordained by God. But Job will 
have none of it. Like a rock he holds fast 
to principle. Stubbornly he maintains his in-
nocence and insists upon justice. Yet, at the 
same time, he remains faithful to Yahweh, 
refusing to condemn or even criticise the 
Almighty. 

 What is shocking about the story is the ease with which 
Yahweh succumbs to Satan’s false witness about Job’s alleged 
faithlessness. Being omniscient, Yahweh should be able to eas-
ily verify Job’s goodness and constancy. But instead he hands 
Job over to Satan with a single proviso: “He is in your power,” 
Yahweh says. “But spare his life.” Though Job remains faith-
ful throughout, before his terrible ordeal is done he curses the 
day of his birth. No less shocking is Yahweh’s failure to acquit 
Job even after his innocence has been established. There is to 
be no moment of truth and no justice under heaven. Instead of 
vanquishing Satan for making false accusations, Yahweh turns 
on the victim. Instead of offering solace and comfort to the 
innocent, he badgers Job and bullies him, sneers at him with 
rhetorical questions, and then confronts the hapless man with a 
mind-boggling display of divine wrath. 
 In the end poor Job is beaten down and brought to his 
knees. But how can it be otherwise, given Yahweh’s over-
whelming might? The rod of God is an awesome thing. In the 
end Job is reduced to a stuttering simpleton. He repents, even 
though he is innocent, and admits that he has been talking 
about things far beyond his ken. Having seen the omnipotence 
of Yahweh, he is prepared to eat dust. In this vein Job responds: 
“What reply can I give to you, I who carry no weight?” (Job 
40:4; 42:2) In a final prose epilogue Yahweh shows a loving 
touch by restoring Job’s health and property, but there is no 
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mention of restoring his dead servants and children. Indeed, 
the somewhat cheery conclusion feels out of step with the 
rest of the composition, as if a later scribe who was no less 
shocked than we by Yahweh’s repulsive behaviour added it to 
redeem God’s tarnished image. Indeed, so subversive is the 
Book of Job that it is remarkable the book was retained in the 
Bible. Probably the scribal “correction” saved it from being 
thrown out, this and the fact that Job is a literary masterpiece. 
Of course, even with its modified ending, the story is far from 
satisfactory. Job’s total submission in the face of brute force 
seems a lame solution to the problem of evil. Nonetheless, the 
book is momentous because the questions the story fails to 
resolve were to rebound over the centuries, as we shall see, and 
preoccupy the final books of the Old Testament.

YahWeh’s deFiCienCY

 So what is the root of the matter in the story of Job? Carl 
Jung, the founder of analytical psychology, points out in his 
able commentary Answer to Job that for all of his infinite 
power Yahweh ultimately damns himself. By humiliating Job, 
by making him eat dust, God unwittingly reveals his own deep 
character flaw, brutishness, while at the same time elevating the 
impotent but righteous human. Job may be powerless before the 
Almighty, yet he remains free to choose, and by choosing well 
he shows impressive moral strength. Indeed, Job’s fortitude 
stands in marked contrast with Yahweh’s rage and reproaches 
the deity’s ratification of evil. To be sure, Yahweh carries the 
day. With infinite power at his disposal, the outcome is not 
in doubt. Yet, from a moral standpoint Yahweh’s display of 

heavenly fireworks and thunder fails to impress. This is the 
beautiful and terrible irony of the story: that Job, despite his 
relative impotence, comes to stand in righteous judgment over 
God himself. As Jung put it:

We do not know whether Job realises this, but we do 
know from the numerous commentaries on Job that all 
succeeding ages have overlooked the fact that a kind of 
Moira... rules over Yahweh, causing him to give himself 
away so blatantly. Anyone can see how unwittingly he 
raises Job by humiliating him in the dust. By so doing 
he pronounces judgment on himself and gives man the 
moral satisfaction whose absence we [find] so painful 
in the Book of Job.7

The word Moira refers to fate or destiny. In Greek religion 
Moira was one of the three personified seasons that accom-
panied Zeus, and were often pictured hovering just above his 
shoulder. The point is that Zeus was governed by them even 
though he was the most important Greek deity. The mere 
thought that such a thing might also hold in monotheistic 
Judaism is shocking. Surely the Godhead cannot be subject to 
fate. It is God, after all, who determines the destinies of others. 
Nonetheless, from the story it is clear that despite his omnipo-
tence Yahweh is lacking in something. Job apparently intuits 
this because in his suffering he asks: “But tell me, where does 
Wisdom come from? Where is understanding to be found?” 
(Job 28:12) In the very next verse Job answers his own ques-
tion. “Wisdom?” he says. “It is fear of the Lord.” Here, as Jung 
notes, Job shows that he is unaware of his own achievement. He 
does not seem to understand that in holding firm, standing on 
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his innocence, and insisting on justice he has won a tremendous 
moral victory, not just for himself, but for all mankind. Job’s 
answer may seem unsatisfactory, but it is important because 
during the apocalyptic age it became the grist for the scribal 
mill, as we shall see.
 Now back to the problem raised by Jung, that Yahweh is 
ruled by fate: Even though Yahweh as God must have access 
to all knowledge, in the story of Job, as we have seen, he has 
neglected or forgotten, as Jung phrases it, “to consult his own 
omniscience.” It seems that Yahweh has been split off from 
a part of himself, which means that he is not fully conscious. 
Which is incredible! And what of his boasting? Indeed, what 
could possibly compel an all-powerful and 
all-knowing Being to stoop to bluster and 
threats in the first place? This discomfit-
ing aspect of Yahweh’s behaviour, analysed 
long ago by the unknown author of the 
Secret Book of John, one of the Gnostic 
gospels found at Nag Hammadi, was the 
key Gnostic insight: 

…he [Yahweh] said to them, ‘I am a 
jealous God and there is no other god 
beside me.’ But by announcing this he 
indicated to the angels who attended 
to him that there exists another God, 
for if there were no other one, of whom 
would he be jealous?8

 Of whom, indeed? No scholar in the 
modern era has understood the theological 
question implicit in the Book of Job better 
than the Gnostic scribe of old. Nor has anyone stated it more 
succinctly. While the phrase “I am a jealous God...” does 
not appear in the text of Job, it is implied, and it does oc-
cur in Exodus 20:5 and Isaiah 14:5–6. In addition, numerous 
other passages in the Old Testament, eg., Deuteronomy 4:35; 
6:15–16; and 32:19–21 and Isaiah 4:8; 44:6; 45:5, 21; and 46:4, 
convey a similar meaning. In fact, Yahweh’s jealous tantrums 
are a prominent feature of the Old Testament, running through 
scripture like the surly residue of the old Canaanite storm god, 
which is precisely the point. It is of interest that the famous 
heretic hunter Irenaeus, writing two generations before Hip-
polytus, quotes the very same line about the jealous Yahweh in 
his lengthy treatise, Against Heresies.9 Was it mere coincidence 
that Irenaeus devoted the largest portion of his five-volume 
opus to an attempted refutation of the Gnostic demiurge? Or 
was it an accurate indication of the historical importance of 
Yahweh’s character defect? There is no question that the con-
troversy surrounding the demiurge was one of the major battle 
lines separating the Gnostics from orthodox Christianity.
 Let us now investigate why Yahweh would allow Satan’s 
experiment to be foisted on an innocent man. Jung was appar-
ently intrigued by the same question, for he writes:

It is indeed no edifying spectacle to see how quickly 
Yahweh abandons his faithful servant [Job] to the evil 
spirit and lets him fall without compunction or pity into 
the abyss of... suffering. From the human point of view, 
Yahweh’s behaviour is so revolting that one has to ask 
oneself whether there is not a deeper motive hidden 
behind it. Has Yahweh some secret resistance against 
Job? That would explain his yielding to Satan. But what 
does man possess that God does not have?10

 The psychologist goes on to suggest that Yahweh’s behav-
iour is driven by an ulterior concern, namely, the divine suspi-
cion that our frail human consciousness is more keen than his 
own. The very idea is stunning! Consider, though, that driven 
by the ever-present knowledge of our own severe limitations 
as well as our relative impotence, we humans are required to 
cultivate consciousness simply to survive. We have little choice 
in the matter. Yahweh, on the other hand, has no such need for 
introspection because he is unchallenged, has no opposition, 
and encounters no obstacles; nothing requires him to reflect 
upon himself.
 Stranger still is the conclusion that follows from a related 

question: Why would Yahweh instruct 
Satan to spare Job’s life? Judging from 
Yahweh’s sadistic behaviour, the reason can 
have nothing to do with compassion. Yah-
weh is perfectly content to wreak mayhem 
on Job without regret or remorse. Nor can 
the reason involve a former loyalty, namely, 
the Mosaic covenant; for the Book of Job 
reflects the period following the destruction 
of the first temple, when the old covenant 
must have seemed a moot article. In fact, 
in Job there is not the slightest pretense of 
a covenant. Why then does Yahweh spare 
Job’s life? Is it possible that he likes having 
someone around to hear him boast? Does 
he enjoy having someone present to witness 
his thundering about heaven? Can it be that 
Yahweh actually needs Job? Quite probably 

he does, which would explain Jung’s purpose in mentioning 
Moira, the season of destiny.
 Here, an example from the Greeks may help. We know 
from the oldest extant account from Greek mythology, the 
Hymn of Demeter, that when Hades abducted Demeter’s beauti-
ful daughter, Persephone, and took her to his realm of the 
dead, Demeter, the grain goddess, became so heartsick that she 
refused to extend her usual bounty upon the earth.11 Stricken by 
a year-long drought and resulting crop failures, humanity faced 
extreme privation, even mass starvation. In this dire circum-
stance mighty Zeus was compelled to intervene and arrange a 
compromise: Zeus ordained that henceforth Persephone would 
spend part of the year above ground with her mother, Demeter, 
and the rest below it with her new consort, Hades. And why 
would Zeus be concerned enough to intervene? Quite simply, 
something had to be done because a mass die-off of humanity 
would leave no human supplicants to perform the daily sac-
rifices and rituals in honour of the gods!12 Just as humankind 
needed the gods, so also did the Greek gods need humankind. 
 In the story of Job we find hints of a similar phenomenon. 
Yahweh makes Job suffer, yes, but he dare not exterminate 
him because he needs a living and breathing Job to honour and 
glorify his divine name. It is Yahweh’s fate to require wor-
ship. Of course, the relationship between God and human is 
not between equals. An enormous gulf separates Yahweh from 
the puny and subservient Job. Nevertheless, it is a reciprocal 
relationship. Yahweh needs humans as much as humans need 
him. The deeper conclusion to which this leads is never openly 
stated in the Book of Job. But it is certainly implied, which ex-
plains why Job was (and remains) so controversial: If Yahweh 
is subject to fate and if he requires worship, how can he truly 
be the penultimate Godhead, the first without a second? Of 
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course, he cannot. Yahweh as presented in Job is but a figure-
head, a demiurge on a par with Zeus and the other pagan storm 
gods.
 Job’s query regarding Wisdom takes us to the heart of the 
matter, for Wisdom is the quality Yahweh lacks. The Greek 
word for her is Sophia. She is the Divine Mother, the feminine 
companion to God. She is well known in the East, where she 
is the active principle in the Godhead, with many names. In 
the various Hindu traditions she appears as Kali, Shakti, and 
Durga, among others. It is she who both manifests the world, 
sustains it, and transforms it. But, East or West, she is insepa-
rable from the Godhead. In Judaism, however, awareness of her 
nature and importance was a late development. That it hap-
pened at all may have been due in no small 
part due to the anonymous scribe responsi-
ble for the Book of Job. 
 The problem is how to reconcile her 
gentle and wise nature with the gruff and 
irritable Yahweh. The temperamental 
patriarch of old stubbornly resists the intru-
sion of her feminine presence. The Hebrew 
God prefers to stand alone, imperious in his 
majesty, bristling with archetypal wrath. In-
deed, in his raging aspect Yahweh is almost 
the antithesis of Wisdom. It is no wonder 
that many of the Old Testament descrip-
tions of Yahweh closely resemble the old 
Canaanite gods El and Baal, the raw matter 
for so much of his composite character.13 In 
the sixth century BCE these dross elements 
were still very much in evidence. 
 The patriarchal storm God dies hard. Yet, change (i.e., 
evolve) God must, because from the moment the author of Job 
exposes Yahweh’s dark underside, his deficiency can no longer 
be ignored, neither on earth nor in heaven. Thus, we find her, 
Sophia, Wisdom, described in the eighth Proverb, where we are 
told that her presence is as old as Creation:

The Lord possessed me in the beginning of his way,
before his works of old.

I was set up from everlasting, from the beginning,
or ever the earth was.
When there were no depths, I was brought forth;
when there were no foundations abounding with water.
When he established the heavens, I was there,
When he marked out the foundations of the earth,
then I was by him, as a master worksman,
and I was daily in his delight,
rejoicing always before him,
rejoicing in his habitable earth;
and my delights were with the sons of men. 
(Proverbs 8: 22–24, 27, 29–31) 

 Parts of Proverbs are very old and may 
even date to the time of Solomon, but the 
chapters about Wisdom, including the ones 
cited above, were composed much later, 
although an exact date has never been estab-
lished. Dating Proverbs has proved difficult. 
Jung interpreted the presence of Wisdom as 
evidence of Greek influence and dated the 
above passage to the third or fourth century 
BCE.14 While this has yet to be confirmed, 
there is no doubt about the very late date of 
a similar description of Wisdom in Ecclesi-
asticus 24:3–30:

I came forth from the Most High,
And I covered the earth like mist.
I had my tent in the heights,
and my throne in a pillar of cloud.

Alone, I circled the vault of the sky,
and I walked on the bottom of the deeps.
Over the waves of the sea and over the whole earth,
and over every people and nation I held sway.
...From eternity, in the beginning, he created me,
and for eternity I shall remain.

 Here she is the spirit of God who broods upon the waters in 
the moment of Creation. Thus, there is no doubt about her an-
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tiquity. Yet, Ecclesiasticus dates to no earlier than around 200 
BCE. The description is meant to be taken retroactively, but 
the passage itself was a late addition to scripture, and is firm 
evidence of a process of reform of the Jewish God concept.
 The same theme also repeats in the Song of Songs, in 
Ecclesiastes, and again in the Book of Wisdom. All of these 
books are part of what is today known as the Wisdom litera-
ture. All were written after the time of Job, during the apoca-
lyptic age, and all are heavily indebted to Job, again and again 
taking up themes that first appear in that book. For example, 
the preacher of Ecclesiastes 9:16-17 states: “Wisdom is bet-
ter than might, but a poor man’s wisdom is never valued and 
his words are disregarded. The gentle words of the wise are 
heard above the shouts of a king of fools.” And in the Book of 
Wisdom 5:1–2 the scribe offers firm support for Job’s right to 
demand justice: “[T]he virtuous man stands up boldly to face 
those who have oppressed him, those who thought so little of 
his sufferings.” 
 In the Wisdom literature we also learn 
more about the nature of the great feminine 
companion to the Deity. As it happens, she 
is a marvelous boon to mankind. Wisdom 
10:17 waxes eloquent about her:

To the saints she gave the wages of 
their labors;
she led them by a marvelous road;
she herself was their shelter by day
and their starlight through the night. 

 And in the Song of Songs, which 
pretends to be the composition of Solomon 
(but isn’t), we find details of the wondrous 
union, or syzygy, of both sides of God, male 
and female.

the Wisdom dialogue Continues

 In the centuries before Jesus, the scribal dialogue about 
Yahweh’s better half (his feminine side) was played out in the 
last books of the Old Testament. This was a positive and impor-
tant development because it produced a deeper awareness of the 
sublime attributes of the Godhead. The process continued in 
the person of Jesus, who campaigned vigorously against every 
kind of superstitious nonsense, including society’s morally rep-
rehensible treatment of lepers.15 At issue, time and again, was 
the old Judaic belief in a vindictive God. The affirmation of 
Wisdom by Jesus is evidenced also by his respectful treatment 
of women. That this new awareness of the Divine Mother was 
also absorbed into Gnostic Christianity is confirmed by the text 
of the Naassene Sermon, which was embedded en toto in the 
Refutation of Hippolytus. The Sermon quotes a hymn honour-
ing the Mother as the companion to the Father: “From thee 
[comes] Father and through thee [comes] Mother, two names 
immortal, progenitors of Aeons...”16 (Refutation 5.6.5) 
 We know from a lost scripture called the Gospel according 
to the Hebrews that Jesus made another extraordinary contribu-
tion to the Wisdom dialogue. Though this gospel was sup-
pressed and thus did not survive, from the descriptions of early 
writers it seems that it closely followed the Gospel of Matthew, 
except that it was written in Hebrew or Aramaic instead of 
Greek; hence its name. The scripture was apparently so popular 
that it was referred to as the “fifth gospel.” Most important, it 

included the following key passage quoting Jesus, which was 
preserved (in two separate places) in the writings of Origen, 
and also in Saint Jerome: “Even now did my Mother the Holy 
Spirit take me by one of my hairs, and carry me away to the 
great Mountain of Tabor.”17 Here, the words of Jesus explicitly 
link the Holy Spirit with the Divine Mother; and virtually the 
same idea occurs in the Gospel of Thomas (Saying 101):

[Jesus said,] Whoever does not hate his father and his 
mother as I do cannot become a disciple to Me. And 
whoever does [not] love his father and his mother as I do 
cannot become a [disciple] to Me. For my mother [gave 
me falsehood], but [my] true [Mother] gave me life.18

 The passage is also noteworthy for its use of the word life, 
a word specifically used by Jesus in reference to spiritual life. 
The idea that the Spirit (spiritual life) flows from the Divine 
Mother was unprecedented in Judaism, and thus was a mo-
mentous development in the West. But the idea had long been 

understood in the East. In the Hindu tradi-
tions the same Divine Mother who brings 
the world into existence and sustains it also 
makes available a very special form of her 
own divine Self: a divine grace that is the 
Eastern equivalent of the Holy Spirit. Hin-
dus believe that by means of this extremely 
subtle energy, known as the Chitti Kun-
dalini or the Shakti Kundalini, the Divine 
Mother brings about the dramatic reversal 
of the flow that leads to the heavenly source. 
Today, the living traditions of Hinduism 
describe this key concept of the reversal of 
the flow in almost exactly the same lan-
guage used by Gnostics in the first centuries 
of Christianity. The only difference is that 
Hindus describe the “descent” of Spirit as 
an awakening from within. Either way, it is 

the decisive turning point in the spiritual life of the disciple. 

the gnostiC response

 More than 1,900 years after the fact it is very difficult for 
us to comprehend the extent of the calamity that enveloped 
Judea during 66–73 CE, and again in 115 and 135 CE. From 
the riveting account of Josephus, the consequences must 
have been horrific, much worse than the damage wreaked by 
Nebuchadnezzar six centuries before. In the act of breaching 
the walls of Jerusalem and destroying the great temple, the 
Roman general Titus proved the prophecies of the apocalyptic 
age to be a colossal failure, indeed, a collective fantasy. Many 
Jews survived the siege, the famine, and the final battle only to 
be crucified. Tens of thousands of others were carried off into 
slavery, or were thrown to the lions in the great Coliseum of 
Rome. Traumatised by war, many Jews in its aftermath must 
have questioned their faith, including the darker attributes of 
Yahweh. In 1927 a scholar named A. Marmorstein found evi-
dence of this in rabbinical texts.19 For Jews who had believed 
in the grand apocalyptic vision, there were only three possible 
options. According to scholar Robert Grant, they could rewrite 
the apocalypse and postpone history; they could explain the 
failed prognostications by trying to show that the sacred writ-
ings had been misinterpreted; or they could simply abandon 
their faith.20

 Little has been written about the war’s impact on the first 
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Christian community of the Nazarenes. One scholar who did 
study the matter, S. G. F. Brandon, concluded that the impact 
was no less horrendous.21 The war scattered Jewish Christians 
far and wide. And if the followers of Jesus were as angry with 
their Jewish brothers as they were with the Romans, they had 
good reason: the zealots had hijacked Judaism and brought ruin 
upon the nation. For which reason Jewish Christians probably 
shared the conviction that if only more people had listened to 
Jesus, events might have turned out very differently. Anyone 
with an eye in his head, after all, could see that the zealots had 
been blind. The entire nation had been led off the cliff like a 
pack of lemmings. To think the fools had believed that Yahweh 
would come down out of the sky and destroy the Romans! 
Where was Yahweh? Was he sleeping? Or was something the 
matter with the national God concept?
 The scattered remnants of the original Jerusalem Church 
found it difficult to regroup. We know that Roman pursuit 
continued, and was intense.22 Eventually, Jewish Christian sects 
did emerge, including the Ebionites and 
Elchaisites, and held on in places like Alex-
andria. But Jews would never again domi-
nate the Jesus movement. The war and the 
subsequent Jewish revolts had set in motion 
a great reshuffling of men and ideas, and out 
of the rubble emerged Gentile Christianity. 
 So began a new phase of the Wisdom 
dialogue within the rich and diverse litera-
ture of Gnostic Christianity; and Alexandria 
was one of the primary cauldrons. Increas-
ingly, the teachings of Jesus passed into 
Gentile hands. Probably for this reason, as 
time passed, there was less sympathy for 
Yahweh’s noisy tantrums, less tolerance 
for the residue of the old pagan storm god. 
There may also have been a feeling that the 
Wisdom literature did not go far enough. To 
many it probably seemed that events had completely discred-
ited the Jewish God along with his people. Thus, the God of 
the Jews suffered the fate history has always accorded losers. 
Yahweh was demoted to the lesser status of a demiurge. To 
be sure, the Fathers of the Church vociferously resisted this 
trend. Irenaeus devoted much of his leaden prose, including the 
greatest portion of Against Heresies, to refuting the Gnostic 
“error.”23 Notwithstanding the views of men like Irenaeus, the 
Gnostic repudiation of Yahweh was not apostasy. Indeed, to 
many Christians it must have seemed like an advance. Certain-
ly the demotion of Yahweh was not the end of God or heaven. 
The Godhead, after all, had not changed. What had changed 
was the concept of God, which simply reconstituted itself in 
human understanding. Indeed, the sloughing off of the less 
desirable elements in Yahweh’s character surely helped many 
to clarify the nature of the Godhead, and thus was a positive 
development. Yahweh was rechristened Saklas, “the fool,” and 
Samael, “the blind.” Behind Yahweh, unseen by him, stood 
Wisdom (the Divine Mother, Sophia, Achamoth, the Ogdoad, 
Barbelo, and so forth), now recognised as the true boss. Yah-
weh was simply the hired man. Above Wisdom, indeed, over 
all, presided the incomprehensible Father about whom Jesus 
had spoken in such loving terms.24 It is interesting to note that 
although Wisdom was often ranked below the Father, their 
relationship was intimate: Wisdom was an integral part of the 
Godhead. 

 The fate of the old Yahweh was not a happy one. Some of 
the more extreme Gnostics dealt harshly with him. In the Hy-
postasis of the Archons, one of the Gnostic scriptures found at 
Nag Hammadi, Ialdabaoth is cast down into dark Tartarus, the 
hellish realm beneath Hades where the Titans had been hurled 
after the defeat of Cronus.25 
 Just as it is difficult for us moderns to understand the full 
measure of the destruction wreaked upon Judea by the Ro-
mans, so also it is difficult to apprehend the Gnostic resynthesis 
that occurred in the war’s aftermath, and why, especially from 
the perspective of places like Alexandria, that reform was so 
necessary.
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This book introduces the reader to an 
intriguing look at humanity’s DNA using 
the ancient and mystical Kabbalah and 
biblical scriptures as well as modern sci-
ence to discern a clear message planted 
within our beings. 
 Gregg Braden is the bestselling 
author of The Isaiah Effect, Walking 
Between Worlds and Awakening to Zero 
Point. A former high technology worker, 
he now bestrides the gulf between sci-
ence/technology and spirituality. It is a 
heady mix.
 It is mystifying and somehow irre-
sistible to think of the Word of crea-
tion and the name of the highest power, 
which I will call, as does author Braden, 
God, being found in every cell of our be-
ing, whether we acknowledge it or not. 
 That real intelligence is the reason 
for our creation is hopeful and gives us 
our undeniable strength. The author 
quite rightly points out that we all have 
DNA which sets us apart as a species. 
 He goes on to ask a relativistic 
question of “Why?” Why are we bat-
tling each other when we have so many 
reasons to be unified? Every individual 
among us has a code imprinted in their 
cells that confirms this absolute rela-
tionship between all humans point by 
point. There is no denying the logic of 
Gregg Braden’s argument.
 The book is arranged from the 
simple background in both the bio-
logical and the biblical aspects of our 
cellular development, through to the 
most complex and arcane of Kabbalistic 
numerology. 
 So, the reader will learn all about 
the theories of evolution and creation-
ism, the discovery of DNA by Crick 

and Watson in the 1950s, the Human 
Genome Project, and also be given a 
general introduction to the profound 
mysteries of the Hebrew alphabet and 
the mystical Kabbalah. 
 The last section brings it all to-
gether in a call for unity in our com-
mon, yet extraordinary, humanity. At 
the conclusion of each chapter is a very 
useful summary which outlines the main 
points and in so doing recaps essential 
information. The material can become 
quite complex and close attention is 
needed to absorb it. 
 Mr Braden’s writing style is aimed at 
the intelligent layperson who wants to 
know the answers to unasked ques-
tions. There are plenty of sidebars and 
illustrations to support his arguments. I 
recommend having a number of book-
marks to place in the appendices and 
endnotes, as well as to mark important 
material that you have already read 
(post–it notes are wonderful!). This 
is one book that begs for a pencil and 
notebook to be near at hand.
 The author always emphasises the 
difference between the ancient scrip-
tural language and our modern tongue. 
It is really a matter of ‘different words 
– same meaning’. When this is taken 
into account, much of the somewhat 
cryptic biblical verses start to make 
sense. 
 For instance, mankind was made 
from the ‘clay’ or dust of the earth. 
Well, yes, we were, as this is the mat-
ter that makes up everything. We are 
just arranged in a different way. Ancient 

alchemy tells us the most plentiful ele-
ments that make up almost everything 
and everyone in our world are Fire, Air 
and Water. No coincidence then that 
these line up quite neatly with Hydro-
gen, Nitrogen and Oxygen. 
 When you have read your Hebrew 
tutorial, it gets even more interesting, 
because the hidden numerical values of 
the Hebrew alphabet fit with a surprising 
number of key elemental attributes from 
our modern periodic table. The more 
I read as a reviewer, the more amazed 
I became. A most common element 
emerged as absolutely essential to the 
construction of life on Earth – Carbon. 
 It certainly is not my intention here 
to summarise Mr Braden’s whole thesis. 
I suggest you read this book to do that 
yourself. It is sufficient to note there 
appear to be far too many connections 
that fit to perfection to be merely coin-
cidental. 
 Through Hebrew the number cor-
relation, values representing the DNA 
in our cells – YHVG and the traditional 
letters representing the name of God 
in Hebrew – YHVH, it can be shown 
that while we share in the attributes of 
God’s name we are not equal to God. 
Mr Braden has chosen to assume that 
references to making ourselves as per-
fect as God would be referring to only 
our spiritual growth. I agree.
 In his concluding section the author 
notes that in the last century mankind 
has been more destructive to fellow 
beings and the environment than at any 
other time. Many wars, both small and 
large, are happening as you read this. 
 Mr Braden does not despair. He 
sees hope in our future. He sees a time 
when disease and suffering as we know 
it will be a memory. It may depend on 
surviving long enough to develop the 
necessary spiritual understanding. 
 An important fact is that during 
times of great suffering and distress, 
humans tend to unify and acts of great 
courage and compassion emerge. This 
has been evident in the last turbulent 
century on this planet, during man 
made and natural disasters. 
 Everything in this book points to 
our common ancestry. All humans have 
a common DNA. We all live on the 
same planet. Ancient texts such as the 
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Kabbalah’s Sepher Yetzirah are actually 
supported by what science is discover-
ing now. Even the supposedly allegorical 
or metaphoric Old Testament scrip-
tures as well as the lost books of the 
Bible become clearer having read this 
book and made the connection. 
 This is no time for fundamental-
ism or spiritual inflexibility. We need 
to share our collective wisdom – and 
quickly. If this book is true in its thesis, 
God’s name is written in every cell 
in our body. We were made in God’s 
image. This is the unequivocal message. 
We are God’s creation; we have the 
DNA to prove it!
 Thank you Gregg Braden.

– Jennifer hoskins
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Stop! Before some of you quickly turn 
the page on this review, I offer an 
anecdote. 
 In the 1950s, the various young 
children in many families often had a 
bath together. This was very true in 
those days and some parents still carry 
on with this daily tradition. 
 Occasionally one child would go 
quiet, stop splashing and take on a 
rather dreamy look. This meant one 
thing. They were having a pee. General 
loud protests would erupt, appealing to 
mother to “do something!” 
 The inevitable shouted reply from 
the busy mother would be, “Don’t 
worry, it’s good for your complexion.” 
Oh dear.
 Mothers and grandmothers know 
about a lot of things and this is no 
exception. Urine is good for your skin 
and many other things as well. This little 
book lifts the veil and dispels some of the 
myths about urine and its use in healing. 

REVIEWS

 Flora Peschek-Böhmer is a natural 
therapist of long standing in Hamburg, 
Germany, who has recommended urine 
therapy to her clients for a variety of 
disorders. Some were revolted by the 
very thought. Later they tried it and 
were surprised by the results. Gisela 
Schreiber is a medical journalist.
 Urine therapy has a long history. 
The benefits were known to early soci-
eties and urine was used in many ways. 
However, in recent times urine therapy 
has been extremely popular in Ger-
many, Japan and India, although known 
in other countries. 
 The main resistance to using urine 
therapeutically is the accretion of 
myths and prejudices that have grown 
up around ‘Pee’. The author deals with 
and dispels these in a straight forward 
way that will reassure those who are 
open-minded, but not sure.  
 The book is composed of a brief 
overview of the therapy, with a lit-
tle history and a pep-talk about the 
prejudices and how to overcome them. 
This is followed by the methods of 
treatment and then a list of conditions 
that respond to urine therapy and 
testimonials from those who used it in 
that context with success. It is highly 
accessible and easy to read. 
 The use of urine by ingestion or by 
rubbing onto the skin informs and chal-
lenges the immune system to get itself 
into gear and start creating the condi-
tions in the body needed to heal things 
that are awry. 
 In the interests of research, yes 
dear reader, I tried rubbing my urine 
into my sad psoriatic elbows. Surpris-
ingly, I have not had to use my steroid 
cream on them for two weeks now. 
They do not have an odour, or feel bad 
in any way. The trick is to really make 
sure the urine is completely rubbed in. 
For the curious, collecting your own 
urine is always going to be much easier 
for men for obvious reasons.
 I recommend this book as an 
extremely interesting look at a com-
mon, inexpensive and renewable way 
of healing yourself. And the medicine 
is completely tailored to your own 
needs! There’s no cost, no prescription 
required and an ample supply comes 
naturally to you when you need it.
 For the adventurous among you, 
this will give reassurance that you are 
not alone.

– Jennifer hoskins
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With so much discussion and rising 
interest in the Essenes, the Cathars and 
the Albigensians, and their “secret” and 
obscure teachings, an in depth book on 
Gnostic history has been long overdue. 
 The word Gnostic has been bandied 
about as a general description of any 
movement that contravened traditional 
Christian values or the edicts of the 
Roman Catholic Church. It is interest-
ing to note that many of these sects 
would not describe themselves or their 
teachings as “gnostic” as such. 
 In his book, The Essence of the 
Gnostics, Bernard Simon takes us on a 
meticulous journey through all of the 
traditions we associate with Gnosti-
cism. With great skill, he lays bare 
the bones of this obscure giant in an 
insightful investigation of the facts, 
the history and the relevance of this 
thought system.
 Long before there was a system 
of belief called Gnosticism there were 
those who searched for a special and 
intimate knowledge of God and all his/
her mysterious ways. The belief system 
came to notice in the early part of the 
first century CE. 
 Gnostics operated from hidden 
places and carried a veil of mystery 
and secrecy, yet it has survived in one 
form or another, to the present day. 
Its adherents range from magicians to 
theologians, many of whom have been 
branded as heretics and murdered in 
the thousands by the orthodox Church.
 The word Gnostic comes from the 
Greek language, and stands for ‘know-
ing through observation or experience’. 
This word gives us both Gnosticism and 
agnosticism, although agnosticism is the 
absence of knowledge of God, whereas 
Gnosticism not only admits God’s 
existence, but also claims special and 
perhaps intimate knowledge. In short, 
Gnosticism is not so much based on 

faith so much as actual experience of 
the Godforce, however we might define 
it. 
 All religious teachings acknowledge 
that the world we live in is imperfect. 
However, where they differ is in the 
explanation they offer for the imper-
fection, and the pathway or method 
offered for redemption. 
 Whilst many religionists hold that 
humans are to blame for these imper-
fections and urge us to be governed 
by God, the Gnostics believed that the 
world is flawed because it was created 
in a flawed manner, thereby implicating 
the creator. 
 Such a perspective was regarded as 
blasphemous by Christian authorities at 
the dawn of the new religion, and led to 
the sect’s persecution. Equally concern-
ing were the Gnostics’ liberal views 
regarding sex, the role of women and 
the toleration of other faiths.
 In The Essence of the Gnostics, Ber-
nard Simon offers a fascinating insight 
into this ancient and yet in many ways, 
contemporary faith. 
 He points out that part of its 
roots can be found in Zoroastrianism. 
Zoroastrians believed in one God and 
were taught that the world was basi-
cally the battleground of two beings: 
Ahura Mazda, the god of light, creation 
and goodness, and Ahriman, god of 
darkness, destruction, corruption and 
death. 
 This duality between these two 
polarities remains an integral part of 
Gnosticism in its later forms. However, 
such a juxtaposition of two polarities 
can be found in almost every major 
ancient religious movement, both in the 
East and West and is hardly unique to 

Gnosticism. Indeed the Christian belief 
in the “devil” or Satan was founded on 
these traditions.
 It is important to understand the 
central components of ancient Gnostic 
thought. The first is the ritual of cleans-
ing, or baptism. The second is ritual 
meals on a regular basis. The third is 
the birth and death of the instigator of 
the religion in a mysterious or miracu-
lous way. And finally, in all cases, there 
is an accompanying Goddess or femi-
nine principle (a mother or a consort) 
and the initial rejection of the words of 
wisdom.
 Notice the similarity between this 
and Jesus’ teachings. However, un-
like orthodox Christianity, Gnostics 
explored their religion by asking ques-
tions such as what did the creator do 
before creation? Or who created God? 
Something orthodox Christians were 
not allowed or encouraged to do.
 The originators of Gnosticism had 
their own Supreme Being, as well as a 
retinue of demigods and their repre-
sentatives on Earth. Their system of 
belief incorporated at least one unique 
theory of creation, together with an 
account of the origin of good and evil. 
 They argued the need for an 
alternative to Jehovah or Yahweh, 
Judaism’s ‘jealous god,’ and described 
such a being as a “loving father” in a 
very similar fashion to that espoused by 
Jesus. Simon outlines that at one point 
Gnosticism came very close to becom-
ing the mainstream Christian church, 
and had that occurred we would indeed 
be living in a very different world.
 Gnosticism and its mysterious his-
tory might well have been forgotten 
were it not for the Nag Hammadi scrip-
tures, discovered in the 1940s in Egypt. 
These codices contain such texts as the 
Gospels of Thomas, Philip and Truth. 
A translation of Thomas into English 
demonstrates that Jesus seems to have 
taught his disciples in more depth than 
the masses, which is in keeping with the 
Gnostic idea there are three levels of 
awareness.
 One of these levels is the feminine 
aspect of God, and the spiritual prin-
ciple known as the Divine Sophia or 
Wisdom. According to these scrip-
tures it is Sophia, the last emanation 
of the transcendent God, who makes 
a mistake and creates the Demiurge, a 
vengeful, negative, egotistical creator 
“God.” 
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 She must then set about putting that 
mistake right, ultimately achieving union 
with the Christ figure in order to offer 
salvation, and a way back to purity. Is 
this not the wonderful and often over-
looked truth reflected in the story of 
Mary Magdalene? 
 Look at the world today and you will 
see the principle of feminine wisdom, 
Sophia herself, is once again receiv-
ing the veneration she deserves. We 
see this in The Da Vinci Code novel that 
sparked so much interest, we see this 
in the many Marian apparitions claimed 
all over the planet, and we see this in 
every woman as they continue to find 
their voices both in the church and the 
secular world.
 The core of Gnosticism is the belief 
that inside every person is a spark of 
divinity placed there from a supreme 
divinity. The divine can be awakened 
by, and discovered through, a process 
of contemplation and self-knowledge. 
This process of internal enlightenment 
can best be accomplished through the 
assistance of a divine mediator (such as 
the Holy Spirit) or redemption figure, 
however, salvation is primarily the indi-
vidual’s own responsibility. 
 Perhaps more telling is that the di-
vine mediator is invariably described as 
feminine! Simon quotes the Wisdom of 
Solomon written by an Alexandrian Jew 
in about 50 BCE: “Sophia is the breath 
of the power of God, pure emanation, 
of the glory of the Almighty; hence 
nothing impure can find a way into her. 
She is a reflection of the eternal light, 
untarnished mirror of God’s active 
power, image of his goodness.”
 It is the strong sense of personal 
responsibility that marks all followers of 
Gnostic thought and leads to the ideals 
of the fully developed “Divine Man.” 
This can be traced as far back as 593 
BCE to the prophet Ezekiel, and then 
later to 168 BCE and the Book of Dan-
iel where this ideal is described as the 
“Son of Man,” a phrase and description 
used by Jesus when referring to himself.
 It is common belief that Jesus had 
female as well as male disciples, and 
again if we refer to the Nag Hammadi 
scriptures there are many references to 
this fact. The idea of a virgin birth has 
a potency of its own, if we remember 
that to be a virgin did not just refer to 
sexual purity, but dedication to God or 
unmarried. 

 However, Gnosticism points to a 
blending or balancing of the inner Divine 
Male and Divine Female. They believed 
that in the beginning there was only 
one transcendent God, a male principle 
that existed in balance with the female 
principle, called the Ennoia (thought). 
From their union two archetypes, Mind 
(male) and Truth (female) were created, 
which in turn emanated others in male-
female pairs known as Aeons. These 
collectively constituted the divine realm 
known as the Pleroma or Fullness. 
 Throughout this book, Simon em-
phasises the Gnostic desire for inner 
knowledge. This is generally defined 
as the knowledge of hidden things, in 
particular intuitive knowledge. The kind 
of transcendent knowledge that goes 
beyond empirical observation has, of 
course, always been the province of 
the feminine. And it is this factor, more 
than any other, that has disturbed the 
church and all who adhere to ortho-
dox thought. This is why superstitious 
and slanderous stories were circulated 
about women being the route of evil. 
This is why it was Eve who tempted 
Adam and caused the fall from grace. 
This is why the feminine has been 
excluded from any powerful position 
within the church. 
 Yet the Gnostics recognised that an 
intuitive “feminine” faculty is a neces-
sary part of a successful existence upon 
this Earth, and a necessary part of 
redemption into the divine.
 All religions have a problem with 
balance of power between the mascu-
line and feminine elements. Patriarchal 
religions would have it that the mascu-
line is supreme, and the feminine fatally 
flawed, yet surely such a conflict could 
be easily resolved if the principles of 
equality were brought into play?
 Androgyny takes on new meaning 
when looked at from a spiritual per-
spective. Here we discover that the 
male active role couples beautifully with 
the feminine passive. This does away 
with the distinction between one being 
“better” than the other and allows us to 
bring balance into our lives. 
 It is this blending of energy that is 
epitomised by the six-pointed star, we 
now refer to as the Star of David. This 
ancient symbol can be traced back to 
Egypt and Tibet.
 The upward pointing triangle is the 
physical realm (fire), often referred to 

as the blade. It reaches upwards to the 
spiritual realm. Then pressing down-
wards, and intersecting in unity we 
see the chalice or blue triangle like the 
waters of life. Together they form a star, 
and the red and blue transmutes into 
purple, the colour of the curtain within 
the Temple. This symbol was first popu-
larised by the Kabbalists. These Jewish 
mystics can also trace their teachings 
back to the Gnostics.
 Today, we find instances of Gnostic 
belief surfacing even in the modern-day 
world of music and media. More and 
more people are beginning to appreciate 
the magical, spiritual and cosmic signifi-
cance of this ancient system of thought. 
With the discovery of the Gnostic 
Gospels in Nag Hammadi and the Dead 
Sea Scrolls, the desire to experience the 
truth has never been greater. 
 However, it is important to truly 
understand the journey and the diverse 
sections within the Gnostic movement. 
Simon highlights their similarities and 
their differences, and uncovers their rise 
and fall in ancient times. As he does, it 
becomes clear why this thought system 
threatened orthodoxy and why thou-
sands were put to the sword for their 
beliefs.
 All of this would remain academic, 
were it not for the fact that the same 
hunger assails modern man just as it did 
the ancients. We are no longer satisfied 
with mere academic discovery; we can 
no longer be threatened or frightened 
into mindless servitude to a church 
or an institution, the modern man or 
woman longs to know, experience, to 
taste first hand. 
 To quote singer David Bowie, 
also known as an arch exponent of 
androgyny: “Religion is for people who 
believe in hell; spirituality is for people 
who have been there.”
 Gnosticism can be termed the 
first “spiritual” movement in a sea of 
religion. If you feel drawn to experience 
rather than to merely “know,” then 
begin your journey with this insightful 
and balanced book. 
 Bernard Simon offers a fascinating 
journey into this ancient faith and then 
explores the reasons for its current 
renaissance, and in the end, isn’t that 
why you read The Da Vinci Code?

– Lesley Crossingham
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My first thought on contemplating my 
review of this book was “not another 
dream book.” However, having read a 
previous dream book by this author, I 
found it to be insightful and useful for 
those who are thinking about or are 
actively engaged in dreamwork. 
 Dr. Fontana is an experienced 
psychologist in the area of dreamwork 
and teaches at several universities. His 
previous publications on dreams have 
been translated into 21 languages.
 This current volume too is useful and 
definitely not a ‘fluffy’ dream book. True, 
it is sumptuously illustrated in colour and 
printed on highly quality paper stock, but 
this just enhances the important message 
that the author is giving. 
 You can use dreams as a way of un-
leashing the power of your unconscious 
mind. He walks the reader through the 
history of dreams and dreaming, includ-
ing some sound theory on the nature 
and purpose of sleep. 
 It is accepted by psychologists that 
the unconscious realm is unbounded by 
any of the rules we follow in our waking 
life. The bizarre content of the dreams 
we remember are probably the tip of 

the iceberg. We would not be able to 
live a ‘normal’ waking life if all the infor-
mation our unconscious mind holds was 
constantly available to us. 
 It gets filtered and sometimes im-
portant messages are sent to our sub-
conscious and conscious mind through 
symbolism that has personal 
meaning for us. A deeper 
aspect is what Jung termed 
the Universal Unconscious. 
This is the thread of symbols, 
often called Archetypes, that 
is common to all people, 
whatever their culture. 
 The unconscious affects 
our behaviour, dreams and 
personality. I believe it holds 
the key to solving our prob-
lems, enhancing our creativity and 
ability to create the life we desire.
 In the first section common dreams 
are examined and there is a first 
exercise to begin the work. After this, 
each major chapter comprises a page or 
two on background and theory, some 
straightforward psychology, and a case 
study and/or dream exercise. 
 Dr. Fontana draws on traditional 
Jungian analysis and psychoanalytic 
techniques developed for his dream 
workshops. The exercises increase in 
complexity as the dreamer gains experi-
ence. There is at least one pertinent 
illustration on every page which will stir 
the imagination or provoke your own 
memories. 
 Dreamwork can be used for a 
number of purposes, some highly practi-
cal and others not so. So much of this 
work depends on creative visualisation 
and the early exercises aim to train the 
imagination to both connect with and 
interpret the generally bizarre symbol-
ogy of dreams. 

 Dr. Fontana first helps the dreamer 
connect with the dream world. Then 
attention is paid to dream control. I 
am slightly wary of dream control, as it 
could restrict the free flow of informa-
tion from the unconscious. 
 A large section is devoted to dream 
interpretation. This is not the usual 

dictionary of dreams catchall, 
but a considered discussion 
with exercises. The nature of 
dream symbols, landscapes, 
archetypes, and personal 
mythologies are explained. It is 
emphasised that the meaning of 
a lot of the symbols will be per-
sonal to the individual dreamer. 
The next part explains how to 
use dreams to move toward 
self-understanding. There is a 

useful section on childhood dreams and 
also how to neutralise nightmares. 
 The final section deals with how 
the dreamer can get direct help from 
their unconscious mind, how to listen 
to dreams. An excellent exercise on 
clarifying relationships is included here. 
 As a serious work on dreams and 
dreaming, this book gets an emphatic 
thumbs-up. It is written in a clear 
empathetic style. Dr. Fontana is a very 
experienced dreamwork psychologist 
and it shows. 
 My own foray into dreamwork while 
reading this book was to create my own 
personal dream journal. I found that it 
took all night to dream and all day to 
record my dreams – I had no time for 
anything else! It was fun with a delight-
ful and energising purpose. 
 I recommend this useful book for 
anyone who is ready to learn more 
about themselves. Dream on!

– Jennifer hoskins
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By contemplating the world around me 
I think about the paradox of modern 
life. On one hand we have religious 
extremists throwing bombs in the name 
of God. On the other hand we have the 
soulless world of science and technol-
ogy, which while full of promise seems 
empty of meaning. 
 What are the alternatives? Years of 
historical and archaeological research 
disproved literal interpretations of all 
the world’s sacred books. Simple faith 
seems appealing, but ultimately unsatis-
fying. 
 What about alternative spirituality? 
Well, this is a can of worms. Here we 
have esoteric texts so profound their 
confusion is only matched by what 
seems to be deliberate mystification. 
They are so saturated with meaning that 
nobody understands them! 
 We also have the ‘new age’ which 
seems to be modern excess at its very 
worst, the spiritual verities reduced to 
consumer commodities. In the parlance 
of the common man, we have from the 
sublime to the ridiculous.
 Where do we turn? We need a map, 
a guidebook, and this is what Hidden 
Wisdom offers. Written from an intel-
ligent and rational perspective, critical 
but not cynical, open-minded but not 
gullible. These authors know the field 
well, having been the editors of the 
most significant esoteric magazine of 
the late 20th century, Gnosis.
 Hidden Wisdom was originally pub-
lished in 1999 and is now issued in a 
new edition with added content.
 The introduction begins by defin-
ing esotericism or Hidden Wisdom and 
its role in the modern world. Though 
occultism has been degraded by both 
mainstream religion and science, it 
was actually once the fountainhead of 
wisdom and teachings that both religion 

and science drew inspiration and ideas. 
This book works to help us appreciate 
its origins and context. 
 A note should be made on the 
presentation of each chapter. Smoley 
and Kinney offer a very well thought out 
approach to exploring esotericism. Key 
concepts are delineated into sections 
and suggested reading is offered at the 
end of each chapter. 
 Carl Jung is a great place to start 
when exploring esotericism. He pio-
neered modern psychology, but also 
explored religious beliefs and came to a 
deep understanding of the nature of the 
unconscious and its relation to deeper 
states of consciousness. 
 Smoley and Kinney use Jung to give 
a solid outline of the psychological basis 
for Hidden Wisdom. By introducing 
key concepts within Jungian psychology, 
the authors help us get a solid footing 
before we enter the world of occult-
ism. Since Jung had a special interest in 
Gnosticism, that is where we go next.
 The next chapters explore the hid-
den side of the traditions we know best 
in the West. We get the inside story 
on Gnosticism, though considered by 
many to be a heresy is now considered 
a major source of Christian thinking. 
 Next is a very comprehensive ex-
amination of mystical or esoteric Chris-
tianity and then onto Kabbalah, the 
esotericism of Judaism. These chapters 
cover in detail the esoteric heart of the 
West’s best known traditions and offer 
solid coverage of their basic theories 
and practices, if not perhaps a little too 
refracted through a Jungian lens when it 
comes to Gnosticism.
 The next section moves into more 
contentious territory where we begin 

with Magic. Smoley and Kinney offer an 
extensive exploration of the Western 
magical tradition, with a solid look at 
the Golden Dawn and key concepts 
such as the Astral Light and Corre-
spondences. I would have liked to see 
more on such movements as Thelema 
and the Magic of Julius Evola, and found 
the section on Chaos Magick superficial. 
But as a summary of Magic in one chap-
ter this is an impressive achievement.
 From Magic we move into the world 
of Witchcraft and Neopaganism. This 
chapter attempts the impossible, to 
summarise these subjects in a short 
space. The basic approach is to examine 
the nature of modern Witchcraft or 
Wicca and consider its prime tenets, 
beliefs and practices with some refer-
ence to such issues as historicity and 
the witch trials. This is followed by a 
section on other Neopagan movements. 
 This is then followed by considera-
tion of indigenous esotericism such as 
Shamanism with key concepts such as 
traditional cosmology examined. There 
follows sections on Gurdjieff, Sufism, 
Hermeticism, and so on. 
 When I consider the book as a 
whole I come away very impressed. 
While there have been many attempts 
to produce an introduction to the Hid-
den Wisdom, most fall terribly short or 
ended as nothing more than dictionaries. 
 This is clearly a volume written by 
people who have a practical interest in 
the subject and lead an active spiritual 
life. Certainly, their own interests show, 
the sections on Gnosticism and inner 
Christianity are probably the more 
extensive and the section on Magic the 
least. 
 Perhaps I would have made dif-
ferent choices and worked to include 
other individuals and movements such 
as Aleister Crowley and Thelema, Julius 
Evola, Traditionalism and Guenon, 
Asatru, Druidism, the Runic Magic of 
Edred Thorsson etc. However, authors 
and editors need to make choices which 
reviewers do not, and at the end of the 
day this is the very best introduction to 
esotericism on the market today.
 When someone comes to me and 
says with the river of information flood-
ing through the Internet, thousands of 
books, masters and Gurus, what would 
be the best first step into esotericism? 
My advice: purchase Hidden Wisdom by 
Richard Smoley and Jay Kinney.

– robert Black
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The title alone of this book is intrigu-
ing. It speaks of cultivating Yin energy. 
Many readers will assume that it is the 
opposite of Yang. Well, it is true to a 
point, but the Yin in the title is part of 
the Tao Yin. 
 This is a book of ancient fitness 
wisdom, but not the usual Western style 
of physical and muscular fitness. The Tao 
Yin is the holistic system that creates 
balance and harmony between the inward 
and outward energies to bring health and 
revitalisation. The aim of the system is a 
combination of strength, flexibility, and 
nurturing of the body, mind and spirit.
 Mantak Chia is the founder of the 
Universal Healing Tao System. He has 
had many decades of studying under 
Taoist masters and is a prolific writer of 
books on health through the Tao. 
 In the initial pages he warns beginners 
this book contains exercises that will sup-
plement training with a qualified teacher 
and the reader should not just sail into 
them without proper supervision. He 
also recommends that those wishing to 
undertake these very powerful exercises 
should not use them as a substitute for 
their existing health care, but consult 

their health practitioner before starting. 
 The exercises in this book are all 
performed in lying or sitting positions. 
This does not make them any less rig-
orous – small gains will take you far.
 The book is organised in a very 
clear way. In Part 1, China’s very dif-
ferent cosmology and philosophical 
systems are outlined. There is the 
history of Tao Yin and how it fits with 
Mantak Chia’s Universal Tao System. 
All sections are supported by diagrams, 
photos or illustrations of some sort.
 The physical benefits of Tao Yin 
are listed and some rare physiology is 
encountered. Because Tao Yin oper-
ates on a whole being system, plain 
physiology/psychology/spirituality 
each by themselves cannot explain 
what happens when the exercises are 
performed. A discussion of Chinese as-
trology, the body systems of meridians 
and how the major organs and glands 
align with the heavens and the earth is 
challenging, but will bring ‘aha’ experi-
ences to many readers. When you see 
the charts that show which way the 
body energies should flow it all starts 

to make perfect sense when integrated. 
 The concept of the Second Brain is 
explained as this is a critical part of the 
imaging or meditation you do within the 
exercises. I found it hard to understand 
how the movements in Tao Yin relate to 
the animal patterns. The exercise names 
relating to animals continue to sound 
very picturesque, but further study and 
exercise is clearly needed. 
 The conclusion of Part 1 imparts the 
correct preparation and general instruc-
tions. The most important instruction 
was ‘Smile.’ My personal opinion is that 
smiling – even if you don’t feel particu-
larly happy – does something to change 
your body/brain chemistry beneficially. 
 Part 2, and the bulk of the book, is 
devoted to five sets of exercises which 
increase in complexity and develop 
your flexibility and strength as well 
as grace of movement. Each set has 
between 7 and 12 exercises with good 
photographs and extremely detailed 
instructions on each, with benefits 
outlined and what to expect. 
 Almost immediately it becomes 
clear this is no mere exercise manual. 
It is part cosmology, part alchemy, part 
spiritual guide. Any spiritual unfolding 
that is genuine must embrace the whole 
being. This is the main message I gained 
from this book. To have your energies 
flowing properly, you must become fit 
in mind, body, spirit. 
 I am convinced that followed prop-
erly, the Tao Yin can provide a lot that 
is lacking in our Western way of health. 
For grace, harmony and health, this may 
be the system you are looking for.
 This book is recommended for 
those who are committed to the 
integration of their full beings. No half 
beings need apply.

– Jennifer hoskins
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In our fast modern world of the world-
wide-web, global markets, computer 
chips and junk food, we can forget we 
live on an exquisite, multi-dimensional 
world we call “Mother Earth.” 
 So many of us have turned our backs 
on the beauty and the magnificence of 
this planet whilst we sit in front of an 
LCD screen looking at pictures on the 
other side of the world, or the other 
side of the galaxy. Yet, ironically, the 
answer to many of the mysteries we 
“google” may actually lie at our feet.
 The ancients knew this wisdom, and 
they have left markers for us to follow, 
if we have the will and the inclination to 
unravel the puzzle that is planet Earth.
 Philip Heselton is the founder 
editor of the Ley Hunter Journal, and 
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continues to research numinous sites in 
the landscape. 
 In his book, Earth Mysteries, Hesel-
ton takes us on a breathtaking explo-
ration of the unseen mysteries of the 
world around us. 
 Some of you may already be familiar 
with the concept of “ley lines” or en-
ergy lines that run through and around 
the Earth. These lines were discovered 
and named by Alfred Watkins, a British 
photographer, magistrate and county 
councillor with a keen appreciation of 
the British countryside. 
 Whilst studying the hills and vales 
of rural Britain in 1921, Watkins made 
a discovery that he described as “scales 
falling from his eyes.” 
 He saw that over many years of 
prehistory, all track-ways were in 
straight lines marked out by mounds, 
earthworks or clumps of special trees 
deliberately planted or placed to form 
a guiding notch on the skyline. These 
tracks marked the ancient power lines 
or ley lines of earth energy that criss-
cross all parts of the planet.
 This discovery was controversial, 
particularly when Watkins included 
churches as mark points. These church-
es were built on pagan sites, such as 
Cascob, Radnorshire and Fimber in East 
Yorkshire. Even more controversial was 
the discovery of an altar dedicated to 
the pagan god Cernunnas found below 
the Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris 
which some have claimed was the focus 
for ancient alignments.
 However, Heselton’s research took 
him to other parts of the world, and the 
discovery or what is often referred to as 
“earth lights.” These are light phenomena 
produced from the body of the Earth, 

particularly in areas of faulted geology 
on mountain peaks and ridges, bodies of 
water and areas of mineral deposits. He-
selton believes that many of these natural 
occurrences could explain phenomena 
such as UFOs, ghosts, will-o-the-wisps 
and apparitions of various kinds.
 One such place that has a high 
record of this phenomenon is Marfa 
in southwest Texas. There are written 
accounts of these manifestations going 
back to 1883. In the 1970s research was 
conducted to see if there were any cor-
relation between these various phenom-
ena, geological features and ancient sites. 
Researchers discovered a high degree 
of positive relationship between these 
incidents, and a later, expanded study, 
covering the whole of Britain, showed a 
close correlation between UFO sightings 
and areas of tectonic activity. 
 Heselton asserts that the energy 
which creates earth lights has a sensi-
tising effect on people allowing them to 
see “psychically” to the point that there 
may be “outbreaks of psychic effects, 
such as poltergeist activity.”
 He poses the question, could these 
“earth light” phenomena point to the 
existence of a fundamental “life energy” 
that the mystics refer to as prana, or 
chi and is this force within the planet it-
self? Mystics and spiritual healers would 
have no doubt this phenomena points 
to this conclusion. 
 Heselton takes us on a wild and 
riveting journey around our fair blue 
planet and includes many other re-
searchers such as Wilhelm Reich, 
Baron Karl von Reichenback who have 
investigated psychic phenomena. He 
covers psychometry, psychic archaeol-
ogy, psychic quest work and dowsing, 
allowing the reader to form his own 
opinions on these methods.
 Earth Mysteries is filled with pho-
tographs and illustrations, but perhaps 
more importantly, there are diagrams and 
explanations that encourage and allow 
the reader to create their own labyrinths 
or to try dowsing and geomancy. 
 This book is very much an intro-
duction to this art, but it does contain 
strong, well-researched information 
that is invaluable to the serious student. 
 Perhaps more importantly, Hesel-
ton’s clear love for the mysteries of the 
Earth, and his belief we are all intrinsi-
cally interconnected, shines brightly 
throughout this colourful book.

– Lesley Crossingham




